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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

.
The Second. Report and Order in the proceedings relating to Docket No. 18262 publiShed by the
Federal CoMmunications Commission (FCC) in 1974 promised-relief of the long-standing frequency
congestiof-problems of the law enforcement communications community. Nncurrently, fundamen-
.tal.revisions to the.froceddies

-
arid policiet bY which:law enforcement agenCies obtain access --to the 900.MHz portion of the. .spectrum were made.

.

. . .
,

these-proceedings allocated 30 MHz for all elements of the land' mobile communications commun
ity,. - i including lawenforcement. Of the 600 channels .possible,in this portion of the spectrum,

,..100 were allocated-for conventional systems, 200 for ':trunked"1/ systems, and the remaining
'300 heldin reserve. Net4 ground rules were established for the assignment of these frequencies.;
Block assignments reserving specified frequenciet for designated classes.of userssuch as law
enfdircement agencies were not authorized in this band. No provisions were made for local fre-:
quency coordination. The procedules.at 900MHz call for the FCC staff touse a first come,

.
first served assignment technique based upon Commistion-established.sanards of channel lciad--.:'
tng. The ComMission also mandated that all. ystems.requiring more than five channels::be
"trunked". - .

'
1 .i

',These and related .concepts were developed-by the CoMmistion in recognition of the rapidly
' expanding spectrUerequirementt4of the land mobile communications community. Its stated
- intention was to apply modern,tedhnology to the problem of the;growing demand for a finite

'amount of_ spectrum. But the impact of these policies, together with the engineering.questions
pertaining to the technical tuitadility of-this newl:aVallablespectrum have, heretofore, not

. . btPdp.tonSidered- in light,of the specialized communications needs of law enforcement agencies:- --t
ti

.---.
.

.
.

tiii FebrUary 197 the Law Enforcement Assistance' Adminjstration (LEAA) recognized that many .

.

. technit41, eConoeic and managerial questions about this newly available 'spectrum and related......

i freqUe,!4iketignment philosophies must be answeredbefoKe the-potential benefits inherent in
Docket-')W 18262 couyi be fully available to the lawlInTorcement community. Under LEAA Grant

:-%No. /.7'S-99 6009 the'Associated PublicSafety CommuW.Ations Officers Inc. (ARCO) was re+
.- -,'quested to analyze thse problems, make appropriate ecommendations for future:actions, and
*describo a program,te'lembpStrate the p9tential capabilities of these new concepts. 7

', . .
,

'

In this,studY(talled Project16), AFC° has determined that-these,frequenciet do, in fact,
;.!

-

;-. pre.cent-the oppoftunity for.' significantly improved spectrumavailffbility andcommunications
. syse;em,perfermance for law-eriforceMentLagencies. 'Conventional .type 900 MHz equipment; is now

available:. It is relatively.cost effective and functionally suitable for installation, main--
'..tenancft.'and. operation-by manyqaw enforcement agencies. The 900 MHz spectrum offers a major
-opportunity to alleviate much of the spectrum congestion that has long afflicted thepublic' °,

G

safety communications community_
.

. .

On the
.

-other hand,'the present regulatory_environment.fo r 900 MHz as established in Docket'
No-218262.posescertain difficuties that' may-impede the effective utilization of this'vital
portion of the'Spectrdm, -The abtencecif_block allocations, coupled. with the elimination of the

.requirement for local area coordination, can seriously jeopardize the implementation of inte-
grated and cooperative -System. The irstkcome, first served frequency assignment pol:-
threatens potential, access to- these'frequencieSby the tax- supported members_ of the la -, ..lobile

:
community. The rate at which the.businest-and other economically'flexible elements of the

r- land mobile community are moving.to thete frequencies raisesterious questions regarding the
eventual availib4Jity of frequencies for law enforcement agencie that are faced with the time -
consuming financial processes that must be complied with by tax-supP6rted entities.

. . .. 0

d' Thequestion cift.trunked system implementation by public safety-agencies has proven to-be highly
complex. the potential for improved. spectrum utilization that might result from trunked.system
technology in the law enforcement sector has not been demonstrated light of'the spedialized
law enforcement operational needs; nor is the responsibility of the taxpayer to suppoft these
potentially more costly' systems, even if perhapsthey are more spectrum-efficient,-been estab-
lished. _ ,

1/4 -See Chapter .I for definitions.
r
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While improved spectrum efficiency may result from:such systems; thedegree.of improvement.
attainable seems - largely- dependent- upon- the-number -of- units" involved in-the-system.--Trunking--
systems with fewer than 300 mobiles offers little improvement in spectrum utilization. Trunk-
ing latter systems, under present standards of loading, offers only marginal improvements-in
possible, channel availability.

-(

Little spectrum-related benefit derives from trunking heavily loaded channels. Improved spec:.
trum utilization is not likely to result from trunking'the existing number -of channels of a
major metropolitan system that. is. currently loaded with 100 or 150 mobile units per channel:
Overall increased

likely to occur in largemore
ctrum utilization,. while maintaining a present or an imprOved level of

municipalities if\multi-agency sys-service in such sy ,4 ems, is mo

-

items can be deVelo' d. Systems in which the communications heeds 'of several (or all) agencies
of a given unit of. government could -be united, such.that lightly loaded channels can be com-
bined Avith the heavily loaded law enforcement channels (incorporating the time phase difference
pf"periods of peak loading), could provide opportunities for improved spectrum utilization.by
sing trunked techniques. Similarly, the combination of several agencies of different but `

+14*-Contiguous units of government also offeri the possibility of providing the.system size-and
channel availability needed to make possible improved spectrumiutilizatiOn through trunking.
Both of these options present significant manacement, political and economic, problems.

A'most important result of this study has been the identification of significantly improved
operational postibilities that are inherent in the trunked system concept. Such systems,.em-
!Awing digital address and control channel techniques, make possible system configurations
that offer greatl increased flexibility, multiple address. system organization, automatic
priority. designs rs, multiple tystem'control points, channel redundancy;. flexible system ex-
pansion ies and other advantages yet to be identified. These techniques can greatly
enhanCethe fUnC ional capabilities of law enforCement communications systems. The trunked
system concept currently mandated by the.FCC offers the possibility of_satisfying law enforce-.
ment commUnications.needs-for the 'next several decades. ."

. . f .

T',-- Project 16 recognized that the technologies required to implement these_ trunked systems.ekists
today. .The'principal'impediment fo their immediateapplication.is the need-to identify those
necessary 'functions that this technology can provide and to Configure a system that demon-
strates the improved operational Capabilit'.es that are possible. grpject 16 conclodetthat -

the federal, government should provide the initiative needed to,devetbp" a demonstration system
that will make potential users aware of its dapabilitieifand resolve those engineering ques-
tions inherent.in-the implementation:of,new technologies*. .

1

.

-o, dr e

The dtudy recommends that the federal government initiate a programto develdp,a model . trunked

'C5

system demonstrating those operational featvres havi g'particula application to law enforce-
ment communications. needs. It also recommends that he federal goy e'rnmerit absorb thekcosts-
associated with sytem development, test, and tectInol gy transfer,-land that the seleCted model
community beat those costs associated with hardware manufacture-and installation. ,

t S,
... .

1 ,, .

,

Project 16 has answered many of'..the questions relating to the opening of the 9.00 MHZ spectrum
to law enforcemeht communications needs. It has pointed put certain regulatory areasthat need'
modifiCition if these frequency es are.to be most effectIvely used. It has shown that the :-

equipment needed for...conventional, traditional type 900 MHz systems is available today. But

perhaps of most importance, it has pointed out the potential of trunked', 900 MHz systems to
exploit existing technologies in away that will proVide new systems configurations that will.
accommodate the operational needs of law enforcement agencies during the coming decades. .

_ . , .
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, INTRODUCTION

The opening of the 900 MHz spectrum for use by the land mobile radio cc !unity
by the Federal Communications CoMmission in its proceedings in Docket 1,.... 1S252
was- a landmark event in the history of mobile radio in the United State:..` , By
this action the FCC almost doubled the amount of spectrum available to t-r-, ":nd.
mobile radio services, offering a long-awaited hope of relief from constraints
on system design"caused by the limited number of,available frequencies..

In this proceeding the Commission laid a foundation-for the future of, mobile
radio. It authorized the development of "cellular systems" which may some day
make possible the establishment o-f-a mobile radio system able to serve the gen-
eral public,much as the public t(-"' hone network does today. It set aside
40 MHz for the developmedt.of th' -ellular systems. '

The Commission provided for the gc..wth'of private land mobile radio systems by
establishing two 15'MHz bands (8Q6 MHz to 821LMHz for base only; and 851 MHz
to 866 MHz for mobile only)1/ for:use by-tile land mobile radio services. This
30 MHz provides sufficient spectrum for the eventual assignmentof 600 two-way
voice channels. in the land mobile radio service. ,,,,-

. .

.

.

In this action the FCC did-much more than authorize -much needed spectrum for
land mobile use. It radically altered many of its long- standingl.concepts of hoW
this spectrum would be managed and how these frequencies would be assigned. The
Commission did away with block allocations at 900 MHz. That concept, long in
use in the lower bands,. reserved specific frequencies. or 9-cups of frequencies
for use byspecific services, to the exclusion ofother uss-s. In lieu of this
block allocation concel5t, the Commission. establishef : "f- -st 'come, first

wserved" frequency assignment procedure whereby all authorized_users, regardless
of service, would be assigned frequencies.by the Commission staff in the,order.
'of the sequencte of their license applications, I0 aSed.up-,n channel loading stan-
dards established by the Commission.

. 1 . .
.

. .- _

The Commissi also mandated that the larger systeMs .(those with"lOading re-
.

quirements, U ifying the asSignMent of-more --..n-five channels) must employ
trunked 2// system technologies.. -These-trunk_.:: systems would be based upon

_ automatedcomputer controlled- switching techhologies that could instantaneously
... select -an 'loused channel from among any of those assigned to the systeM, rather

than rely upon discrete assigsrfaents of :hannels to individualmobile units or,
groups of units. .

. -

. .
--

The Commission explained in the Second Report and Order.resulting from Docket
----No. .18262 that it was. pursuing these policies in the interest of increased

.
"spettrum efficiency" and improved spectrumManagement,It made clebr-in public
statements.made in connection with Docket No. 1C262 that it foresaw a great
growth in the demand for systems, and that in view off the finite_.
lithi-ts of the available spectrum, the Commission was determined'to explott the -
resources of technology.and manageMent policy to best use the available spec-
trum, ..-

fivis

..i.;7 .

The Comsjon recog zed that the-trunked technologies it had mandated are
likely to be expensive and,..Insome cases, might only be.justified by 'some-form

if This newly available- spectrum has beeii referred to by several appellations during the
development of Docket Np..-18262. Technically, it is a portion of the UHF band and_cur-

rentlY it is frequently%referred to_as the "800 MHz" band or the "860 MHz"band. During much
of the period in whiCh Docket No. 18262 was active, the entire portion of the'-spectrum under
consideration in thatDocket was widely referred to as the "900,MHz" band. In deference to
this historical precedent, this:Report will continue -to usethat term to designate that portion
of the spectrum available fOr iandlooble radio service use between 806 MHz and 870 MHz.

...--

-
,/

,

,

.gy For definitions'of this and similar terms used-extensively in DoCket, see Chapter I:

..-:.
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of cooperative or common user maAnagement organization. To this end it author-
ized the establishment "of Special Mobile Radio Systems, or SMRSs. 'These SMRSs
would not be licensed as common carriers regulated by State Public Utilities
Commissions. They would be authorized to provide base station services to only
those users who areindividually licensable in their own right.

The complexity of the Docket No. 18262 proceedings posed Mgniicant questions
concerning the Commission's policies affecting spectrum management. While these
innovative 'policies had long been discussed in the near decadeof argument
preceding the publication of the Second Report and Order resulting from Docket"
No. 18262, the impact of these new policies upon the special needs- of the public.
safety sector, including the /specialized needs. of law' enforcement communica-
tions, was not. clear. What are the. effects of the elimination of block fre-
quency allocations? Of first come, first served frequency assignments?. Does
-the Commission have the resources to support the frequency assignment program?
Will frequencies be available when tax-sa-pported agencies have finally obtained
funds for system implementation?

-

As with any innovative, ,technology, engineering questions need answers before riew
systems can be installed. What are the propagation characteristics of these
frequencies? Is equipment available and what will it cost?' Can it be maintain-
ed using available skill levels and test equipment? Is It safe to-operate?
Reliable?

The mandating of trunked systems technology raises'additional problems for those
considering designing large systems. What are the potentials for improved spec-
trum utilization? How many trunked channels will be adequate to replace a given
number: of conventional channels? What is the availability of the.equipment
How,will such systems work, and wha't will they cost? What will it cost to de-
velop and demonstrate the techno1-4y and wha should pay for it? What iftole will
the SMRSs play'and how ca\n they be applied to public safety. needs?

A related family of questions of Special interest to.'law.enforcement and other
public safety agencies springs from the operational potentiflities of trunked
systems., Given the development of this concept of mobile sommunications system
design,'irhat are the possibilities of new approaches to equipment design and
system configuration to improve the operational capabilities of the using agen-
cies? 'Considering the developmental "break point" inherent in the introduction
of trunked systems, are there other technological or conceptual innovations that
might be introduced concurrently?

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) recognized that these and
related questions must-be resolved before the newly allocated 9001 MHz frequen-
cies can be fully applied to the introduction of modern lailA enforcement communi
cations systems that are responsive to the'growing demandsobeing imposed upon
them. LEAA also recognized that the adaption of, the technological potential to
the command control needs of the law enforcement community-would likely call for
a comP'rehenSive, formal development program that included schedules, budgetary
estimates', and' identified management, fiscal and technological responsibilities..

1\

In February 1977 the LEAA provided Grant No 77 SS 99 6009'to the Associated
PublicSafety Communications Off cers, \nc..(APC0), to develop answers to these
and related questions. APCO Was also called upon to outline the objectives,
schedules and costs associate th a prdgram-to demonstrate the operatibnal
and technological capabilities-inherent in the trunked syStek_concept.

,

APCt, as the oldest and largest association of publc safety communications
supervisors, o/perators,and,technictans, possesses 'special capabilities in this
area. With its voluntary mtmbership that includes system user responsibilities
operational experience, and technical expertise,.it,is in a unique position to
provide policy level insig ts-and technical'judgments, unbiased byeconomic
self-interest, moderated y the awareness that its members will be thosemost
affected by the conclusi ns reached.
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To accomplish this task, APCO established a task group comPrqseci of theilo.apcL
of.Officert assisted by the Association's Executfve7DirectoY and-the Project.

-Director:, to provide overa71,project supervision and%policy-leveTrepreserita-
tiOn,of the Assocjatfon's membership. A second- task grOdp,.mlade up of meth-bens
selected °for their engineering skills and 'operationa) Aperfepae;"-was organized

- to provide technical guidance. Seminars Were.conducted,Wring the` regularly
scheduled Regionaq. Conferences of the Associ'Alon during:4b-ich the memberhip
participated in discussions with Projectilersonnels_tn.profiiie insight into the -
issues presented. A mail-survey .of the vendor community-as:made to.4..pteimine

'a the status of equipment development arrd likelyKprojected-cdsts- Project,person-
nel part'icipated in . conferences -with representaivet of:the engineering and.man
ageMent staffs of several major vendors-o determine the status,costs, poten
tial problems, and opportunities that'heyr believed migfit. be associated with
trunked systeln implementation. APCO's retained legal firm'of McKinnon, Wilkin-
tom and Kittner provided a summary of the regulatory background considerations
and =an overview of the final Report to assure conformance-with regulatory con-
cepts. ,A Project Director was assigned to'the National Office of APCO,- working
tinder the general supervision of APCO's Executive -

_

The Report'is presented in five'CWaptens that describe the current regulatory
':'environment, analyze the applicability of 900. MHZ to 1,aw enforcement commu

present'the conclusion§ and recommendations that result; and ommends
a program for demonstration of a working system., The first Chapter-presents the
historical, regulatory and litigatory background of pocket No. 18262. The sec-
ond presents those factors, peculiar to the .900 MHz spectrum and the regulatory
environment created by Docket No. 18262; affecting the applicability of this
spectrum to the.satisfaction of law enforcement needs.. Chapter III describes
the operation of a law enforcement communications systeM and how trunked commun
ication systems work. This discussion provides a basis for understanding how
these new technical and regulatory concepts relate to law enforcement systems
needs. Chapter IV lists conclusions developed by APCO regarding.these issues,
and the recommendations associated with these conclusions. For the reader's
convenience, the recommendations are summarized at the end of the Chapter. The
fifth Chapter establishes the objectives to be attained by-a demonstration syt-
tem, and describes.a five-phase demonstration and technology transfer program,
including' cost estimates and schedules.

The scope and Complexity of the material presented in this document makes com-
plete assimilation. at one,tith difficult. Each Chapter has therefore .been pre-
pared 'such that it-may be-read alone; While this approach results in some
redundancy, it is hoped-that it' will improve its usefulness-as a source of
reference material. -

,

4;t3
Since the initiation of this Project, the Commission ha een fft to, recognize
a number of'the-regulatory and spectrum management-issues-that now affect the
land mobile community. In its Docket No. 21229; published in June 1977; it
asked a number of questions regarding spectrum management proceedings, fiequency
coordinati'o'n, and similar issues. APCO's response to thiS Docket, included. as
Appendix I to this Report, presents a comprehensive overview of its position on
these) subjects.

The;f011oWing.doCument provides APCO's response to,,the issues and- opportunities
presented by.thei5rOCeedinls ofFCC Docket No. 1826.2"as viewed from the perspec7
tive of the publict'afety. community in general and the.law enforcement common -:).
itY'in particular.--.Itisdirected toward the managementlevel communications_
system executive. -While it is written in non-technical la'ngua6e, it assumes
'familiarity, with fundamental:mobile communications concepts. A Bibliography is
included-to provide source material forthoseinterested iirpunsuing the tech.
nical7analysis upon . which the report is. :based. .

I;
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41APTES I

THE 900 MHz P.EGUOvrORY BACKGROUND AND ENVIRONMEIT .

4

.,4 .

.1 .INTRODUCTION- . -.i,-,
..-

1.1 GENERAL ..--.
.. _

. r

In a pftceeding titled -"An Inquiry Relative to the Future Use of the .

A Frequency Bea 806-960 MHz"; the Federal Communications COMmiisj on took .-

steps 7to, open a-major segment of the radio spectrunifor public safety.
OmmunieatlOn systems and other .memberS of the 1 and.:Mobirle radio corn-

. munfty.11 Wi,thin,the new spectrUm allocation, the Commission determined
tovreqUire_itInovative engi.neerin-g techniques and methods Of frequency
'assignments among, radio-systerris as well as to continue-some 'features of
e6tablished technology, -and spectrum management system's. -The 'stated.pUr7
pose air- these 'FCC actions was to deVise and implehent radio systems. and
technologies that would use the newly availab,le. spectrum:With. hitherto .

.

urra.chieved efficiency While offering a wide .range chf- choices to :eligfble
'-spectrum users. -

-

To this end, the FCC 'did not limit the-availability of' 900 MHz frequen.7;
, cies to, the conventional individual and cooperative type of systems natvr
prevalent in other mobile bands - although such use is permitted at
900 MHz. Rather, the .Commission encguraged the use of " trunked" or
computer-Switched technology in private dispatch systems, in which'many
users can Share a number of frequencies by use of. computer controlled
channel- switching. Since these trunked systems might be more complex
(and therefore more expensive) 'than single radio users might need or
desire, groups of eligible users and new, profit-making "Speoialized
Mobile Radio Systems" (SMRS) wete encouraged to design and orlerate.
multi-user'systems. For-public mobile telephone service 2/, the FCC
mandated the provision of public mobile telephone service in the "900
MHz" band by sophisticated "cellular" systems that featured simultaneous
use of frequelxcies by small cells distributed throughout an urban area.

The Commissions past practice -has been to allocate blocks of the radio
spectrum to -radio services and then rely apon private radio service
coordinating committees for th actual frequency selection. In-the case

J The -land niobile radio community includes all users of mobile radio or portable radi-otinits
which communicate with base stations at fixed locations or with other mobile units. In

addition to public safety radio users, major members of the land mobile community cnclude bus-
iness and industrial users, taxicabs, railroads and transportation companies, petroleum and
energy companies, all of whom use .radio for their ;internal' needs. Telephone companies Nand
radio connon carriers also offer mobile radio service and one-way radio paging serifice /to the
public.

21' -The distinction betireen public mobile telephone service and private dispatch service 'is a
constant refrain in the 900 MHz area..',Publit mobile .telephone service offers two-way corn -

munications

'-

between a mobile unit and any landline telephone or other mobile unit; generally,
Public mobile telephone service is used-for persona.1 or businest conversations of 3-4 minutes
or more. Public service is offered by-conanon carriers who are regulated under Title II of the
Connunications Act -and Part 21 of the FCC Rules. Private dispatch service, on 'the 'other hand,

a valuable tool in the internal management of a business or government organization, and it
gsed only for communication among officers and employees of the organization:

Typically iri dispatch service, a controller at 'a dispatch center communicates with'a -fleet
---of-vehicles or employees in very brief (roughly 5-8 seconds) transmissions related to the
businest at hand. Private radio-systems maybe operated by any eligible organization, as
specified in Parts 89--(Public Safety),-91 (Industrial), and 93 (Business and Land-Transporta-
tion) of the FCC Rules, provided _a license is ,obtained from, the FCC: under the apply -cable pro-
bisions of the Rules.

1.1



Hof 900- MHz applications,tbetodmission determined to have fiats staff
role all ihfrequendy:es&Aanmekts_frm.-ane-cammon pool of -frequencies,
in ludid6lthose channels:tavbe- shared by licensees, where such:shAring. -'
might be necessary to achieve the -level ofchannel terms of
the nuthber..o-mobilefUnit-S-', itAlas: aset s feasible and descrable.1/
6. '- . - i 4 - ,t

The 0aMmisgion's-decisions,for-the 900 MHz band' were e result ofOi re t o a
. .

concerted' effoft byjhe regulatory,off4-als,twitt subStantial support-
from the land-mabiTg intustry,*to:go beyendthe-patterns.' of the,pastin
tke,hope.of acfiieving'a more effective and effiCient use of the "900 MHz,
band.In partjcularthe.authorizatian of the iirofit-making private. .

entrentrepreneurs (SMRS).,f-to provide-multi=use. service' andthe selectioh ofepreneurs
frequencies in_iaskington were decisions by-the FCC designed to

shape.the.technical and organizatiOnal futUre of land mobile radio-
Use.2/ 4 -

'

Bgcause 'Of the broad scove of the. 90U MHz, prodedding,-however,.-the FCC
did not, explore or,det6r6ine the precise applicAbility of*.its decisions°

4 to any, particular-radio service such as"the public safety_radlojiel-d. .
In' this-study-the Associated Public-Safety= Communications.Officers Inc.
(APCO) proposes to evaluate the effect ofthe policies' established by
the FCC for the-900 MHz band, including.the.applicability of'the neiv
system and technology-cOntethplated'by.the,FCC for asp in thaband;
on tax-supported public-safety radio users., It will'eitaluate tibe'util.-
ity of "trunked"-technologies for multi- channel systems and the. poten
tial of non -pro and profit-making suppliers that might be set up' to
provide these runked systems. In addition, it will evaluate the prac-
tical effect Uf-the.deciSion. to ab4ndon,.block or'pool-frequency assign -:
ments topartidUlar 'radio- services and to remove frequency assignment. ..

and coordinatTon from the private radio committees which havetteen.an
integral peli'af. public safety ,radio planning -arid- use.3/ As.partof
this latter point,,attention will be giVeh to the staff method of
selecting frequencies by "vertical stacking" of systemson eachchannel'
in. turn and the resulting "first-come,'fir§t-served" licensing apparent-
ly-without detailed consideration of the systems to be placed"on each
channel .1/ . .

. - -, - . .

.

A

1/ The basic plan, for the.806-960 band was Announced in the Second Report and Order, Docket
No. 18262,46 FCC 2d 752 (1974)-and affi'rilpd in a Memorandum Opinion and Order on Reconsid-

eration, 51 FCC 2d 945 (1975). The .United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
1TROTtiOheld the FCC in National,Ass'n of Regulatory Util. CoMm.Irs v. .FCC, 525..F.2'd 630 (D.C. .

Cir. 1976). The Supreme Court refused to review the Court of Appeals decision, leaving it the,
.final word from judicial authorities Lon the FCC decisions in Docket No. 18262. Ceft. denied,
425 U.S. 922 (1976). , . 4 i

/ , . , -

!I Subsequently, however, the Commission has apparenly reversed its decision to delete the'
rule of the local frequency coordinator.in its en rety.. _Practices and Procedures for

.SpgctrUm Management in the Land Mobile Services are verned by Parts 89,°91, and 93 of the..
: Commission's Pules and are'the sukject of Docket No 21229, Notice of Inquiry, released May-17,
1977. For A'PCO's Conrents on this Docket, see.App ndix I.

2/ APCO Performs the frequenty coordination. work far many.public safety and local government
radio systems. applying fbr channels in the 150 MHz, 450 MHz, and-470.MHz bands., In .Docket

No. 21229, however, the FCC has begun a broad inquiry into frequency assignments in allland
mobile radio bands and -into. the'role of frequency coordination efforts. Notice of Inquiry, FCC=
77-287, released May 17, 1977.

J See, Chicago Spectrum Force 'Will Be Disbanded', Donal D.- Kavana0, The APCO BULLETIN,
.August, 1976.

1.2
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CRaIrt Irequency allocations authori zed in the
800 MHz to 1;000 M z portions of the speOtrum..s'

0

as

DeFildtios OF TERMS '

.. .
, -

Through this publicAtiOn, several terms appearwhich describe 'parts
. .

of the FCC- plan-for04dio systems'in4the 900'MHz band. ,.The follo./ing-
definitiOnsare. provided. far the.cenvenience of the- treader.

: 1
.

. ,, . :.% ,

Community repeater: a radio 15.ae (repeater) station :and antenna' sX5
. .,

tem-1/ --built-and berated ty,'.an .eqUipment'vendor or other- party whofs
hot.:Xiciiitedb, the FCC. The ha,Se7station and antenna facilities are
1-eased to organizations eligitlor licenses under the FCC-rules, arlO
these eligibles:'obtain a licenstovfar the base'stationland antenna, as .

well as mobile units and T control "point ft which the eligible's.radio,-..4,
system will be operated.. 'Since the communf y:repeater .equipmeftt may be -':

licensed to -more tha-676\014gibTe organization, the arrangement is -also
called"multiple licensing": of facilities for private radiosystems.

..0
- - ,

Radio common carrier (RCC) : 'a (e ntrepreneur who obtains A:license for
base station, antenna, mobiles and control points -from -the FCC and then
offers mobile telephone service-and one -way ,,paging service-to the pub-
lic. In concept, the RCC,is requiredLtd-offer service to anyone who
orders.it, and this public offering distinguishes an RCC-operation from -f
the private landoibUile systems operated for, the internal, business com-,
munications of the licensee. .As .a general matter; RCCs,and telephone_
companies who Offer public mobile telephone service-and:paging setvi qe

.. are regulated 'by state-utility commissions, as to their rat's and terms
of service and by the FCC (Older Part 21-,of the Rules) for technical
aspects of service. . :

I -,.

Sp,% eciAlized mobile radio systeM.(SMRS): according to the Reconsider -
ationo decision:

Under this 'category. we will license base 'station
facilities and make their, use available (under certain
restrictions and limitations) to per-Sons eligible in
the publit. Safety, . Industrial. and Land Transportation
Radio Seryices. The SMR) system licensee may,. in 'turn,
make these facilities available to either an eligible
individual or to a number of eligible individualS in
one or -more of the service groUpings set out at
Sections 89.8Q1 and 89.802 of . the Rules.

SMRSs are expected to; prov..i.de trunked systems for '6 to 20 channels;
mobile units and control points -used with -SMRS are to be licensed separ-
ately to eligible organizations. The differences between SMRS and ,com-
munity repeaters 'are ,the requirement for trunked operations with SMRS
and the direct licensing of ithe SMRS to operate the base station. and
antenna facilities as- opposed to licensing the community repeater cus-
tomer for the shared base station- and antenna facilities. The primary

RCCs is the reqUireMent that SMRS serve
91, and 93 and_not the general public, a
tion that removes it from state and federal

difference between SMRS and
only eligibles in Parts 89,
characteristic of SMRS oper
'common carrier regulation.

Conventional.system: a con
ition is:

entional system in the Commission's defin-

ji The base/repeater station is called a mobile relay station inthe- FCC Rules.

1.3



2: -A method of operation in ihich one-or more radio frequency
Channels are assigned to mobile and base Stations- but are
not employed as a truhked group. An "urban-conventional
system" is one whose transmitter site is located within

5 miles of the geographic -center of any of the first 50
7 Orbanized areas (ranked-by population) of the United
States. - A "suburban-con-ventionaT system:" is one whose

. ti-ansmitter site is- located More- than 15.miles from the
geographic center of the first-50 .urlia-nized. areas.

1/2

Section 89.602 of the FCC Ri4les.'-

!

7

A donventional_system must.be operate0.by an eligible. organikation or a
.

group<of eligibles .under..Parts'89,;911:-,and 93 of the FCC Rules (the:.
privatelind.mobile radio-` services)', brit; some equipment may be supplied
and operated by an,eqtripment vendoeas a community repeater facility.
If more than onethanneli;s.involvedYaconventional system operates by
disCrete-assignment Otchi'nnels for specific periodsof=tithe. by manual
meaO. A conventional system-at-900-MHZ isil-imited to five or fewer
channels under current FCC Rules; larger systems must use "trunked" or
computerized-channel switching equipment.

Trunked system:. -The Reconsiderationinion gives'this definition:

In simplest terms, a "trunked" radio system is a
radiocommunication facility employing between
five and:tiventy ,channel riairs. Channel access by'.
arty user at any time is controlled by a computer
which .assigns that user' the first available channel
or places they "call" in a waiting line until :a cir-

.
cult becomes available..

-..,
.

.

.

Truhked technology can be used with any, system of two or more channels,:
TheFCC has-required 7.1 systems at-900 MHz with moree than 5 channels
to Use trunked technology, based on the view that the switching tech-
nology is faster and mop efficient than other-systems.

.

Cellular system: a high caPacity 'system in' which-a geographical.area is.
.divided into. ,a number of smaller areas Radio channels are
assigned to each cell, end-,,non-adjacent cells share- charmels in ordertc.

°_ limit the total number of channels needed by the System. 't'Wherva mobile
unit using the system travels from one cell to another, its frequency
is automatically switched by `the base stations to accord with. the fre-
quencies assigned' to each.cell. Under FCC -Rules., cellular technology

.

must be proposed.for any publicradiotelephOne system planned for
900 MHz frequencieS., Developmental applications and simplifiedcall or
pre-cellalir applications will be accepted in the early:stages of the

. .

Planned system:.-- A planned system,refers
P
to a telecomthanication network,

configpredto'integrate the policies, OroCedUres,.equipment,,and person-
:ell required to'fulfill the commnnication-requirements.of tax- supported.
public safety entities:. Such systems normally involve extensivetime
for requirements definition, design and funding approvals; procurement,
iMpleinentation, test-and cut-over. They are usnally designed to satis-
fy thetotal communications requirements of:ane or -more tax-supported
agencies. Thellrequently involve coordination of.responsibilities of
several agencies or levels of government and require the .coMmitment of
financial and spectrum resources for protracted periods of'ttme. .

900 MHz -program.
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2. 'THE DEVELOPMENT OF 10MET NO. 182.62 CONCEPTS

P e.

2.1-4

S

THE INQUIRY PERIM-- 1968-1974''

L
I

The frequency band- 8b6 -960 MHz wat=originall. assigned for use by .UHF-
TV, Certain industrial.equipment, and government 'experiments .'1/ By the
mid- 1960's, howeer, investi-gations began into the-use of theMHF.:-TV.
'frequency, band and the government .frequencies for the relief of CroWded. '-
'land mobile rad;io'services. The land mobile community had outgrown .

=*,--ortginal allocatiOnsin the-25-5Q_MHz and-150:-160 MHz bands, even thought,
the-initial channels were siblitseveral times to achieve 1631 channels
in the same spectrum spece.:2/ Channels' in-the 450-470:MHz band were
allocated:Hri 1949, split' in196.6, and-still crowded by 1968.3/ The .

need for additionAl,:,spectf'um for long-term relief was voiced in Con
gressionarhearingsto .the Executive Branch an to the FCC.4/

. .

*t.

The searchfor new redid space to accommodate land:mobile needs 'quickly.
centered on tfie broad Allocation givento UHF-TV, then a small and'un+
successful.service.strb6gIin-Y.'irith the 'preeminence of .VHF -TV statIons.5/
After considerable' promot-Og'from land mobile'users and its internal
Advisory Committee, the FCC announced two inquiries,'one,proposing
sliah-ed use of the lower portion of the UHF-TV band next to the '450 MHz.
land'mobile channels and One proposing to realloCate the range of 806-,
890 MHz in the upper UHF -TV band forlong-term land mobile spectrum .

relief.
,

the firstinquiry, Docket No. 18261, the Commission proposed-to allow
1abd mobile users access to one or two of. -.the lower UHF chahnels- (chan-
nels 14-20 or 470-512 MHz) in the ten largest urban centers..6/_ The

1/ The1UHF -TV assignment of 470-890-.MHz'was made in 1951. The band 515 MHz + 25 MHi (890-940
MHz) was allocated for use of certain industrial,: scientific and medical (ISM) equipment in ,

1947.- The government also used portions of the 890-942'.MHz band beginning in 1958. At this
time,land.mobile users shared bands. See generally; Frequency Allocations 25-890 Wm, 39 FCC
567 (1964); Notice of Inquiry and Notice of -Proposed Rulemaking, Docket No. 18262, 14 FCC 2d

312 (1968) . .,-
. .

#1 Docket 18261; Second Report and Order, 19 RR 2d 1585, 1591-92 (1971)x. U.S. Dept. of
Commerce, Electromagnetic Spectrum Utilization'- The Silent-Crisis at 12-13 .(1966.). The

expedient of making two channels from one was possible because of technical improvements to

radio equipment that made it less likely to transmit and/or receive signals removed.from the

assignment channel,
4

1/ See, Channel-Splitting in. the 450-470 Mc /s Band, 11 FCC 2d 648 (1968). In this time period

Third mobile users grew from 12,000 licenpees (1949) to 290,000 licenSees operating -three .

million transmitters. Docket NO%,18262 Reconsideration, 51 fcC.2d at K3'. . ,

A/ The Silent Crisis., supra; FCC, Re ort of the Advisory Co tt e for the Land Mobile Radio

,

?...__ 6 1
Services (1967); Hearings bn the.Aliocation of-Radio Fregyency and its Effect on Small Bus-

iness, before'Subt-committee 5 of the Select.Committee on Small Business, 90th Congreg2d
Session (1968); Report of the PresIdent's'Commission on Law Enforcement and Uministration of

Justice- (1968. .

6/. In 1951, the FCC allocated 420 MHz to UHF-TV, set up asthannels 14-83 toaugment:the VHF

Channels 2-13. By 1964, however, only some 200 of the 1550 available UHF channelS had been

applied. for. Frequency. Allocations 25-890 Mc/s, supra, 39,FCC at 595.
. :

. . .. . .

6/ Docket No 18261, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 14 FCC 2d 297;'299 (1968). The lower

0. channels, 470 -512 MHz, were chosen forlimited, immediate.relief because of their. proximity

to, landtobile channelS in the 450 MHz band and the ready availability of land mobile equip- .-

ment for that band. With the remaining 69 UHF channels, moreover, the loss of-one or two .

channels to land mobile use was not considered'fatal to UHF-TV movement.
1.5
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Docket No. 18261, SecOhd Report and Order, 22 RR 2d 1691, 1693 -95 (1971). The systemofdiscrete assignments of a number of. channels to each radio service (police, fire,.loca.government, etc..) was known as the "block-grant'. method. Its virtues tere the assurance.Ofchannels for immediate use and for long-term planning by eligible organizations. .Since Some_services grew more quickly than others, however, the block grant system produced a checkeredpattern of relative feast'and famine until all channels were filled. The service pool concept fwas meant to insure more flexible use of frequency assignmehts by thksharing of.spectrum amongrelated services.. In May, 1977 the: remaining unassigned channels in the service pools wereaggregated into.a General Access Pool open to all private-radio services-. Report and Order,Docket No. 20909,'FCC 77-226, released. March 31, 1977.

1r Id. at 1698-1705. Notwithsianding,thit greater staff role; the radio service frequencycoordination efforts which facilitated channel assign, is in the 150 and 450 MHz bandswere specifically endorsed for continued service with-.7M11Hz channels. -Id. at 1704-05.

2V '19 RR 2d 1663, 1664-68 (1970). The broadcasters,.represented "chieflyty the_AssociatiOnof Maximum Service Telecasters -(AMST), argued that land mobile service was not growing
as rapidly as expected, that its growthcould be accommodated leMore efficient spectrum useand that the upper channels would eventually be used for broadcasting auxiliary stations. TheAMST studies were rebutted by, The Silent Crisis and other studies cited, snore, and the Com-mission rejected the AMST.position.

16E5-67,'1673. As early as 1950. AT&T had begun arguing for a large allocation in7ffe UHF band for a broad -band, multi-channel, high-capacity. system. UHF-AlTocations,.supra; Frequency Allocation 25-890 Mc/s,!supra. The cellular concept-for high-capacity publicmobileservice was discussed in The Silent Crisis andcthe FCC's Advisory Committee Report.

19 RR 3d :t -1665-66.
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The _Commission is hopeful that AT&T, as well as 7
Others, will undertake a comprehensive study of
market_potentials-roptimum,system configurations
and equipment design looking toward the develop-
ment and implementation of an effective, high
dipati'common carrier-service in the band 806...
881 MHz;1 Parties intehdihg to undertake such

° studies are 7quested to, so indicate too the Com-
mission within 186 daYs'aF the release'ofthis
action, including therein their estimates as to .

when-such:studiet, will be completed.

Interested partieS'are encouraged-alsO to Submit
proposals within 180 days, with-respect to the
manner'in which the frequency bands 881-902 and
928-947,MHz can be most effectively used in meet-
ing-theLneeds of the private land mobile users.
We are looking particularly for innovative tech--
niquet applicable, to bands thus far uncluttered

'by land mobile syStems.

19 A2Vat 1576 -77 (emphasis supplied).

The period 1970-1974, between the Second Notice of Inquiry and the
Second Report and Order, 46 FCC 2d 752 (1974), was one of study,, debate,
and development for the Commission and interested parties. AT&T pdr-
Sued its plans for a cellular system tha would allow city-wide mobile
service byre -use of a number of freque0Eies.2/

A key aspect of the AT&T plan was a comprehensive. system for all mobile 445

services- including dispatch services, and thecarrier argued strongly
for an allocation of 75 MHz-for cellularsystems offering public tele-
phone, air/ground and service on' a common carrier basis.3/
Non- carrier parties-stressed the beneficial role of the present-com-
petitive system:for both publit. and private service and argued as

..ostrongly that the wireli-ne carriers shouId&rmtbe permitted- -to extend
"'their monopolies over all mobile telephohe'S'tevice ancVdiSpatch service

by means mf the unpreCedented 75 MHz allocation.:and-Ithe monopoly re-
sources oft the Bell System:Aj.. .

1 The band 806-881 MHz was tentatiVely.allocated tothe publit mobile service because the-
Commission considered its location 4Way.from the 915 MHz ISM band essential to an inter-

ference-free public- service. -Second Notice, 19 RR 2d at 1674-75.

1 "AT&T.Comments and Technical Report, Dec. 20, 1971;.AT&T.Comments, July 20, 1972. The
cellular approach as distussed by AT&T envisions dividing a city into many small cells,

each, with a portion'of the radio channels assigned to the system. Each geographic cell would

be assigned the-number of frequencies it was most likely to use efficiently. These frequencieS

wouId.not be assigned to adjacent cells. Calls would be switched from cell to cell\(and
frequency to frequency) by centralComputer switching-fttilities connected by wirelines to the.
base stations serving-each cell. The base stations wOuld'Operate at-low power levels to pre-

,vent-interference and allow re -use of freqpencies.byother cells. AT&T-3s original cellular
plan envisioned the offering of public telephone, air/ground,-and dispatch service, using at

least'74 MHz of spectrum. Motorola, Inc. and RCA submitted studies and proposals for cellular

systems on a more scale than AT&T's-
'

f AT&T Comments, July, 1972, .

.Cannents of General Electric Company, RCA, and Motorola, Inc.,. Dec. 20, 1971; Comments of

-,,GE and the Land MobileSection of the Electronic Industries Association (EIA), July, 1972.1.

ComMents of the Justice Department and the Office of Telecommunications Polity (OTP), filed
Ailgust 17, 1973, were- instrumental in persuading the FCC against the 75.MHz grant -to the com-

mon carriers.

l



.Within the private land mobile community,.-the debate centered on the
metbo ed.of ncouragiing most efficient use of frequencies while providing
the users' needs. Motorola-andlthe Electronics Industries Association
(EIA)argped for a continuation of single user' systems And a specifAC

f.nequencies-"for them on the :grounds that tingle-user sy:s--
,tems would bring,immediate relief. to the bulk afiland, mobile users.1/
--4totoedla:al.so'defendeO the "community repeater type of multi-channel
operation in which base stations are used by several licensees in con-
nection.With their own dispatching facilities or control points.2/,.:

.Teneral Electric and RCA saw a role for larger single-user systems but
.argued_that.the more numerous medium and smaIl,,sized single7user sys-

,4 tems Would be served most efficiently through shared, multi - channel
.

syStems. The RCA system followed a cellular'moel an& offeedd ahigh
capacity. system for a given block of-frequencies.3/ General EleCtric's
prOposal-invOlved trunked or computer-switched channels that,could-
accomModate up to 3000 mobiles'. per MHz with only lo secands-of7waltimig----
time for access.4/

SpeaTcin:g-as-at:major user of private systems; APCO argued that the trend
of-porivate systems in the. public safety radio field testified to A need

' for Significantly more radio spectrum and-greater flexibility in its
-use. In'its oral presentation to the FCC, the APCO, representative-s-um=
marized-the statistical studies predidting.heavy growth for pthblic safe-
_ty radio use and focu(edon the varied tasks and sysfems contemplated
for pUblic safety radio services: nesponset to the "911" emergency
-number; computer - a'ssiste'd call -dispatching.; automatic vehicle location;
use of personal radios for foot-patrolment; mobile teleprinters, and
facsimile equipment; use of automatic-.alarm and signalling devices;
roadside emergency call -boxes and highway-monitoring systems.5/ Other
land mobile users echoed APCO's presentation of the need for a suffic--
-ient allocation to the private services and the premature nature of-a
75 MHz grant to. the common carriers.,6/-

SECOND REPORT AND ORDER

The Second Report and 01-der which set forth the'permanent allocations in

4
1/' Motorola Comments, Dec. 20, 1971; EIA, July, 1972. The EIA is a group of equipment manu,-,

facturers.

Motorola Comments,tec. 20, 1971, at V-4.- V-6. The community repeater base station,
shared by a number of private systems, is defined in Section 1.2. See also-, Multiple,

Licensing Safety and Special Radio Services, 24 FCC 24 S10 (1970)..

f RCA, Dispersed-Array System, Dec. 20, 1971.

1 General Electric, Dec...-20, 1971. The General Electric system would operate like a_tele- _
-phone exchange whereChannels are assigned when a user calls in and reassigned at the ter-

mination of the call: With.computer switching,GE maintained, -a shared, multi-channel system
can achieve-great effeciencies over analogous multi-channel systems that are switched by oper-
ators manually or with automatic terminals.

5/ Argument on Behalf of APCO and International Association of Chiefs of Police (ICAP), by
James R. Cooke; May 15, 1973, Tr. 774-84.

f Land mobile parties appearing at the Oral Argument-were the Nationaf Association of Busin
ess and Education-190 Radio, Inc. (NABER) and Special Industrial Radio Service Association,

.Inc. (SIRSA). -Equi-pmeht manufacturers, wireline common carriers, radio common carriers, and
broadcasters also argued before the Commission.
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the90 MHz band reflected all-of these views plus the considerable
intern 1 study, of the FCC staff.

2:2.1

.

_ .. .f
_

The Allocation Decisions: The Second Report and the Opinion-an Recon-
sideration--

,----

In the Second Report .and Order, 46 FCC 2d 752 (1974), the Commission
adopted AT&T's proposal for cellular, systems for public.mobfle teleOhone. -

.
service, ruling that only cellular systems operated by.wireline tele-
phone companies would be. licensed.for-public service at 900 MHz. The
cellular systems were Oven 40 MHz withwhich to proyidetwo.4ay mobile
telephone service, one-way paging service to individuals, and,tomedis-
.patch service to intiividuils,.but not the "fleet dispatch" coMmonly.em-
played systems.1/ The ComMission determined, that the 6:
pense;-tpect6rm requirement, and wide coverage of aaature.cellular sys-.
teM.Wictated that only one systeM in each urban area would-be feasible.
To meet-the-Concerns of'ra:dio common carriers and othert:-Who feared the
-competition 9f comprehensiVe,:subsidized cellular systemt, the Com-
mss=ion. limited telephone companies to one cellular system, which must
be-provided by a separate subsidiary of the w.irelime carrier.2/

'

For private systems, the Commission authorized 30 MHz of spectrum, two
technologies, and foUr means Of obtaining-service-3/. The technologies
were "tru-ed" (or computer-iwitched) systems wconvemtiOnal"-sys.

as.used in-the lower bands.4/ The truned'systemsWere clearly
encouraged, however, as the CoMmission allocated 25 MHz to trunked
applications and only 5 MHz to conventional applicatiohs.5/ Standards
were set forth for both trunked and conventional systems, governing " -

antenna height, power, emission, and other operating parameters.6/.
:For purposes of separating co- channel-systems and the establishment of
standards for channel loadiirg, conventional systems were further classi-
fied into urban and suburban systems depending on the location of the

.base station.7/ In addition, "channel loading standards" or specified

1/ 46 FCC at 760-61. "Fleet dispatching", in which a base station contacts all mobile units

simultaneously, was not allowed in cellular systems, since fleet dispatching involved

-radio use inimical to the one-On-one communications with which re -use of frequencies by cells

it most feasible. Dispatch service of_aql kinds, however,-had-been a staple of the smaller,

-competitive. radio,comMon carriers .and private radio systems, not the monopolybased wireline

companies,--and the entry of the monopoly carriers into the dispatch market was /strongly

opposed by non-wireline parties.

2/ 46 FCC 2d.' at 760.

3/ The four methods are discussed at Section 4.1.2.

Conventional ':y stems may have .more than one channel and may be shared -by 'several- users by

means of an atftomatic terminal or a/manual dispatcher. The differences between cohven-

tiOnal and trunked systems are discussed in Section 1.2.

5/ Because the Commission viewed trunked systems as more efficient, conventional systems

seem to have been considered interim systems pending the availability of economic

trunked systems. 46 FCC 2d at 754-55, 771-72.

6/ The final technical rules are embodied-in Subpart S of Part 89. A summary of the tech-

nical requirements are discussed below at § 2.2.2.

Z/ 46 FCC 2q,,at 774-75. -Because of the anticipated trunked technology an& improved radio

equipment, and because of the 45 MHz base-mobile separation, the Commission determined

that adjacent channel pfaection would not be given to trunked systems or-the "interim" con7

ventional system. Id. at 773.
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numbers of mobile units per channel r7ere adopted as the primary.
mechanism .for assuring efficient use of .each channel. In the 900 MHz
band, channels were to be selected by the FCC staff from*a. single pool
of frequencies, and each channel in a geographic area was to be loaded
with applicants up to its maximum number of,mbbiles before the next
channel in the pool would be ass-igned.

2.2.2 'Licensing Criteria

'2:2,2.1 General

The FCC has adopted regulations guiding the allocations of channels to
potential users. A summary of these rules, as they apply to the/public
safety users of the 900 MHz spectrum follows.

2.2.2:2 Limitations on Power and-Antennae Height
//

The ;commission has established tables of antennae heights v. effective
,radiated power (ERP) for base station operation. For trunked systems
and urban conventional systems the -ERP shall be no/greater than 1000 W.
and the antenna heights no greater than 1,000 feet above average ter-
rain (AAT). For suburban conventional systems,/the maximums shall be
500 W. and,500 feet AAT: Depending upon the/required radius of cover-
age,.these figures must be scaled down in accordance with the'Com-

:,mission's tables.

The maximum power,output of the transwitter for mobile. stations is
100 W.- -11-7 -//

For the definition of "urban area' see the list of the fifty major
R:metropolitan'areas in Section 89.751(h) of the ->

2;2.2.3 Channel Loadins Criteria

In conventional .type systems, channel
systems are as follows:

Single licernie user
2 to 5 licensees/users.
over 5 licensees/users"

loading criteria for public .safety'
Police and Fire Other Services

50/100
40/80
30/60

150/300
-.0! 125/250

100/200

Numbers indicate the" number of mobile units per channel/number of port-
able units per channel. For the purposes of channel_ loading, the Com-
mission considei-s-one mobile unit the equivalent to two portable units.

,

fhe number of mobile units required_per system in a. trunked system is:

I
,

5-chan'nel 10-channel 20- channel
1system system " sy-.tem

Police and'Fire 300 750 1500,
Other Services. 400, 800 1600

For the purposes of loading criteria, no distinctiOn is made trunked
systems between mobile and portable stations.

The following criteria pertains to the'establishment
near the borders of Canada and Mexico:.

1.10 0
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a) No base stations will be authorized within 100 miles of the
Canadian/U.S. border; and between 100 and 125 miles- of the
Canadian border such stations will require speci-altarrange-
ments between the FCC. and Canada_ BetWeen 125and 145miles
500 W. ERP and SOO feet antenna height: will be the.maXimum
:allowed. Beyond 145 miles, the usual rLiles.applf.. _Mobile .

Units-mar not operate within 90 milesof the .Canadian border. '
and within 145 miles.atelimited; to 200'W: ERP, All stations
-within.250 miles of the-lborder will be authorized only on the
conditron that not harmful interference to Canadian TV resultsc

Presently, base stations are authorized within 85 miles of
the Mexican-border'in California, but not within 100 miles
in Texas, New Mexico and Arizona. The attenae heights-:and,
power restriction are iln effect in California between -.85 and
and 125 miles and between-1100 and 125 miles in the other States.

2.2.3 Frequency Assignment and Coordination

to accommodate the enlarged FCC,staff role, in assigning and loading
channels, the procedures for processing applications; were modified from
practices that have been followed with applications for the lower radio
bands. Because of the tremendous volumes of applications under Parts-
89, 91, and 93 of the Rules, the FCC staff relies on certain technical
criteria and voluntary frequency coordination efforts to-elimjnate .non -
compliant or non-comRatible-applitations4 Applications for licenses in
the 15W MHz, 450 MHz, and.470 MHz btnds are checked against specific
rules for power, emission;- antenna height, numbers of mobile units and
the like, and non-conforming submissions are usually returned, The re-
mainder are-granted On.a fairly routine basis since competitive protests
are not allowed and 'most technical or frequency problems are solved by

service's frequency coordinator or:advisory committee.1/'
.

The_Commission proposed -to adopt the same system a, t;900 MHz because of
itsfamiliarity, but-with the important difference that the staff_would
make the frequency assignments, including shared assilnments, from one
pool of frequencies, rather than relying upon the tentative assignments
from a service pool of frequencies recommended by-the volunteer fre-,
quency coordinator.2/

-
ti

Jo, The matters offrequency assignments, mandatory shared channels from one'
large pool, apd the "firSt in/first out" processing system, were,' in .

fact, larger-changes in the licensing procedure than the. Second Report
appeared to have recognized. At the lower-bands,' frequency selection
and sharing of channels_are worked out largely'by coordinating com-
-mittees of t3sers in the various radio services; working-with pools' of

available frequencies. :While these committees have an advisory role,
in practice their frequency selections are made'after considerable work
with the applicant and are- normally accepted by -the FCC staff who then

1/ In the Tower bands, most serviceshave an association of licensees who perfOnt-freqZency
selection advisory services for new applicants. The Commission has recognized the value

of private;frequency coordinating organizations such as APCO and has relied-on them for help in
resolving interference problemt. Docket No-18261, Second. Report and Order, 22:RR 2d 1691,

1704-05. ,

2/ :46'FtC 2d at 76940. Recently-the FCC has undertaken a review of frequency coordination
procedures for the-900-MHz band to Consider:among other things, whether the user- provided :

.
frequency coordinator should not beadaorded agreater role-than was originally contemplated.°
See also,-Notice of Inquiry,- Docket No. 21229, FCC-N77-287, May 17,1977. 'See Appendix I.



- make the formal assignments.1/_ With the staff assuming responsibility
for all frequency selections at.900 MHz and assigning the frequencies
from_one large_pool rather than from service pools -o blocks, appli-
cants may find themselves Without the detailed planning and support ser-
vices rendered by th.e frequency coordinator. The "first in/first out"
processing system and the .possibility of mandatory sharing Of channels

compatible systems may result in a mixed pattern of radio systems
and services on the same and adjacent'channels.2/ Unlike the system
long in ust in the lower bands, users will have-little assurance as to
which frequency will be operated in their geographic or spectrum vicin-
ity and therefore what possibilities for future growth are available.

Finally, -this procedural system is to be applied to the four mea'ns of
providing service authorized by the Second Report.

2.2.4 Methods~ of Service

As in the lower bands, individual, organizations eligible for )itenses
under Parts '89, 91, and 93-of the Rules-can'apOly:for one or more dis-,

crete.channels for a single-user private system.3/ Eligible organiza-'
Lions can also apply for channels as a group ,roposing shared use of the
fatrIjity and its management by one of the starers or a non-profit'radio
service entity.4/ -

As a third alternative, eligibles can procure service from.an ehtre-.
preneur called a Specialized Mobile Radio System (SMRS), who is licensed
to offer base station service on a .profit-making.basis'.5/ SMRS entre-
preneurs are to stand in the shoes of their eligible customers regarding
compliance with teChnical rules.and use of the facilities. However, no.
regulations will be. made regarding rates charged to SMRS customers, and
SMRS will -not be .considered.radAo common carriers. According to the
Commission, the-authorization of a profit-making SMRS-ywould attract cap-
ital needed for-trunked- systems and the radio expertiSe needed but uh-.

These.coordinating committees, including APCO, are normally established within geographic
regions so that local users work. together to achieve the best use of the frequencies allo-

cated to their services in the area.

V The only modification from the"first in/first out" assignment plan seems to be in the case
-,of community repeater systerilt, as-discussed below.

2/ The reader-should recall that the trunked or conventional technologies apply to the number
of channels in.the radio system, regardless of the means of providing the system. .Under

the current RuleS, Section.88.805,..any radio system needing more than 5 channels must use
trunked technology.

. .--

1/ 46 FCC 2d at 762 -63.

5/ An SMRS is an equipment supplier or other entity which designs and'builds base station
facilities to be used by one or more private radio stations. The differences.tietween SMRS,

community repeaters and radio common carriers_are discussed in Section 1.2.



itc available to many smaller eligibles.1/ However, the Commission re-
quiredthe SMRS applicants to show that the control points and mobile
units used with SMRS would b-e owned-and-operated-by 'eligible-individuals-
or_organizations.2/

The fourth alternative is service from a traditional community repeater
operator who supplies base station facilities that are licensed to a
number of eligible organizations.3/

2.3 THE RECONSIDERATION DECISION

Virtually every aspect of the Second Report was _contested in petitions ,

f&--its reconsideration-. The decision to license only wireline carriers
to operate cellular systems was attacked by non-wireline carriers 4/
while AT&T objected to the reduced allocation' for cellular systems and
the requirement of a separate corporation to offer the mobile service,
-designed to protect competing carriers from a subsidized cellular sys
tem.5/ 1-de decision to license SMRS to offer service for profit but
not to regulate them as common carriers was also controversial, with a
-number of parties arguing that.the Commission had no-authoi-ity to ab-
stain from common carrier-type regulation of any entity offering-com-
munications-service to others.

Other parties urged the error of federal preemption of state regulatory
Actions in the 900 MHZ area,6/ the ambiguity_of the "ancillary" dis-
patch services allowed by 6eTlular systems, the restrictions on thenum-,
ber of trunked systems operated by eq-uipment companies,7f the failure
to provide for non-voice communications and limited fixEd.operations and
the mechanisms to facilitate themovement of users from lower-bands'to
900 MHz in phases.8/ The problem of reallocating UHF-TV channels for
land mobile intheU.S. while TV systems operated on the same channels
in-Canada anigj Mexico was also brought out.

1/ 46 FCC 2d at 764-67, 781.

. 2/ 46 FCC 2d -at 769, 789. An SMRSOffering service.to the public at large rather than to
only a-few eligible organizations would be in competition with the radio 'common carriers

whOsa.r es are regulated by the state regulatory commission. Limitations on.the number and

_type of tourers served by SMRS are therefore key to thejr unregulated ftitus.

3/ Communit epeaters are discussed extensively below. See Section..4-.1.2.5, .\

4/ Petitions fdc .Reconsideration of Airsignal International,sInc,, NARS, AT&T. Motorola

:
advdcated restricting. cellular systems to an initial 12.5 MHz grant until the develbpmental

phase proved the viability of the concept and sufficient demand for the_service develo ed.

5/ Petition for Reconsideration of AT&T:
-

6/ The Commission determined that orderly and: efficient development of the 900 MHz spectrum.: .

required a nationwide plan. Accordingly, its federal powers were asserted to keveAt any
Contrary state action such as regulation of SMRS as raOio.common carriers. 46 FCC 2d at 766-67.

The National Association of Regulatory Utility CoMmisslonerS (NARK), an organization of state
regulatory. officers, challenged this point in particular...

2/ Petitfobs for Reconsideration of Motorola and Lind Mobile CommunicationS:Council,ah organ-

.
ization representing mobile radio users.

. '
81 "Petition of Land Mobile"Communications Council.
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The decision on reconsideration answered most Of thete competing con-
tentions and set the initial working rules for 900 MHz applications.

system.approach was modified -so-that-applications-woul-d-be-.-=-
accepted.from any'group-that,coulameet rigoroug teChnical and financial
criteria for building a.developmental system.' The separate corporation
requirement was affirmed for wireline'carriers buildihg cellular- systems
but, developmental. systems were exempted fromJts strictures.

' For private systems, the Reconsideration decision alsoaffirmed the
Option of taking service from a"profit-oriented.SMRS. In the Com-
mission's view,. it-,possessed.Sufficient_authority*to.adjure common car-
rier rate regulation of SMRS where technical7regulation would.suffice
-and competitive forces would-.contr"ol,prices.1/ The decision po- i-nted
out that the direct licensing. pf Mobiie.units and control stations 'to
SMRS customers rather than to the SMRS base station, the technical;rules
as, to' channel loading' and use .of the'system, an( the- users' options of
applying for individual and non-profit shared sysiems,would keep the
SMRS, iricheck.2/ ,

On technical points' relatihg to private .systems, the Commission made an
accommodation in its co-channel spacing end coverage .rules for the Los_o Angele's area and.pledged_a,degree of flexibilityin.applying its .techni-
cal rules where other unique situations required consideration.3/ Non-
voice communications were allowed in single-user systems and in trunked
systems.if-uSed for establishing and maintaining Communications within
the trunked system, -.and other minor technical-revisio'ns were made.4Y-
Oo other- policy issues, the Commission stuck bw'its decision to encour-
age trunked.systems over conventionalsystems 5/ and Io'require-
efficient use of all assigned channels through the Mandatory loading. of,channels :with mobs e units s4artly after licensing.6/ ..The decision to,
have.the FCC staff assign all. channels from-one pool of frequencies, on

1 51 FCC 2d at 959. Appendix-B,to the:decision gave a further legal defense-of the SMRS
option. -

2/ 51-FCC 2d at 961. In-this pasSage the Commission affirmed the intent to license SMRS with-
out regard to the need for. the service or econom-fc protection to other entities. The bene-

fits to be. derived from the-Open-entry SMRS- policy e-e set out at 962-72.

.2/ .1d. at 979 -80.' The geoglphy- of the Los Angeles area was said to frustrate the urban-
suburban spacing scheme for conventional systems, and the rules were modified to allow

"wide area coverage: by'stations exceeding the normal technical limits, one kilowatt of power
and an antenna -placement over 1000 feet above average "terrain.

4/ .Id. at 980-82. Non-voice or digital communications are used in certain vehicle location'
systems, -,and tone-only paging,systems. It is exacted that public safety systems will

incorporate additional digital tommunication features.

1/._ConventiOnal systems are limited to five channels; le-ger systems.muituse trunking tech-
. nology. -I&. at 983-85.

6/ Id. at 983. The decision requires a-private syttem to be loaded with 70%'of the mobile
.units- specified on the application within 8 months from liCensing--- . -I -f, channels are not 70%

loaded within the time limit, other applicants can be assigned to the, same Channel -Until its
loading Maximum is reached. Additional channels May be assigned to a system when 90% of the
mobile units specifia as the channel maximum have leen placeRon,the channel.

,4v

I
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a "first in/first out",basis, was'also-affinmed although limited modi-
fications were made.1/ The Commission acknowledged the problem of
incompatible . :land mo5,i_le and UHF TV systems,operating_along_the_Canadian_
border, and its Rules provided that U.S. land mobile systems shou.ld
operate on a secondary basis to any Canadian or Mexican TV stations.2/
At the same time assurances were given Of further effort at coordination
at some time in the fAtureA/

2.4 THE COURT APPEALSL I.
In- court appeals of the Second Report. and Reconside etion,-parties
challenged the allocation of 40 MHz rather than 64 Ht to cellular sys-

on a non-common carrier
n the %OD MHz area.1/
Distri&t of Columbia cir
reluctantly in he case,

example, th ;6ellular
hallenged as' nting th
n radio-telephone market
undthe Commission's 40
rt that Congress intende
issioh, by imposing a br
stlandarch."5/

tems,,the
al.preemp
States Co
the FCC"o
aspects o
and its 4
effective
patCh ser
decision
the broad
veni ence,

authorization of SMRS
tion of state actions i
urt of ApPeals far the
n all cioints',.although
f the 900 MHz plan. Fo
0 MHz allocation were c
monopoly over the urba

vices.-5/ The Court fo
to be .13recisely the so
disCretion of the Comm
interest or necessity

7.t

basis and feder-
The United
cuit affirmed
of several
system approach
e Bell System an
including dis-

MHz allocatioa
d to leave to
oad public con-

..-
The-SMRS decision also drew a lengthy analysis from the Court-, address-
ing the nature of common carriers and the application of'common carrier
principles and regulation. TheCourt-held that the single most distin-
guishing characteristic of a common carrier fs-an.undertaking or "hold-
'ing out" to-.. serve. all .members of- the public. without discrimination.7/

. -3.

1./ For example,'the Commission limited amendments to applications which proposed a substantial
change in ownership of systems, So that applicants could not sell:a place -in the processing

line.
2/. Id. at 949; Section 89.751(g). of the Rules.

3/ The border problem was also discussed
mai ns unsolved. The FCC is currently

tive Radio Confererke (WARC) at which the
the 900 MHz band-will be discussed.. See,
349, May 23, T977.

in Docket No. 18261, 22 RR 2d 1691, 1710; and it re-
engaged in preparation for the 1979 World Administra-
international and Western Hemisphere allocations in
Fifth Noticeof Inquiry, Docket No. 20271, FCC 77-

.

4/ NARUC v. FCC, 525 F. 2d 630.(D.C. Cir. 1976). The Court initially stayed the
ness of the Commission's decisions to license SMRS pending review by the Court.

was lifted when the Commission was affirmed, and the Supreme Court refused to stay
action -further..

5/ Id. at 636-39;
15Kone Systems.

)see"k.t also, Brief foryetitioners NRS and Illinois Association,of

effective-
The stay

the FCC

Radiotele-

6/ 525 F. 2d at 636. At the same time the Court acknowledged the pro7monopply -aspects of
cellular systems and .held open the prospect of future antitrust challenges to the systems

if their anti-competitive potential came to fruition. Id.. at 647.

Z./ id. at 641-42,, The act of "holding out or offering 'service to the public -indiscriminately
distinguished common carriers from private carriers, in the Court's analysis, although

both may serve specialized portions of the public and large clienteles. The common carrier's
holding out to_ the public gave rise to the =non law doctrine of a duty to serve all -comers-up
to the capacity of the system, in contrast to private carriers who may choose their customers.

.525 F. 2d at 642. ,- ...
.,,

_
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Since the SIRS, as projected,-would solicit and serve only a few custom-
ers on along -term contract basis, the Court approved their classifica-
tion aS,non-common carriers.1/__, However, the_Court_added, ".our held fng--
is subject to future challenge should SMRS in. practice behave as common
carriers:"2/ The Supreme Court refused to review the Court of Appeals
decition; Teaving it the law'of the land regarding the deliberations of
Docket-No.-18262.3/ .

3. ;REMAINING ISSUES

_3.1 LINGERING LITIGATION

Following the Court of Appeals decision,.the focus of litigation shifted
to the FCC. Illinois Bell Telejhone Co. (IBT), an AT&T affiliate, pro-
posed to builA a developmental cellular system-in the Chicago area. The
IBT plan involved 21 MHz of spectrum and'$23.5 million for a system to
cover an area over 48 miles.4/ The-IBT proposal.was attacked by a
-group_of-Chicago radio -common carriers as beyond the guidelines set out
by the Commission for developmental systems and prohibitively expensive.
and expansive for an initial model system.5/ The Commission agreed
with the criticism of the IBT plan and suggested its reviiion.6/ plti-
mately, a-compromise was reached between the FCC and AT&T, and. the e-
vised proposal was approved as a.two-phase plan for equipment and
service tests and then commercial operation.7/

1/: Id. at 643, the Court 'said: _

The nature of the dispatch serviced which SMRS will primarily offer appear
necessarily to involve the establishment of medium -to- long -term contractual
relations, whereby the SMRS.supply the needs of users for dispatch facil-
ities,for a period of, timel'. In such a situation-, it is not unreasonable
to expect that the:clientele might remain relatively stable, with termin-
ations -and new clients the exception rather than the rUle. It might even
be that the turnover will-be- sufficiently minorthat, except, for the com-
mercial mode of operation, SMRS will be .-much like non,..kofit cqmmunity
repeaters.

Id. at 647.

3/ NAkUC v. FCC, 425 U.S. 992 (1976).

4/ Application 6f*Illinois Bell Telephone Co. for Authority to Coristruct a Developmental. Cellu.
lar System at Ten Sites-at Various Locations in the State of Illinois, filed :July 21, 1975,

File No. 20:115-CDP-76.1

5/ The criticisms were directed to the size of the cells -(8-mile radius), the height of an-
tennas and the minimal frequency re-useproposed. -Petitions to Deny or objections were

filed by Rogers Radio-Communications Service; Inc:, NARS% Radio Relay Corp.-Illinois, Motorola
and the Illinois 'Association of Radiotelephone System, Inc. .

6/ Letter of July 15, 1976, from Vincent J. Mullins, Secretary, FCC to Illinoig Bell Telephone.
The FCC required the use of only 12.5 MHz in two blocks of 6.25 MHz each and suggested a

two phase approach of tests and then full -scale operation. _The Bell System and other parties
petitioned for reconsideration of-this latter decision.

7/ Order, FCC 77-166, (March 10, 1977). Appeal pending,°NARS v. FCC, 77-1357, 0.C. Cir. fil-
. ed April 11, 1977). The Commission accepted a plan for independent tests of equipment if
the-Chicago system were scaled down to 10 cells and 135 mobile-units during the Phase I tests
of equipment "and service-. IllinoisBell was further required to obtain authority for com-
mercial operation of its system following the test phage and to file detailed financial reports-

,
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for private'tystems, more serious litigation tered bn the role of
community repeaters in the 900 MHz plan.' NA nd General Electric
petitioned for clarification of the Reconsideration opinion on this
point, arguing ,that the similarity of unlicensed community repeaters
to the. licensed 5SMRS caused great confusion in\the thdustry and in the
Court appeal. challenging SMRS.1/ General Electric maintained that few
entrepreneurs would develop and' offer the efficient,trunked SMRS sys-
tems, under. FCC licensing, -if unlicensed community repeaters could offer.
shared services to single-user and conventional systems free of all ye-
strictions.2/ In a brief Memorandum Opinion and Order, 55 FCC 2d 771
,(1975), the Commission replied that the, community repeater option would
be available at 900 MHz since it seemed to meet the .needs of many
u,sers.3/ However, the Commission ndted the method of "first' in/first
out" frequency'assignments by the staff, plus the mandatory sharing of
channelS until maximum numbers of mobile units are reached, as probable
limitations on the utility of community repeaters:.

(W)e acknowledge,that -the practice may have limited
application at 900 MHz. .There _plan to assign
frequendies on a 'first in-first out' basis and

1 there will also be "verticle" loading (mandatory
'sharing). These features will for practical reasons
restrict 'multiple licensing' of 'community repeaters.'

52 FCC 2d

The question of .accommodating_comMunity repeater operations with the
staff frequency-selecti,on'rules- illustrated the conflicts between the
new rules and those wadi() systems having unique requirements as to who
they serve and how service is rendered, such aepublic safety systems.4/
'That is, frequency assignments' by the FCC staff on the. "first in/first
out" basis'could result in shared frequencies between repeater and\non-

i
repeater customers, preventing economic loading of the repeater ba e
station. For multi-channel community repeater operations, the pro lem
of mechanistic frequency assignments by the FCC would remove assurance
of enoughcustomers to pay for the facilities. With these practical
difficulties, the Commission seemed to suggest that the spectre of un-'' ,

licensed community' repeaters, undercutting expensive but efficient,SMRS-
. .

NARS;. Petition to Refrain from 'Granting% Licenses Pursuant to Appl ications Filed for Author-
iiations in the 900. MHz-:Band. InvoIVing:Entrepreneurial Community Repeater Operatibns, :

June 19,x.975; General Electric ,* Petition for Clarification OrcAlternatively, for a Declir-
:atory Ruling, May 23,1 975,. and related paeadings..

.(4
- -

. .

2/. General Electric Petition at:0-8, 11-14; Supplement to. Petition at.T; A key assumption

the parties was the expense anticipated for computer-switcNingbase stations... A full
puterized system was assumed to bp economical for'eligible users only if it-was-large enoug
to accommodate several thousand mobile units on_at -least five channels. -.)The few single -user.

systems large. enough for trunked operations Were...considered sophitticated enough to operate

their own systems, and the entrepreneurs pegged their. hopes on shared systems for,,many .smaller

eligibles.
. _ .

.

2/ The Commission acknowledged some problems with community repeaters which were at issue in -

Docket No 18921. 55 FCC 2d.at 773.

A/ As discussed .ih detail below, public safety radio systems have unique requirements for. long-

term planning and growth and for designation and use of channels by function (special

squads or patrol areas, for example) rather than by numbers of mobile units. Neither the long-

term planning need nor functional designation of .channels is consistent with a rigid applica-
tion of "first in/ first out" frequency assignments or by maximum loading of channels by arbi-

trafy numbers of motile units.
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wourd recede.1/

1* "CLARIFICATION'!

In November, 1976 the Safety and Special Radio Bureau released a lengthy
"Clarification of New Policies and Practices Governing the. Asignment
and Licening of Conventional Systems of.Commuhication at 900 MHz,"2/
Which discussed the practical steps in assigning, frequencies to comilun-
Aty repeate-rs,' customers,. and other radio applicants. The Clarificatiori
explained the processing system for conventional systemS,, the urban-
suburban distinction, eligibility, i'estrictions on use, channel loading .

eequirements and frequency assignments. .0f particUlar interest was the--
announcement that adegree of flexibility wouldbe used in assigning
frequencies, including accommodation of community repeater operations by
assigning five channels for the ose of repeater customers in a given
area.3P This accommodation of formerly rigid standards to the unique
needs of individual systems Maybe of significance to public safety syS-.
tems planned for the 900' MHz and. The Clarification emphasiZes that
"in every case eadh'proposal will be examined to determine the require-
ments of the Vappl icant" and that. "consideration wilT be given to, the
mode of operation- planned and the purpose 'for which it is to be used,
and . . . other factors, including) the technical features of system
design. (I)t is provided that applicants in one service group will not

-be.required-to share with applicants in.other service groups." The
ClarificAion also affirmed- that the "Commission may take into consider-
ation anyother factor which might enable the persons licensgd to use a
given channel in more efficient and effective ways.1`4/

In a Petition for Relief of December 27, 19/6, however, the National
Association of Radiotelephone Systems (NARS) asked the Commission to
nullify the Clarification as a substantive modification of the Com-
mission's Orders and beyond the authority of the Safety and Special Bur-

. eau Chief., NARS argued-that the "back door" assignment of five channels
to community repeaters would firmly establish that practice at 900 MHz
with all the problems of,Ais umlicensed-oPeration, and, discourage any
licensed SMR5 from the more expensive trunked system.5/ Motorola
opposed the NARS Petition, arguing the utility of community repeater

. erations foY single-user systems-and the propriety of "a statement f om
the staff explaining actual.processing matters.6/ The NARS,petit'sn is
-still pendingbefore the Commission, but pr'ocessing of 900 MHz a lice-
tions is proceeding in the meantime.

Community repeater defenders point out its efficiencies and-shared nature as consistent
with the 900 MHz plan. Without-direct-control-over- the station, howeVer, it "is not

clear that the Commission can force channel loading to maximum levels by community repeaters
or remove a possible incentive tb monopolize desirable antenna locations and available frequen-,
cies.

1/, FCC 'Oublic.Notice 73035, Nov. 24, 1976, (hereinafter cited as "bar f cation").

Clailfication at 8.

/ Id. at 9, quoting Sec. 89.803(c).

If MARS Petition ai.15 It was assumed that the 900 MHz community repeaters would operate
conventional systems, possibly with some switching, but-that the Commission would have no

mans of forcing larger community repeaters to use trunked technology when thefive-channel
maximum for conventional systems was reached.

d

.6/ Motorola Opposition, Fehr 4, 1977. A major user group, the National Association of Busin-
ess and Educational Radio, Inc. (NABER) also opposed the NARS Petition. Opposition,

,Feb. 4, 1977. . --N
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4. PRESENT STATUS

As-a result-of the-Clarification-and other policy initiatives-, -signifi--
cant leeway has apparently,teen introduced into the "first in/first out"
channel assignment process.. For example, SMRS are given two years in
which to build and load their systems, and no non-SMRS applicants will
be assigned to the SMRS block of channels during the two-year period-A/
In addition, competing SMRSs will be licensed in the same area, and no
SMRS will be required to serve any unaffiliated applicant even though
the applicent may be compatible with the existing SMRS customer. A sim-
ilar flexible attitude has evolved regarding trunked systems; while the
FCC will. require trunked technology for any single system of more than
five channels, there is apparently'no bar to an application for a second
_or third conventional systeff by the same licensee.2/

4.1 SUMMARY OF SYSTEMS CURRENTLY. AUTHORIZED AT, 900 MHz

The result,of nearly ten years of litigation in the 900 MHz area is the
authorization of three technologies for radio systems and. five types .of
servides for the systems. Each ,system and service is briefly summar-
ized below.

4.1.1 Technologies

4.1.1.1 Cellular Systems

Cellular systems featuring city-wide services, re-use of frequencies
o among many cells,.computer-switching and very high capacities are re-

quired-for public mobile telephone systems: Public systems may offer'
two-way, paging and ancillary dispatch service. There appears to be no
reason why the Commission would not also consider cellular technology
for private syttems, if the appropriate technical criteria can be met,
although the Commission's decisions do not discuss this use.3/

4.1.1. 2 Tru- nked Systems
- -

Trunked technology authorized for private systems-also involves. computer
-switching among five or more, channels: In contrast to cellular systems,

.1,- NOn-SMRS applicants are required to build and load their systems,with 70% othe mobile units
specified in the application within' 8 months. - Section 89.802..

. , ... .

2/ The'rules are not expliCit on this-point, but appear to be consistent with such an:inter-
-'pretation. At least the Commitsion has not indicated a different viewalthough otviOusly'

policy.mnsiderations could be raised. In fact, the channel assignment syitem may encourage a.::-
licensee-to apOly:for a'second conventional system rather than a larger. trunked system, because.
the frequencies given trUnked systems- are far -removed fromithOt'e for conventional system's. If -, -

a conventichaT:system.has grown and.: needs more channels,- it::fates.the cholas of receiving fyeY
or more channels for:atrunked tyttem and relinqUishingAts initial-Channels because theY,'are
incompatible with -the trunked channels) or because the applicant cannot- justify both the convert

./

tional and the-trunked channels., or of-designinga second, conventional-system in order to Tze-7:
ceive channels near its initial assignment.'.- ..

2/ The-RCA Dispersed Array Systen, for example, proposed a dispatch operation using cellular.
_technology. RCA Comments, Dec. 20,-1971. '
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,
trunked systems function by frequency
basts rather than the geographic re-uLS
cpncept. Trdnked technology is 'require

n-an'instantaneous time
jn-the'"-cellular system

n-prrq"Vtems-dsingmore-
than five channels up to;a .1* tit of:twenty::.chabnnels per system. FCC
Rulei prescribe antenna-heights,.power, emisionp: short-term and long-
term channel loIding standards in nuMbers-of-mobite units 1/ 'and.
eligible users for trunked,systems. -

.

4.1.1.3 Conventional Systems _

.

Conventional sYstems at"900 MHz will be authorized to eligible, users to
operate as single channel or manually. switched multi-thannel systems
analogous to systeMs in the lower frequency bands.. According to the
Clarification, conventional systems may use automatic terminals and
trunking techniques.if desired, but trunking will not be r:equired.
Efficient use of:cohventional. systems will be encouraged by short-,term
and long-term channel loading requirements and .sharedfreq-uency asiign-
ments,-made by' the FCC staff, where necessary to load a channel' in a
particular location.

C

4.1.2 Services

4.1.2.1 Common Carriers

Common carriers will be authorized to provide cellUlar mobile service to
the. public. If the carrier l's a wireline telephone company, its commer-
cial (ot developmental) system must be provided by a-separate subsid-
iary corporation whose,cbsts and.revendes are Ostinct'from the monoply

-'base of the par.ent caerier. Non-wireline carribrs may operate cellular
systemt without a separate corporation, and joint applications from
groups of carriers *ill be accepted.

4-:2.2.2- Private Systems

for private systems,, eligible:organizations u.nder Pafts89,.91, an 93
'of. the'comMission's Rules may apply 'for singTe-uir-systems. If more

than:- five Ch.arinels are,needgd in one systeq,-trunkedtechnology,must be-
. .

pr6posecr.' .

4.1.2.3 Shared Systems

Eligible users may also apply for a shared system to be managed by one-.
of the sharers or by a non-profit coordinating committee or organiza -.
tion. In the case of shared systems, the channel loading Criteria will
follOw the highest level of mobile units of the services involved, and
trunked technology will be' required if more than five channels :are

1/: The phrase "short -term ;and long-term' cbanne1.7ciadingrequirements,refers to the requirement
that applicantsbe'prepared-to load channels with 70% of the mobile.units applied for within

,eight months' of grant of the application., The-long-term channel loading' standards require:an
applicant to show that the channel handles 90%'of the mobiles specified in the Commission's

) Rule's:as the.maximum for the use made of-the channel before additional channels are assigned.'
Channel loading criteria differ from trunked and conventional systems' and by radio'services --
:public safety, business and 'industrial, taxicab, land transportation, etc. See Section
89.801-803 of the Commission's -Rules.
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needed by a single ,system. A shared system managed by a non-profit en-
_ tity.will stand in the shoes of_its members in termsrof use of the sys-

--tec hni cal- criteria -and -the -1 i ke.

a4.1.2.4 SMRS

Eligible users may. take servic from (possibly) profit-making manager
called a Specialized Mobile Radio- Sy tem entrepreneur or SMRS. The SMRS
will be licensed only for base

"ti
facilities; its customers must

submit applications for-control poin s" and mobile units specifying an
agreement-to use the SMRS service. Further, the SMRS base station lid-
ensee- is bound to offer trunked technology if more than five-channels
are needed, and, to follow the Rules. for technical criteria and use of
the sys-tem prescribed for single -user and-non-profit shared systems.

- .

4.1.2.5,Community Repeater

A,final type of supplier-is the tradit,ional community repeater vendor
who -providers base station fatilities that are licensed in the name of
the customers. A community repeater customenormally applies as a
single-user-for base station, mobiles and control points. under the
single-user, onventibnal system procedures. 'TO accommodate community
repeater service, the FCC staff may aside a five.channel group of

.frequencies for assignment to community repeater customer- applfcants.1/
Short-term channel loading standards will be applied to the applicants,
but the requirement of ruhked technology for systems of more than.five
Channels is uncertain. The Claiification seems to ind+cate that additi-
onal five-channel grCups will be assigned to users of community repeater

_systems, without regard to trunked technology, if the first five than-
-nelt are 90% filled.

5. THE REMAIgING RE'ULAT Y ISSUES

For public -safety radi users-;-a:.nuiber af:qUestions remain regarding
the legal frameWork s t up-for .900 MHz systems.- For example, will the
requirement for trun ed technology with SMRS systems or any operations
of more than five annels be suitable for public-safety-systems?2f
For example, fleet dispatching requires a call to all mobiles, inter-
rupting other conversations if,necessary:. Will trunked systems have the.

aability to handle fleet calls as well as -individual calls to the base
station' and other mobiles?

5.2 'A second Major question is to 'what extent would an SMRS type-of opera-
tion be usable by public safety entities? Does the fact that - an SMRS
'operator might -be-am"outside' business entity make a'difference to the
public safety entity ?. Or; -to what extentwould'an-SMRS,type facility,
operated by..a-governmental entity for its varied communication needs,'be

- desirable? Is the SMRS *option, 'as created by theFCC,- adVantageout from

,j./ As noted earlier. this .procedure is not subject to objection in a petition filed by MARS,
pending. before the FCC.

2-j Indeed, APCO has expressed grave doubts whether trunked systems. will ever reach. their .

efficiency potential with the unique and varied requirements of public safety radio sys-
tems. See APCO Reply Comments, Docket No. 20271, March 4, 1977,
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a public safety viewpoint?

5.3 -What will be the role of cellular s stems or technolo in servin
sa ety ra io systems. an ce u arstec no ogy e a apte to a Afar

usome of the communications needs' of an urban public safety sys,tem?
the 20-channel limit on private systems or other technical requirements
for private systems frustrate the .development of private systems? Could
the common carrier cellular system offer a cost-efficient means of serv-
ing some or all of public safety radio requirements?

-5.4 How does the 900 MHz regulatory scheme. accommodate the long-term p_lan-
nine requirements and other uni ue as ects of ublic safet s stems?

rst in irst ou requency assignment met co ietermine or
900 MHz applications r&moves the assurance of:za related block of fre-
quencies for. the growth-'of radio systems. At the same "time, public
safety radio systems have seen steady growth in the-size, complexity
and sophistication of communications systems The proSpects for the \-

future indicate even larger systems -- many operated in ,:conjunction with
other local government entities. These comprehensive systems call for
detailed planning, budgeting', apprpval by:appropriate local authorities,
and possibly-phased cut -over from older radio systems. In short, they
require extensive and intricate planning by state. and local agencies as
well as implementation liver a long period of time-as ,compared to sma.71
private systems. If th "first in/first out" assignment system,-the

option are-applied r. rously by the FCC staff, will such comprehensive
__141short-term channel loading criteria, and the mandatory channel sharing

system planning'and implementation be possible?
4

e

.

The need for channel assignments by function rather than-by strict nurn7,
bers of mobile units is also unique to public safety system--. The, use

of a particular channel by one part of the police force or another-func-
tional group may be .1pitally important.to effective use of radio in the

,,task's of a public safety agency.7-In-formei- block or pool allocation-
schemes', the designation of-one or more. channels to a particular.funC-
tion could be accommodated, but the channel assignmentand loading plan
At 900:_MHz seems to Preclude, functional designations.

The C.arification promised a rule of reason and a degreeof flexibility
in frequency assignments, but the potential for mechanistic rules and
mandatory loading requirements-is troublesome to radio.system planners.
In order to assure the implementation of lohg-term pla-nning,c should
there-_be some form of.'"block" allocation in the 900 MHi=baricrtc ens
the future availability of needed Specirum? How should the FCC take
into account state or lodal plahs for-coordinated radio use? How should
the need for functional designations of channels in public safety sYs-_.
tems'be accommodated:1:/

-
-

_5.5 The role of APCO and other service fre uenc coordinators in pbanning
and assisting 900 MHz applications -is a so open to question. For appli -.
cants seeking frequencies in the radio bands, frequency coordination'
committees are recognized by the FCC as the primary mechanism for

-
selecting frequencies and working with applicants to 'design interference
free systeMs.2/ Often this frequency coordination work entails con-.
siderable time. advising applicants, mediating,between possibly con-

.:

ly For detailed disCussion of conclusions regarding these and related queitions; see- APCO's

Comments on Docket No. 21229 in Appendix I. °

.gy Docket No. 18261, Second Report and Order, 22 RR 2d 1691, 1704-06.
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flitting proposals, and encouraging -theli4esign of systems where un-foreseen '_4?.?,foreseen interference creates. proVIerns;:c,,-- .' ., / \
. -__

The FCC staff's role in frequency aisigpMent. to 900 +11-12.: sySteins and the
contemplated method for staff assignMe-mt..of.frequendies may well suffer
--6rom the absence of the counseling, d.e.signi.Kg; and Mediating functions .

performed by the volunteer coordinairs4- if ARCO and the other
-service coordinators were to_tontinue' i0--advlsory- roles, ''thee laCk of in-.
formation as p frequency assignmeri;tg. made by the FCC staff could effec-
fively frbstrate theirz-befforts.i:is 'difficult to; believe that \the FCC
has the resources aviilable pn.:ahatiOnwide- basis , /needed to perform the
counseling. and mediation- often 'r,,qqufred. smaller, local applicants.
In sum, the 900 MHz decisions-leave,a-large hole .in Pnthe/apPliCati
process formerly fil led f by -the.SerVite:frequency coordination committees
and the Tack of: full frequericya.coor;dination work may disadvantage many
applicants and burden the FCC staff: It is for reasons such -as these
that the FCC is taking a further -look "at its policies governi fre- .

quency coorditn-ation. in the-.90n .14i4; band.
, .

5.6 Findffy, an issue that petrvad-e-s= the whole future of 900 MHz systems is
the ability of the.TCC staff;to7carry out the processing and enforce-
ment role assigned to it. The enforcement of teChnical rules, channel
loading standards and 17-ICense cancellations' by defunct systems dt the
lower bands has been haphaZard at-best- With the help of frequency
coordination committees, th'e. FCC. has barely kept abreast of the flood of
applications it i.eceiveg.. Eor 900 MHz systems-, the FCC staff proposes
to make all frequency assignments, presumably to enforce the eight-month
deadline- for tha'nnel .1 dadinT and the 90% loading prerequisite for
-assigning additional -Sthannels, etc. .Although the growth of 900:MHz sys-
tern may be slow in: Or beginning Years-, even an optimiStic observer must

\..have' c6)cerns as tor- the availability .of the FCC staff to take on these
aried.'tasks.2/

1 _The topic of staff resources and efforts in spectrum management is 'now under consideration
in a broad inquiry,,Docket No. 21229. Notice of Inquiry,,.FCC,77-287, May 1'7, 1977.

Frequency coordination methods are also considered in some measure.

/. See Docket No. 21229. Notice of Inquiry, FCC 77-287, May. 17, .1977.

..
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2.1

CHAPTER II
,

FACTORS AFFECTING 900 MHz SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
ELEMENTS OF THE 900 MHz CONCEPT:

INTRODUCTION a

ChaPter,I describesthe regulatory histOry of -Docket No. 18262 and .the
:backgroUnd that led to-the opening of the 900 MHz spectrum for use by
the land mobile radio services. It also describes the present regula-

'tory environment and presents some of the unresolved issues that affect
the application of-this spectrum to the needt of public safety communi-
cations, systems.

This Chapter describes those engineering, economic, and management-,.

related factors, peculiar to'the 900 MHz environment, that also affect'
the application of ;this newly available spectramCto-publit safety, and
in particular jaw enforcement, ommunicati-ons systems. This.:presenta-
i n is-Rot fntended to be ansexhaustiVe_discussio.Vof all thpl.Vlements

of law enfo-rcement communications system design, nofyis ft meant to be
a rigorous, engineering analysis. _It is intended to 0-esent those con-
siderations oft-law enforcememt communications system design and oper --
tion that are, or may be', peculiar to the 900 MHz portion of the spec---'
trum under the conditions by which ithas been made available to the
public safety community. It will describe'fhose System-related factors
that affect system planning?, operation, and implementation decisions.

A- discussion of .900-MHz propagation consideration is Oresentedto.
yield insight into the probabiity'of coverage throughou.t...a. given area.
ConceptS employed i?i the presently envisioned trunked-syStem designs.
are discussed-to provide a' basis for the didcussion in Chapter LPI re-
garding- the roles-such systems might play 'in the:public safety environ-
ment. Design Cohsideeations for 900 MHz equipment are pretented to
provide an appreciation of the system-related factors of cost, avail-
ability, maintenance, and training,that 'may affect 90:0 MHz-system- im-
plementat+on decisions..

This discussion is designed to assist the executive level public safety
communications system managers'ecision-making process. The technical
..aspgCit of propagation phenomena, noise levels, information handling,
trunking theories, and similar related topicS/are presented in a-sum-
mary, nonrigorous.forM. I't is intended to be,,a- managerial Jevel-sum.-

, mary of the work done by authors.listed.IT the.11ibJiOraph the-tech-
nical inputs of the ACO project staff andtheAPCO a roups I and
II. For more rigorous, academic treatment, the reader is referred to°-
the Biblihgraphy.

2.2. 900 MHz COVERAGE CONSIDERATIONS

The history of land mobile communications during the last 25.years.has
been marked by the opening of.higher and higher.portiont of the RF
spectrum. Each of these moves to higher frequencies was accompanied by
uncertainties. How.wilT the new .frequencies-Work? What coverage can.-
beexpected? What .equipment problems Will: develop? Will,different
base'statiOn,locations, more repeater installations, different network.
designs, be. required? Will authorized antennae heights and power out-
puts permit the coverage of the required geographic areas with the.
needed degree.Of certainty? - f

he opening of the 900 .MHz. spectrum is no different inthis' regard.--.
-Prior-to-the Report and Order resulting from DOckeNo. 18262, little
operational e

t.
experience .had been gaingd using these frequencies in a

ti civiliin, land mobile, law enforcement.type of environment- Even as
2.1 .



questions relating to trunked system concepts, equipment costs and
'avaiTability,_and system management _problems must be considered, the
basic question of whether or not these frequencies will,permit there -
quired reliability of communications -throughout specified environments-,
using practical systemS configurations, must be answered'.

.

-The following section of this report discusses those inherent proper-
ties-of the 900 MHz portion of the spectrum that affect its usefulness'
-for law-enforcement communications .system design:.

2.2.1 900 MHz Antenna Perfbrmance

. The area of coverage,provided. by a 90.0 MHz Systedr is determined by those
'same parameters that determine coverage of lower frequency systeMs. As
in any radio communications system.relying on line of .sight transmission
paths, transmitter.power,' transmitter and receiver antennae heightsand
relative gains, system noise, -generSted either-internal or .eZternal to
the system, receiversensitivity and band with characteristics and the

. nature and-length df,the path betwee6 the transmitter and the receiver,
are among the more obvious factors that determine whether the syStem
will pass an intelligible signal between two;poins. For, rigorous
treatment of-these.considerations and for add.Ptional discussion of the
more subtle considerations affdcting radio frequency system design, the
reader is referred to the Bibliography.`,

7 .
.

.

Of special interest to those considering 900 MHz applications are those
particular factors that result frOM.the characteristics of the shorter
wavelengthsthat are characteristic of these freqtrencies.1/

. N
A basic, physical -cOnsiderati.on, and one,that has long inhibited. the
applitation of the 900 MHz portion of the spectrum to mobile/Portable
applications, is the reduction of the effective capture area of 900 MHz
systems'antennae, as a result of the use tf theSe higher frequencies,
As frequency-,increases, the wavelength'of the radiated energy decreases::
proportionally and; therefdre, the physical length of a resonayt antenna
decrease's... As the .physical length _of the antenna ,gets less,-the area
throughouti,whiCh itcaptureS energy from an- elettroma/netic wave gets
smaller. .Thorefore, the receiving antenna pick's up a'smaller share of.
,the energy' radiated by-the transmitting antenna. :

For example, a quarter wavelength antenna designed for a 900 MHz system
would absorb only one fourth the amount of energy from a1000 watt

_,900 MHz transmitted signal that a quarter wavelength antenna designed to
work.In a 450 MHz SyS'tem would absorb from that riadiated by a similar
powered,teansmitter -- other factors being constant. In many 'types of
systemS, such frequency-dependent losses can' .be coMpensate4,-forby in-
creasing the gains 2/' of the smaller antennae, i.e.--, since higher fre-'
quenty means smalleF-antenna element length, antenna can have increased
numbers of elements 'or increased electrical length for a, given physical
size with a resulting increased gaip. T 'his gain can be used to tompen-
sate for the freOency-dependent reduction of Capture area.

=
- 300

If Wavelength in meters where f is expressed in megahertz. Practical consideratiOn_of

system design usually,requges that antenna length (either transmitting or receiving)-e an
integral function of 1/4 of,a. wavelength. Therefore, as operating frequencies become higher,
the physical length-of an antenna-becomes less. At 806 MHz a- typical 1/4-wavelength antenna is .

approximately 31/2" long.- .t

2/ "Gain" in this context loosely means the amount of-energy a given antenna captures
(or radiates) in ;a desired direction in comparison to some standard radiator, usually a

half wavelength dipole.
- ,
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But mobtleaortable system operation plages litits on the ammint of. gain
.

that can be.tolerated. Antenna afe-can only be provided by-concentra-
tion of available energy, i.e.; inogiasing directivity. 'Mobile and
Portable units must normally be nee1-9'W,Oomnidirectionalin a horiiontal
plane and:can.ohlyTuse limited dirt-ity in 'the. - vertical an-
tenna pointing is not to:6Oome an operatiOnal'problem:

3ase.Station antennae can normally employ. langer figUres of-vertical
directivity,: with resulting increased gain. In some. instances where the
needed coverage is not uniformly distributed around the antenna, dir:
ectivity, with resulting increase in.gain, can be. tolerated in the hori-
zontal plane...

Nor9al engineering-practice.calls foyi.system designs that emploY'the
--maximum-directivity, and associated_Oin,-that =the system geometry will
allow.' Therefdre, in moving from a lower frequency to the 900 MHz band,
system designerS-May not:be able to rely on .increased antenna gain, over
that used in lower frequencies systems" in the same location, to compen-

. Sate for the reduced energy capture that results from shorter wave-
lengths, i.e., the lower frequencies system is already using as much
gain (directivity) as the systems' geometry will permit.

. .

. .

Thjs fundamental system - related problem has, to a large extent, been
overcome in. recent years by7advances in receiver design technology.
kcharacteristic of.-the-900 MHz portion of the spectrum is the signifi-
cantly reduced -level.-of noise that normally exists in the environment in
Which the desired signal must be received. Without delvingtoo deeply
inrto .what constitutes noise generated by sources 'external to a radio
system, it is sufficient to point, out that those noise sources (when-
added to -noise generated within die system)- establish the minimum ampli--
tude of a usable signal, i.e., if'a signal, Is any weaker than the noise,
it will not be intelligible-. As 'a result,-.eyen a very weak signal.at; --
900 MHz, one whose amplitude is such that itwould beno stronger,than.
the noise arriving at the receiver in a. lower frequency system, can be
-copied by a receiver having adequate, and.currently2available, techniCal-
characteristics:-

The_teChnological advances of the -past several years that now -make
900 MHz a viable approach to mobile communications system-design is the
development of receivers having usable sensitivities at these frequem
cies-in the order of -.25 to .f5 microvoltS and are, capable.of being
mass-producedat costs Comparable with.existing equipment.

The above discussion-Alas been presented with two:obiegtives In mind:
first,, to show the importaiice,of teghnology,in'making the-900,MHz.por-
tion of the,spectrum available for-use;-the second is to illustrate the,
need to taintaima noise-free environment for:.900 MHz systems. Should:

'poorly selected frequencfes result- in significant intetoduldtion (IM)
products, should, spectrally "dirty".transmitters be permitted, even at
frequencies'well removed from systets under construction, or should -;

other All-tonceived or uncoordinated operations be permitted, exploita
tion of the system sensitivities made potsible.by modern 900 MHz' tedh--..
nology will -be'impossible; and the usefulness of'the-900 MHz spectrum,'
for law enforcement.and other public safety needs seriously compromised:

2.2.2 Shadow Effects

Elettromagnetic radiation is normally envisioned as traveling An
straight lines, much like light rays. As a resod t. ofthis linear path,
shadows often exist behind objects that either reflect'oi- absorbthe
incident rays. Close observation of the edges of -these.shadow areas

2.3
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:will show that these boundariei are no.Cperfectly defined. here is a
region of transition between.full illumination and shado at the border

:'-(calted the Fresnel zone). As the wavelengths become smarter; the

//71(

region of transition.betweem illuMination and shadow ecomes more -sharp-
,ly defined. The width of this "transition region is a function- of
(among. other things) the -wavelength:and is'invetely propOrtional to
the.frequency. .

It.is:this;transition'reOion that permits much:of our line of sight _

radio communications; nyWever, as noted above, as frequencies.increase,.
the borders betweenusable signals and unusable stignals_become more :

diStinct. Above the--UHF` region shadows, can exist in whiCh the.movement
of 'a, receiving antenna by only a few-feet can result in severe signal
degradation. .T.ests 11 at 900 MHz have showh that individual varia,
.tiots from the.qean transmission loss at-these frequencies can be as
high as 3p db. These tests .have also shown that the amplitude of the
:variations. from the mean-Path loSsis, to .some degree, a function' of -the

'abSolute field strength and that the variations beCome larger as the
mean value of the path lOss.increases. This.observation suggests that..,
higher energy densities, i.e., more effective. radiated power (ERP) than.
is normally indicated necessary by theoretical calculatiOns, may be re-,
quired in some environments to minimize the-operational problems that
may -be caused by these largepath loss variations.

2.2.3 Scattering effects
\

"Another phenomenon affecting theusefulness of the 900 MHz band for
urban, mobile/portable communication systems is the increased reflectiv-
ity of these frequencies- The short wavelengths involyed make energy at
these frequencies more easily reflected by the typical concrete/steel ,

structures encountered in an urban environment. This reflection, or
scattering effect, caused by the multitude of buildings and other struc-.
tures normally existing in a-typical city, can result in a .distribution
of energy throughout what- normally would .be expected to be shadow-areas--
Experimental data 2/ supports the- theoretical conclusion that this
scattering effect throughout an urban community .can greatly increase
the percentage -of coverage in-the zone of interest by,ufilling in" holes

--normally-caused by the shadow effects described /inn Section. 2.2.2.

;These scattering.effects-are of grgat interest to the designer of
lair enforcement communication netwerks. Tests in a typical urban en
ironment show that this scatterihgphenomeha can have a signifiCant

beneficial effect on overall system performance bg,providing increased
_coverage within buildings, tunnels' and tbroughout the nignlycomPli
-cated propagation paths existing in a = ,typical urban community.

This scattering, however, is not a completely unmixed blessing. As

_cited above, there can .be variations as much as 30 db from the mean
propagation loss throughout the area of coverage. However; these
studies have concluded that coverage will be generallY"adequate for land
_mobile communications, and in some cases superior to that available on
lower frequencies. However, "holes".can-and will exist:

2:3.4 Building Penetration
,

The attenuation of electromagnetic energy passing thrOugh natural or
man-made structures is a major problem in portable law enforcement

1/ UHF Radio Wave Propagation in Dallas, Texas Base to Mobile Stations for Vertical Polariza-

tion, by N. H. Shepherd, GE Mobile Radio Products Dept., March, 1975:

2/ Ibid. pp. 2.7.
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system-design. The'literaided.ibdicates that b00 MHz frequencies,
penet5Ope average structures with propagation losses in the order of
10 db Cpb 20 db per 100.feet. ;As .a' result, massive structures'can cause

. shading that prevents Usable ti-ansmis%ion or reception inside-Of build-
, jngs be similar structures..-Thou:gh somewhat frequency-dependent; this
phenomenon 'exists at all freOencies. However, evidence exists-that the
scattering effects of 900 MHz systems described above significattly im-
prove the coverage inside buildings and tunnels. -

2.2.. foliage _Loss

The short wave. lengths at 900 MHz are susceptible to 'serious attenuation
from .foliage. This problem is particularly difficult to treat analyti-
cally due to the many variables encountered. The losses can be much
greater in summer when.trees are in leaf than in winter when they are
barren. Moisture after a rain increases loses .noticeably. Different
kinds of vegetation have different amounts of attenuation. A number
often,used is 1.5 db loss per meter, of vegetation-for 1.`axerage" attenu.=
ation. Of more significance, perhaps-, is the estimate t1 t'-- foliage
lasses at 900 MHz :are probably about 25% greater than those'experttnced
at 450 MHz.

2.2.6 Site Selection-Considerations

The generation and transmission of .radio, frequency powe-r at 900 MHz 1.s
more expensive than at the lower bands. Tnansinission line loss is of
somewhat greater system-significance. at `900 MHz. `"Conventional -RG8/1.14
transmission line' has a loss of "2.8 db per 100 feet at 150- MHz.... Its
loss at.90-0-MHz is 6%8 db pee-100 fett. 7/8Y 'copper foam .flex has a
loss of 1,7 db per 100 feet; and air dialectic coaxial- cables (with
theiyzatte'41da.nt expensive,pres%ueization systems) cause-loss ,in the'
,order. of 0.5- db- per 100 feet at 900 MHz.. .This implies that if the
transmission loss betWeen the-transmitter and the.. antenna is not to' be
exhorbitant% transmission line runs musf be kept reasonably short.

-

.These loss characteristicsAndicate that fixed sites must be selected
withsome degree of care.- Asa rule of thumb, the radius .of the area of
coverage is directly proportional to the square rootof the antenna
height. Antenna height v:-ERP is a-basic trade-off consideration in
systems design.' Practical considerations prevent the radius of cover-
age from being-increased to a great degree by increasing the height of--
the-mobile Or portable receiving antenna. Therefore, base station
heights usually pust be the maximum possible, consistent with terrain
and area of'coverage'requirements. In the typical system, the-need fore
maintenance accessibility and structural cost considerations prevent
the location'of RF generating and receiving equipment at the antenna
near the top of a tower. Therefore, at 900 MHz sites must be seleCted
'at which the transmitting. and recliving. equipment can be located reason-
ably close to the radiating_elements -of the antenna, such as the roof
of 'a tall building or a.' strategically located mountain ;tap:

It is penhaps unfortunate that a "strategically located mountain top"
_

"for'a 900 MHz"systerri is very often also oneor other. systems.. This
can result in a number of antennae, serving MUy different sytems,-
operated by many different users, -being located-in close proximity to
each other.. The potential for,intermodulation, (IM) products seriously
degrading-system performance under such conditions is great. This
degradation can be-minimized by careful systemAgesign, Freqdency %elec-
tion must be 'based upon careful evaluation of tlystemperfarmance needs
and the frequencies`,:. modes of operation; pOWer output, and user service
of other collo-cated or proximate system jnstallations carefully evalu-
ated.

2.5
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As noted in Par. 2.2.1, the inherently greater path loss experienced at
900 MHz can' be overcome by the lower ambient noise-extsting at these
frequencies, permitting full exploitation of modern receiver usable
sensitivity. This factor must be kept in mind in select-kng sites, and
then protecting these sites from electrOmagnetic pollution. In addition
to the-LM'consi-deritliOns described above, site selection should include
surveys for possibl-e,sources of noise," such as high power TV stations
on nearby channels, high pqwered control stations directed toward the
site, and major industrial or medical installations nearby that radiate

-with'significant levels of spectral impurity.

2.2.7 Physiological Considerations

The portion of the RF spectrum in the vicinity of the 900 MHz band has
.been used for various industrial and governmental purpose's since World
.War II. These. frequencies areonlp-slightly-above the UHF. television
.channels and are below, government radar and telemetry frequencies. 4

Many of those systems-have long used radiated power levels in excess of
hundreds of thousands of watts.

Despite this expertence, there is an ever-present concern about the pos-
sible physiological effects that these frequencies may have on.equipment
users. Such concerns'are particularly aPgyoPriate when considering _the'
employment of portable equipment. Although such equipment is normally
very low power, i.e., 1 to 5 watts RF output, normal usage often_places,,
the antenna only inches alvy.,,from-the head and'eyes of the user when.
talking into a microph,onejnobented on the.portable unit, .

.

gLDespite per-rodic.stbdies.by-the-Depatment Of,,Defense durin the past .

quarter century:and more. recently by governmental consumer protection
agencje, little specific information-exists pertaintng to t#e poten-

'.tial physiologic i effects.ef 900 MHz-radiation,in the type of environ,,
that.migh4j-;-- encounter-ed in the law-enforcement field. The Chief

Engineer of the CC 'has stated that 1/- the FCC is now studying these
Problems and intends to provide a definitive. report in the future-. He
further stated that the .p-crtential .extent of thew problem is not known .but
recommended that, pending: publication of the7i-esults of the Commission's
findings,personnel working in the proximity 'of such systems exercise
reasonable care.

Bilice the maximum power level authbrized for base stations, 1000 watts,
is considerably lower.than that long in use by television stations'at
si ilar frequencies, it is not likely that base station perscinnel. will
be subjected to a Measurable level of risk due 'to electromagnetic radi-
-ati6p. By the time portable equipment,becomes available, it can be
-expebted that the results of the FCC's investigation will be public
knowledge. As recommended by the FCC's Chief Engineer, 900 MHz system
designers and managers should keep abreast of published information,
relating to this consideration. .

2.2.8 Summary-

The phenomena described above are similar to those experieneed at lower
bands, varying only in degree. Centain Character:istics of,900 MHz
propagation seem' adantageous while others offer problems. None have
proved to be unacceptably detrimental to communications system perfor- -°-

mance. Most are simply.the inherent Considerations encbuntered in the
design of communications sYgtems. -Engineers compensate: for their
effects by other coverage calculations or empirical judgment .and thereby

.

Presentation to the-43rd APCO Nation Conference, 'Augutt 24, 1977,_,ChiCago, Illinois:.
°
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determine the, number' of,"fi 1 1 inP r peaters , antennae height's, or the -

ERP required... The. degree to which special measures may be reqmired in
the 900 MHz barid is a function' of the operational impact that the anom-,
al ies predicted may. create. , Fulj appreciation of the impacts that
900 MHz coverage "phenomena will have on .operational systems design can
only be determined b'Y' experience. Analysis ,shows. that there are no
insurmountable difficulties inherent in 900 MHz system implementati-on.
Empirical data, acquired by observations of-practical systems, will pro-
vide the guidante needed for future, system designers to configure their
desighs in ways that best "oyercOme the problems and exploit the advan-
tages offered by 100 -MHz propagation phenomena.

.3 THE TRUNKED SYSTEM- CONCEPT

2.3.1 General
lk

The Second Report and Order resulting from Docket No. 18262 .has made
'mandatory the use of trunked system:techniques in those, systems at
900, MHz 'that require more than five channels. While a form of ,trunking
has been in use by the mobile telephone service for some time, all users
of the 900 MHz band with -requirements i41 the excess, of five channels
are now required to employ trunked techniques

- .

The Commission based this policy on its determination to assure the
most efficient use ,possibe of the 900 'MHz. portion of the spectrum
While public safetyagenci es with their specialized operational require-
ments `see Section 3.2) are required to consider many factors in the
configuration of -their systems, they also consider spectrum usage
efficiency as being one of the more important.

This Section will idescribe th basic printipl es of how trunked systems
operate. This description it necessarily generalized, as it represents
a synthesis Of .semeral approaches now .under development by the vendor
community. While significant differences of engineering specifics -may
exist, these systems have many basic characteristics in common. The
differences do not dilute the usefulness of a generalized description
of syStem operations to help mpderstand how ti:'unked systems. can be
-applied to public safety comrlanicati on needs:

..3-

Truning is not a new concept. The national public switched. telephone
service is based upon this technblogy. As stated, the mobile radio .

telephone service has long used a trunked type of -system. But this sys-
tem,: the Improved Mdbil e Telephone System (IMTS) , 'uses an automatic,
sequential frequency stepping approach. It is slow; as much as 20 sec-
onds can be taken to obtain access to a channel-. Such a system would
be of little use to law enforcement networks wherein 'the typical trans-
_mission may average less- than 3 or 4 seconds . Therefore, the following
discussion .is limited to those high speed, flexible systems whose devel -
opulent has been- made possible by the introduction of high, speed .Switch
ing. equipment and rapid,- remotely controlled frequency change capabil-
ities in modern mobile radio equipments.

2.3.2 TFunked -ystem "Spectrum Efficiency"

The presumptive ,objective of .the introduction of trunked conceNts is to
increase spectrum usage efficiency. For the purpose- of this study,
"spectrum efficiency" -(a_widely used misnomer) has been defined as the
ratio of the actual, number of users' assigned in a_ defined portion of
the spectrum to some (not specified) theoretical maximum number_of
users that could be assigned to that portion of the spectrum, holding
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the level or quality of service constant, withiIn a defined area Since
the ,theoretical 'maximum number of users- that could, be assigned in a
given area, and 'a quantifiable measure of "level or- quality of service"
is not available, the term "spectrum efficiency" is not very. precisely
defined. However, it does have useful 'meaning in a relative, non -

.- quantifiable way. Intuitively, we feel that. techniques that pe mit more'
titers to fit, into a fixed amount of spectrum or conversely, th permit
3a fixed number of users..to" be accommodated in a smaller portio of the
spectrum, without impeding their communications 'effectiveness, improve
"spectrum efficiency".

_

From this concept springs the corollary that sed a i r time i s an indi-
cation 'of spectrum usage inefficiency. This i ea is 'based upon the
regulatory principle that anyone meeting minimum established require-
ment'S has a right to exercise his privilege to utilize air time ("use"
being defined° as an authorized transmission).

This concept might have validity if all users of the spectrum have the
same requirements and made equal coTntributions..to the public's interest,

0
convenience or necessity. If that is not-7the -case, then the idea of
unused spectrum and -therefore!the- term "spettrum efficiency" may have
little meaning..- The possibility exists that the worth of unused spec-
trum, by simply being available-,-may be greater .than the worth of Spec-
trum fully occupied by less essential services.

As an. example, _the Worth of the "hot line" betweeh the White. House and
the Kremlin is not measured by the number of. nessagestransnitteth Its
worth lies tn its guaranteed i-nstant availability .when..neetrid. for the
good' of,'theconnunity at 'large,

Keeping in .mind the' dbove:cautiOIS .regarding the general applicability
Of. the tern spectrum effiCienty several- analyses 'of the possible
cont.fibuti oils: of trunking -techniques: to )!spectrum efficienty are avail
able. These -studies, -deriving "from telephone, experienCe, shoW that
trunkng techniques can be expected to significantly :reduce the peob-
ability of: delay in a Systeffi'bf fiked number of trunked channels.

Chart No 2.3.-1 Shows th.lorobabi 1 iy of delays. that have been calcu-
lated.:for various- numbers of _trunked channels under various conditions
of loading.' A single channel . system is:included .(see dashed line) to
illustrate boundary condition.. For.. example,: a 17channel system,, each

:channel_ loaded 40 %, would .present an overall .:probabili Oty:of day-of.
.
401 to any 'user if the syttem were operated in a conventional node,
.(See dashed line. Each channel has. the same:probability of .delay' as a
single channel system.). The .chart shows that. this delay probability.
would be reduced to 9% A f. those- same four cfrannelS, each 40% loaded,
were connected in a trunked system. "A" 16-channel: system, with all chan-
net s-1 oaded -40%, would provide any_user with a-.1% probability of delay -

if' operated in .a. trunked mode: Similar Calculations- are ,possible show-
the theoretical, reduCtionS in waiting times, rather .than probability

of delay; that can resuIt_froWtrunkng available Channels, (See" Chart:

2.3.2".)

The application of these. generalized Conclusions to a SpecifiCnobi le
. radio service presents certain difficUltieS. The calculations from
which the above charts are derived assume a 'telephone .type environment,
wherein a large number of randomly selected callers are attempting to
communicate with. a large number' of receiv6rs over a limited number of
channels. A similar situation 'may or, may not exist in the various
.vices that .constitute the land mobile communication- community.

. . -
'Subsequent descriptions .of law enforcement systenS operational needs.
(Section 3.2)' shows ,that .this analysiS- does 'not. exactly ,represent law.

2.8
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.PROBABILITY OF DELAY IN
MULTICHANNEL -TRUNKED SYSTEMS
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enforcement operations. In those. types of systems, generally a single
caller -(the dispatcher) must' communicate with-4 large number of simur-
taneous :recipients -(the patrol units)- or one (or 'more) of the patrol
units. must .communicate .with/ a dispatcher.

Since the number of system/ users at one part of the system (the dis-
patchers) is relatively small compared to the number of users at the
other part (the patrol units), the basic mathematical formulatiOns used
to develop Charts Nos. 2.3.1 and -2.3.2 should- not be applied too liter-
ally to the public safety' service." For example, the nature of the law
enforcement- operational procedures may cause the probability of delay to
be not on1y a function of the number of radio channels, but also a func-
tion of average message /length,. time required to service a message, the
number .off units per chanhel and other simi factors.

These observations are' not intended to negate the possibility of spec-
trum-related benefits 'that might be derived ,from trunktmg. N;17,hey-are
offered to Show that the present popular calculations of potential
benefits are based -upon assumptions that do not precisely pertain to the
public safety service. They are not likely t provide a highly exact
basis for_ determining the increase in "speqtre efficiency"' that th4ght
derive from trunking public safety radio systems, nor calcUlating the
number of trunked channels that will provide a required level of ser-
vice.

If one is to essume 'some relatively large sized system, for example, one
having 10 -patrol areas with 10 dispatchers, it is possible 'that the num-
ber of channelg- aeded can- be reduced from the 10 channels required in a
conventinal*mode to some .smaller number if the system is operated in a
trunked mode. Just 'hoii much of a reduction may be possible cannot be
determined from these figures. Law emforcement communication_systems
designers- must providede near absolute assurance. that the systas will
support the level of service required to satisfy the law enforcement
mission under peak load conditions. Therefore, the possible reduction
of channel needs that migh result from the use of trunked systems in
law enforcement can be det rillined, with the credibility necessary far
future system design, onl from practical experience.

2!3.3 Trunked -SYs tem -Operational Concepts

2.3.3.1 General 1'.

A trunked communication system is orie in which users. at either terminal,
of a multiple 1 in.k path have access to all the circuits between the two
:terminals. In the classic telephone case, a small nurriber of lines may .

connect, two exchanges. A caller from- one exchange can reach th -they
exchange via ally one line. The next caller to use the same .t is
given the next unused line, and so on, until all the lines are occupied.
In' this way no one caller experiences a busy signal until all the lines
are in n use. c

The antithesis' of this approach is the "conventional"' system, wherein
one, or -pore of the customers at each end are assigned one Specific cir-
clqt. In this case, as soon as a circuit is placed in use, the rest of
the customers 'assigned to that circuit must wait until the call is com-
pleted ,. evem though the remaining circuits -between the two exchanges
might not be busy.

Traditional frequency assignment concepts in the 1 and"mobil e ser-
Vice have constrained operations to .this 'latter type of conventional
.service: Users assigned to a given' frequency must await the avail ;-
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ability of that frequency to initiSite their communiCations. Even though
nearby frequencies assigned to others may not be in use, they are not
available to non-assigned users.

Current concepts of trunked'system operation overcome this difficulty bj
assigning several frequencies (5 to 20 two-frequency, Channels are now -

considered by the FCC to be a practical humber in a single system) to a
larger number of users. Users are givenspecific frequencies by auto-
matic switching techniques so that no one user experiences a "busy" con=-
dition unless all the frequencies assigned to the system'aren use at
the same time.

The -nature of ,a trunked system is such thaGt it derives its spectrum
efficiency benefits by combining the RF channels into .,a common pool for
use by all users of the system on either a first come, first served
basis or in accordance with some prearranged scheme of priorities.

2.3.3.2 Components of Trunked Systems

The techniques for`eccomplishing this automatic switching involve a num-
ber of system elements described below.

,The base site transmitters and receivers, ',The base station instill-
ation includes a number of transmitters and receivers-equal -to the
number of7channels assigned to the system, each-operating on a
designated frequency. These transmitters and receivers are individ-
ually conventional in operation and are connected to primary power.
sources and antennae just as if they were elements of'a standard,
conventional system: These units can be sKitched'on and off by a-
collocated (usually)_electronic control unit.

.

The portable mobile transmitter/receiver unit. Thisunit operates
similar to a conventional mobile or portable unit. In. addition,

however, it incorporates a frequency change capability that can be
controlled by a data command signal. A data controlled frequency
synthesizer is a possibility; however; a Multir-channel crystal ex-
cfter, might serve the function also. Incorporated in the portable/
mobile unit is an address logic- capability -, i.e.', the logic ability
to recognize its assigned unit designator- or address;; and to comply

with frequency assignment commands:

The control channel. This is the heart of a trunked system's-oper-

ation. It includes a separate transmitter and receiver at the fiXed
site, operating-conttnuously.on a fiXed frequency, sending. various
items of control information to all portable/mobile-units=or system
control points. Portable/mobile units monitor' or reply on 'this
_channel whenever not transmitting or receiving on an assigned chan--
nel in response to g-4command.

The system's language: Here is included the many:_system features
that dictate how the system'operates. It the data- system
concepts Viat establish what the,system does and how the system
functions. IV-s made up of a digital data: stream transmitted on
the-control Oannel that addresses each portable/mobile unit to-pro=

-vide information regai-ding RF channel assignments for each addressed
portable /mobile group or anit. The composition of this language
and the constituent elements of the instructions contained therein.
directly determine system functional-performance.

.e -System _Control points. One or more transmit/r6ceive units, usually

fixed gut can be mobile or portable; in the system' having the abil-

ity to direct the control channel. By so doing, these points can
initiatesalls to designated units or groups of units or, in-other
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ways exercise control over the.system. 'Such a unit would normally
be assigned to .a dispatch center. There can be more than one con-
trol point in a single trunked systeni,-each serving different users
,and generally unaffected by, each .other's Operation.-- - _

2.3.3.3 Trunked System Configuration

Each- mobile and control" unii 'of a trunked system is assigned an address'..:
This address- includes a group designator in addition-to the discrete -
unit address,similar in concept-to a seven digit tel.ephone number. The-base, station contrl channel-tonstantly transmits coded instructions ---
that include address information, and frequency assignment inforiaati6711-
All mobile-units_assigned to the system monitor-this -channel wheneyer",-,.
they are in a stand-by mode.

.. .

.When a dispatcher initiates'a call to units in a patrol area, the cbn- 1-.
trol channel carries instructions to the units. in_ that _patrol area,kb.Y--
.adOressing them all via their group designator) and directs themktb...diivX--'
from -.the control channel to a frequency that the central control unit..
has determined to.be unoccupied at'that time All:units in the desiS-'
noted group hear the fixed site (.and.a rebroadcast of the mobile trans=
mission if the system is so configured). All units of.other groups re-
main on the command channel or on a working channel if they are occu-
pied. _________

.
.

. -

When mobile units have moved to. a-working frequency, a-uhand. shake"
takes place by-transmitting''check' signals that assure that, the mobile
units are on the same working channel as thefixed station.,,This all ,
tikes place in small frartions of a second. Depending upoh system or-
ganization, a working channel may be held for'the duration of a message
or of just a single transmission. Upon-completion of the teaffic.ex-
change, the units revert automatically-to-the command channel. .:

Should a member of a group wish to, initiate a. call, h'automatically,
quertei the central controller via thecommand channel by simply de-
pressing the microphone switch. The automatic controllerseleCts an

, availablefrequency.and directs the mobile unit'to move to..the channel
selected. This command information can also be recefved_by other mem-
bers-of that group and ,their units automatically moved_ta..the channel
selected so that wbuld.monitor the communications:,.. .."
Should mobiles.be required to communicate'with-6tier- mobiles Or units
other than the dispatcher, both units would switch-to a-designated new
address. For example, if a unit fromGroup 123.was required to communi-
cate with a unit from Group 321, each could be directed to-switch to a
common group address 456. The control unit would _recognize this-as just

_another group call. °

The command channel is a data:z-link; suitable'toa itandird 3KHz voice
,channel band width. 4Data can be transmitted at o- rate -that permits com-
plete Command informatibn transfer in small fractions-of a second.. As
a result, all of the autom&tic channel-switching takes place in the time
it,takeLthe operator to depress the_mike'button.

There are two important benefits to be, derived-from these techniques.
The first.is the reduction of ,probability..of,delgy resulting from the -

availability of. all RF channels to all users at all times:: CSee
.Section 2:.3.2.) The second may fc!e of- even greater importance. The sys-
tem's_operatiohal configurationis no lbnger li-mited by -channel avail-
ability. Special functionS can 'be accommodated by :setting up-special
yroup addresses rather than.through the use of discrete channels. The
-potential value of this latter tool-$41L-Configuring systems to provide.
complex, .user - oriented functions is difficult_toffully appreciate at
this time.
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Pcesent .trunkeq -system concepts allow. the command language to provide
More items of.informWan:than Jrierelyeddressand -frequency imstruction.
.Priority instructions: can be incorporated.':Statusinformation.,can-be
..transmitted-witn the address. group permitting direct interface with com.
Puter aided. ditpatch systems. .Only careful analysig of user functional
needs will determine whin of.the many possibilities inherent in this
concept should be incorporated.in_agiven system design.

Because Of the randOm frequency selection problems; it is impractical to.
use remote repeater'confi-gurations.hayingfixed frequency-offsets to ex,'
tend coverage throughout areas.beyond.tne coverage( f-a. Single trans-
mitter 16catio'n.:-.Trunked.systems can beused in repeater. type systems-,
Where- repeat- trangmisSionsare on the same frequepcy as the- primary
"transmission.. This technique; called "simulcasting ", has been used on
occasion at the lower .bands: Very close tolerances of-.R.F. carrier. fre-
quency and audio envelop phase shift are:required to prevent interfer-
ence-in;the zone wherb signalS:from both. transmitters.caMte receiVed..

:Such frequepty.controlhas-not been demonttrated in:practicel-systems
at $00 MHz at thiS.time. . .

This limitation does'not apply4o Satellite- receiversites. Shouldcre-
mote- redeiVen'capabilities be required,-as'in the cagefof portablesys-
tems, each satellite insta-lletion-would hive equipment reoired. tofmon,f-
tor all frequenties available to.the-systeM,each connected to the cen-
ral-.Oonirol unit through appropriate votipg.systems-by the usual land

fT5.7. micrdWave gystem.- .

The-above description of trunked systems is sparce. It does not-deS-
cribe various specific system'functions,considered proprietary by- those.
vendors now developing such systems. I,t-dOes show the critical.element
ofsuch'systems and how they function. It is intended-only to provide
.famiiarity with the bagiC syttem operation so that.. udgmepts.can be'
-made- regarding the potential epplicability7of these techniques to sPeci-
-fic user requirements.

2.4 CELLULARS'i5TEM5 FUNCTIONING

2,4:1 General
, ,

The concept of Cellular-systems contained in Db-cket No. 1-B252 poset one
of. the:mdst far..reaching innovations in. the history of radio communi-ca7

.6-ions. The ultimate objectiveOfthis concept is to make mobile tele
phone service available to the'general public in'much the same may that
the public switched telephone service; using fixed wirelihe connect-
ions, is used today.

.The problem that hascprevented the development oT such service in the
past is the lack of the .huge nurribei- of frequencies that would be.re-.

quired to serve .the large mumberlofgeneral public:cqstomers, if. OFesent.:.

day techniques. were to be employed In a. given service arga,-uSinga:
normal coverage patternXPerhaps 25 to-50miles.in radius), thousands. of
separate channels would be required,to service the hundreds of thoagands
of- mobile Customers that might reasonably be found in the area _of cover-

-
age.

.
'Modem computer technology, coupled with the capture effect phenomena'
inherent in a'frequency modulated-radio system, offers the potent-lel

for overcoming thege difficulties. The potsibility, now exists that such
-sere_ ice can. be Rrovidedosinva reasonable, and --Mow,avai.lable- at

.g00 MHz, number 76f-RF,channels.. Severaltechi'toues.haieheen proposed

toprovidetheseServicess Develpmerit:progtams are undet. way in Chita-
go;-Illinois and NeWark.,New Jerspy:. License applications have been
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'filed for additional deVelapmental cellular systems in Balti'mwee,.Mary,.,--
_land. They systems'very in techniques er4 geometry, "all having acon1.7..

service to the general publiC using
computer7aided switching-and repeated use of frequencies within e
defined area. The ifollowin4 description .of-the technical-

-.concepts is not intended-tObe an in-depth description of any one7sys--,
tem. It' is intended only to present) the general 7rinciples.upon which-
such systems operate. r-

2.4.2 Cellular.System Organization

The basic principal of operatio'n of cellular system operation 7is:the
division of the overalVarea of desired caverage-(for-the_purpoSes.-of
this - discussion it,.will be. assumed that the desirecrarea of coverage

- single c-ky,.thoughthis limitation is by-nomeensneCesse.ry) into
a number of smaller'geographfc'aTeas,:pr cells. Radio coverage -of each
`cell, is: provided by low power (relatively) transmitters and fixed -re.-
ceivers_ :Typical sizes of such cells may be-Only a few miles across.
(The opfiMum size of each cell is a subject f centroyersy and one of
the differences- bgtween the various.competingevelopmental. syStems..)
While each cell has its own transmitters-and receivers, operating. on.

..assigned frequencies, adjacent cells will have different frequenciesi:
frequency conseevation.occurs'by repeating,frecpeAcieS-in cells.

separated. by other cells. :As. mobile vehicles move from cell to-'cell
-the capture effect, i.e., an FM receiver's- capability of responding to
the strongest signal .on frequericy and igndring others, and the -relative-.
lytow power of th.e fixedtransmitters, prevents interference.

. As the mobile unit mli-N-L5-s"from-cell/io cell, its received frequency of
ooeration can be, automatically switched as needed by teChniques inher-
ent\in the, system concept. Central computer switching provides con-
tina-us connection of the cell in use by the mobile to the system.inter-
face; usually but enot necessarily the' wireline-te)ephone system.

4.1.
. . ..-

By-such 4 system, the number of simultaneoue conversations possible
within a cell 'is limited by the number of frequencies' assigned in each
'cell. Mobile units receive continuous service as they pass frbm-cell
to cell throughcentralized'switching.of the cells in contact with the
mobile unit. .A reasonable number of frequencies,can be used to-, supPoria
a. large-number*of customers through multiple repetition of frequency IP
usage. ,

,

The objective of such systems is to provide telephone type,.customer47to-
- -customer service,. throughout a designated service area. --Jhere is' signi-
ficant techndlogical development and economic investment needed before
such systems become widespread. is .clear that it will:be many years
befo-re tieh systems will'have demonstrated their capability'-and reli-
ability to the degree necessary to make thtm eviableconsideration, in -

serying.public safety communications:needs.

2.5 900 MHz E UIPMENT AVAILABILITY

2.5.1 General

At the'time thi study was initiated, none of the vendors in the land
mobile communit listed base,station or%mobile equipment suitable for
900 MHz use in t e public safety'service as..stadard catalo'g items.
Since that time s veral major vendors have advertised complete line's of
base and-mobile equipment: Othervendors havesequipments in development

. and promise full availability in the near future. By the beginning of
1973 a full Tine of base and mobile equipment should be available ,from



rtoSiof.---th-e-vendorp in the public safety field..

Costi: closely track. with those at' 450 MHz. "Vendors clattit'that-900 MHz
equipment betWeen.10% and 20 %-more to manufacture
than'similar units designed for the 450. MHz ands-.

_At thevtime of writing, there isnb 900 MHz portable- equipmenfifOn,:the- .

market, although.mast vendors-abServenthat this -is due to the-lack of an,
immediate market rather than because of technolOgical difficultieS. No
equipment specifically designed for use in public safety trunked systems
is available". The following Section provides a'description of-these
equipments and relatei them to past experiences on lower bands.

.

2:5.2 Description of 900 MHz Equipment

, ....

215.2.1 Conventional Base and, Mobile 900 MHz Equipment

7 Thepost.apparent difference between,preSent day 450_MHz equipment and-
. .

...

-4,te.available,900. MHz hardware stheLneed for anadditional"stage. of
multiplication in the .transmitter exciter-and receiver- local oscillator
_chains.. Designs now eing- offered by major .vendors.incOrporate existing
chassis IF stri-ps, audi.b- boards,.. and%-exciter-chi4nS: An additional

-doubler .stage-4s..-added;'and a'newTinaLpower amplifier `for -transmitters
andneW receiver front end are needed. -Solid state RF devices; able to-
provide 'required levels of: power output, are-readily- available at a cost
only slightly higher than for. those at 450:MHz.. UScillator'stibility
Must be improvedto meet FCC standards brut -this astthis h proved feasible.

0
ar ,

. .

. . .

Striplineeircuit layouttechniques,- long lised.in the lowe:r. Bands, find
,similar application. at 900 MHz, the.. principal -differente being the
changed size. of .the .circuit and-theresiultims need for greater precision
in-fabrication and handling. fi,. .:-

.. ..,--. ,
.

. .

.. .

, .

. ..
-A'noteworthy-charaCteristic of the 90T'MHYequipment now available-is- .

that' full .coverage of both the tratismit.and%receive.bands issbOssible
without retuning. The bandwidth of thefront;endcircuitS.i's such that
_full -coverage of tie authorized bandS_:'possible by only changing theA
oscillator frequency~ _ .

2.5.2.2 Portable Equipment

No conveirtional portable equipment has beenannounced or promised, for
use at-900 MHz. Vendors are in general agreement that this is due to
lack of-a-present market to justify the research and develoPment invest-
,ment. There are some inherent difficulties in the design of a conven-
tional-900 MHz portable:transceiver; but none that appear to be beyond
staiejDf the:art .resolution.

The main difference betWeen existing 450 MHz and900 MHz equipment:is .

the need for &n additional stage. of doubling, both-for-the transmitter
exciter and for the receiver lOcal oscillator chain. This requires
Additional space, and alsb adds to the battery drain. If units are to
meet the 5-5-90 duty cycle for-ahJ3-hour.s:hift, then, portable power out-.
put must be. kept as loW as practical, keepin-g operational needs in-mind.

.
Estimates are that-ar2 watt. 900 MHz portable might have a size and power.

drain similar to that of a C.:U.5 watt, MHz unit.

12:5.'2:3 Ancillary Equipment --

Antennae., coaxial cables, dpl-exers, connectors, and similar equipment.
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`are now available for 900 MHz.:land mobile.systems. A.variety of anten-
nae configurations have been developed so that systems designers have
flexibility of choice. Low loss coaxial. cable, while relatively expen-
sive, is available.

Me main distinction of 900 MHz ancillary equipment is the degree of
care with which it must be handled. A poorly installed coaxial connect-
qr.-that would cause loss of several .db at lower frequencies can .render
a 900 MHz system completely inoperative...,-.

Trunked. System Equipment.

There are no_trunked systems currently in operation, nordo any of the
,known vendors offer:such systems as .standard items. Several of the
vendors describe breadboarding such systems. Such_breadboard models are
being used to develop and evaluate system concepts.; Many of the system
elements-have long been in existence or have been.developed for .use in
other types Of systems. Remote-control or switching: of transmitters and
redeiversrepresents.nothing new to the land mobile field.. High speed
switching of oscillators is well developed. Frequency synthesis tech-
niques are-well along. While there are many pitfalls possible between
the availability of a technolOgS, and its implementation in a practical
systeM, trunked- systems do not-require the resolution' of yet unsolved
theoretical problems.

As of this time no definitive requirement, specifying the',functional
needs of a law enforcement trunked system, has' been prepared. It is
only to meet such -a specific set-of needS that a specific.system..can be
designed. It, is estimated that the design and implementation of such a
system,would-reqUire 18 to 24 months after the specific needs were es-
tablished.

-Portable operation 'poses more difficiAt engineering problems in'a
trunked system. The trunked, portable.unit has the same basic design'
.requirements as the conventional portable described. above. -Thismeans.,...-
increased doubler circuitry and resulting battery drain.. To the trunked
portable must:be added a multic.hannel exciter, either crystal controlled
or frequency synthesized, plus-the logic circuitry neededto decode-

.address and-frequency instructions an the.cOmmand channels. No Vendor
-has published any ,indication of the early development of units with
these caPabilities that meet normal operational requirements for size,
.weight and battery life.

This implies that near term trunked system development would involve
mobile only systems or'some form of hybrid system using-trunked.Mobiles
with conventional portable units. Depending upon-the operational needs
Of the agenty-involved, such systems could be configured by having the

.portable work conventionajly through a trunkedmobile unit in a,. repeater
or relay type mode,- having eseparate-conventional network.for.portables

.that interfaces with a trunked mobile. system, or Othersuifable
Uation. °-

O

2.6 MANAGEMENT INNOVATIONS

2.6. General '.
The regulatory environment esiablihed by the FCC for operation--oflanb
,pobire systems in the 900 MHz baWinclaudes a new conceptofasystemtr-
management' not. heretofore permitted. Community repeaters 'an radio

--common carriers have long' been in use by the bUstneSs cominunifrat the
lower bands, and are also authorized at 900 MHz. In addition; the Qam-

,1;
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mission 1-a"Tauthorized.the establishm nt of Special Mobile Radio Systems
. ,

(SMRSs) whose organizational concepts were recognized as necessary to
fully exploit the advantages of the 't unked system technology. (For
definition of these terms and detailed discussion of their regulatory._
roles, see Chapter 1.)

As described in Section 2.3 of this Chapter, the.spectrUm'efficiency
advantages believed to result from.the trunked system concept spring
from a conceptual scheme involving a multitudd of callers, randomly

_seeking access to a multitudeof call recipients. Statistical analysis
shows that the degree of improved spectrum efficiency resulting from
such a-System configuration is' dependent upon.-the number_ of channels in
the "grab bag" of channels that is randomly available. The theoretical
advantage of suq4'a system is therefore largely dependent upon the num-
ber of users thrt can be combined into a single.system. In a major
metropolitan area this need could be satisfied by the requirements of a
single 'agericy due to its size. -However; in those communities having rip
one-agency large enough tbfully'exploit the irdrerent'Capabilities of -"
the-trunked concept, it might prove sp6ctrally-advantageous, and econom-
ically necessary, to combine the communications' requirements of a number
of agencies into one municipal system: In this case, the SMRSconcept
provides a syStem management structure, suitable to support the needs of
all users.

2.6.:2 -The SMRS Concept
I .

It seems heuristic-21'y ev-:::!ent cnat the typical community could improve
spectrum ef-ficigncy _id enjoy the oPe-ational benefitsof'a.sophisti-
cated trunked system if several-diffe-ewtcommunitY agencies, each .now
requiring:an indi;idual communication network, could poOl their avail-
able channel needs in such.a manner-tat the individual:Channels'wOuld'"
"lose" their:identification with the individual agencies and become
_available-for the .use of the entire community'.

The objective-Ofestaslishing SMRS -was_toMakesuch a.systerirmore.
attractive from-an'ecoPomiC .and managerial point Of:View. AnSMRS,;_as
conceived. by the.Commissin, is an economjc'entity established by am.
entrepreneur, on a profit-making basis (this'profit-Making element is
authorizedabut'ii is not an-inherent requirement-under-the:Rules), to
provide services to those. mobile communications users WHO WOULD NOR-
MALLY BE-LICENSABLE: IN-THEIR OWN RIGHTS: An.SMRS.has two uniquely
.distinguishing cgaracterstics.'. Thesefare:.:Aaj.the SMRSfitrauthorized
to provide fixed radio.services (under current. rules theT.users ofthese
services bust own the control pointsand. mobile units themselveS) to

/ . land mobile users-who are in themselveslicehsable under the existing"
re,gulationsOfthe'Commission-;-(b) the:SMRS: is snot authoriZdd to pro-
vide services-to.the.Oublic in.geheral'azid therefore is. exclude-d from
,regulation.asacCimmon..-carrier by tteindividualstateS- All regula-.
-tory aUttiOrity over the SMRS resides-in'the FCC:.

This new, was the cornerstone -of pniCklof'the7.controversy-regard-
- ing theAromulgatiop of the present 900 MHz ,rtegulatibns 'under. Docket.

No..18262.-.Chapter I diseusses..the legal."ramificatoris-:of-tkis concept
and'preSents some:of:the'questibrfs_stillrta beansirered.: Chapter.

..diseuSstes thepoSs.jbje applicability Of. this 7-coricept-to-ifielawenferce7
-inent.-commUrficationscoMmunitY ShOwing-some:of ttfeproblems and the .:

- opPOrtunities presented

The existence of such an-entrepreneuriaVfunction provides'the comMUn-
1tYlleiders-With the. possibility of contracting the.'fixed.,Oortion of
-their community'S-taX-supOorted- communication network",-in whole or in
,part,-through.'.Competitivelyselected_contractural arrangements.

.:-5cjally,iit-migfit..seem that such arrangements wOUTd:reduce"the taX-.
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supported mampower requirements of the community government, provide for
increased efficiency through the consolidation of resources, and permit
greater managerial efficiency thiaugh the coMpetitive contractural
selection process. However, the possible_ pitfalls of such a simplistic
view should not be overlooked.

.... -
Such entrepreneurial functions should not be confused with "telephone.
type" service. As pointed out kbove, o.ne of the distinguishing charac-
teristics of ad SMRS' is, unlike-the public telephone network, its exemp-
tion from state regulation. Such organizations are prohibited from pro-
4iding services to the public as a whole. It seems, therefore, that
many of the economics of scale now enjoyed by the telephone services
Might.not be available to an SMRS. _

*.
.. ,

. . .

Because existing restrictions on SMRSs-preclude them from owning the'
control points and mobile installations, the procurement:and maintenance
problems encountgred.by a tax- supported agedcy would not-'he signifiCant-
ly reduced. Finally, the degreeof "tompetitive-procurement" that might.:
ettually take place seems questionable. It is unlikely that, within a
typical community; sbfficient capital'wouldeXist,to provide a signifi-
cant number of bids competitive'withan established SMRS once its equip-..ment has been installed and amortized.

'On the other hand,-there Is nothing in\the existing-regulations that
precludes the establishment of SMRS by governmental agencl ShOuld a
community decide that its mobile, comMunication service cou best be
provided through -T single fixed station management entity, it now has
available under tWe Rules tte. mechanism to-establish such an entity;
Whether this seri-ice would be reqUired to operate in a conventional
mode or as a trunked -system_would-be a'function of channel loadidg and
the Commission's regulations. S,

_The previous Seltions of this Chapter, describe tr-unking concepts, the /
status of equipOlent therefor, and the functiohal implications of this
'technique.- jhese discussions have significant bearing upon any decie
_ions reg4rding the Aesirability and costs f estaillishing-SMRS. The
readet's attention is invited to discussioks in Chapter III which deal
with,the-operational .considerations and the functional requirements of.
communication systems in support of the.law enforcement mission. .These
basic mission-oriented needs must' be the dominent considerations in the
selection of any communication system management technique.



CHAPTER I II-

OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY OR THED900 MHz SPECTRUM

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapters I and I -I of this report have described the background of the
opening of the 900 MHz band for land mobile communications. They have
presented the regulatory, managerial,,technological'and economic factors
that affect the way in which this new portion of'the spectrum can be
made available for law enforcement'cOmmunitations. ThisChapter pre-.
sents:a generalized destription of the'operation of law enforcement
communications systemS'and the system needs that derive therefrom. This
description provides a basis. for the analySis of how the 900 MHz _spec-
trum, as now made aveilable,:thay or may not contribute to meeting these
needs.

. .

The growing demands=for public safety services by the aeneral. public
and the-increasing requirement for the application- of sophisticated-
technologies in support of law enforcement objectives,' have imposed in -.
creasing demands upon the capabilities, of law enforcement communication

stems. These demands are, in turn, imposing new and stringent-re-

q em nts upon law_enforcement communication systems performance. They
are prating even greater requirdments upon the electromagnetic spectrum.

.

The advance of technology has recently presented new opportunities to
alleviate these problems. It is now feasible to produce equipment that
can operate at' -800 MHz in a practical, day-to-day environment. This
technological'development,'recognized by the FCC in.its Docket No. 18262
proceedings, has nearly doubled the amount of spectruth available to the

. land mobite community.

Trunking techniques, as defined in Chapter I and descri)Ded in Chap-
ter II, offer the possibility of significant-improvement in spectrum
3fficiency and'a hope for increased spectrum avai,lability. These tech-
.icides also offer opportunities for new approaches to systems management
that may yield significant improvements in the way public safety_tom
munication systems can respond to the needs of their users. The-pur-
pose of this Chapter is to analyze the extent to which these technolo-
gies can:contribute to the solution of-law enforcement's present and
future communication problems. To athis, it.will identify those
special .requirements f.a law enforcement communication system and
thereby pointout the major functional capabilities that systems'con-
figured under Docket No. 13262 requirements must provide. .

L 1 .

The experience of the last several decades indicates the naivete of-
. stating that such-and-such aTrequirement cannot be satisfied because.of

technological-limitations. A technical solution can eventually be pro-
,vided to almost any technological problem. But these.solUtcons may be' '
long in coming, and they are inevitably expensive. The present problems
faced by community, municipality and state governments demand near term
solutioqs. It is ins.ufficient merely to assert .that such-and-such a
capability can be done" simply because it is technologi-cally feasible.

. .Whether or not it is realistically feasible, whether or not it is cost
effective, whether or not the risks.of'development can be borne by the
taxpayer; are all. questions that demand, clear-cut answers.: erefore,
a study such as this-must deal with the real world of that. hich is

. practical nowr,N.as well as in the:future.

However in the urgendy of todayls problems-and the p-ressing needs for
their solutions, we should. recognize that 900- z represents the thresh-.
old of a new era .in communication ma'nagement. bile principles and
=policies established in the comine Aonths and ars will be the
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precedents for decades to come, today!s decisio smust eccommod te the
.near term .needs of the public.safety communica ons community. .well asits long term goals.

.-- ' : :H . 7*--
Asdescrited An Chapter I1,--Ttrunkedsystems r esent a signifitan ad=
vance.,in technology. As of this writing a runk'ed.system fully sati
fying the needs of the public safety commu ity has not been demOn-
strated. The'FtC has, in Docket No. 13262, prpmulgated a policy
intended to.-Aead to the eventual use of t ed systems throughout the,
major portion difthe 900 MHz, spectrum. Theme enforcement community,
lOng awaiting the spectrum relief offered by t 900 MHz band, is now
looking toward-the development,and demonstratio if trunked-systems that
meet both the Commissions goal of 'increased sp um efficiency and the
communtty's.needsftir-coSt effective,-increa"ted erational capabil-
ities.

. '
:.:

.

.
.

Those.reippnsible for the expenditure of local tax funds'have.specific,
responsibtlitiet. Research and development,.and the risks attendant :.

thereon, are not normally parts of this responsibility. Whilethe
federal governmentIcan,.ancLprobably should-, take such risks to'advance
the state. of the art on a national ,basis, It is clearlynot the role of
the taxpayer. of a local community to enage.ihthe high risk and.hi.gh
.cost research and development programs needed to develop. theoretically
postible but still unprollen-technical concepts.' A'local community,- to

-solVe its problems,- mutt. rely upon proven techniques and established:
concepts. .fihe lOcal :community must loOk to the vendor to assume tech-.
nological responsibility. The local community must define its require-
ments in terms of the'technologY tthat the vendor is willing to produce
and guarantee.

0

Therefore,. this study will evaluate the technol ,gies and Concepts of the
9.00:MHZ,banthin_light of thote equipments currently offered by the ven-
dor, community,-o.rthose.technologies that the -vendor community asserts
will be- :available in the, near future. , .

,.
_ .

Y '), 1
3.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT,COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

3:2.1 General

Public safety, and particularly -law enforcement, communication systems
have a common' characteristic that distinguishes them from other services
in the land mobile communication community. This characteristic is
simply that-they dea,directly with'the safety of the pUblic. The
agencies these systems support are directly xesponsiele for the. protecf
t4pi of the life and property of the citizen. In the performance .of.
the responsibility _the individual members of many of these agencies
have as routine an element of risk to their personal safety seldom
known to therest of the land mobile communicatiod community-

These systems, therefore,- must have performance characteristics tail-
ored with this consideration in mind. The safety and the protection'of
ltfe'and property bears with it a responsibility far-beyond that of

'public convenience, entertainment, profit or-mere.economic efficiency.
Since the risk element of,. and the dangers' to, members of the agency
are unpredictable factors never precisely foreseeable far in advance,
the system must ,be tailored to satisfy both normal and peak .requ*.e-
gients On an instantaneoUs, 24-hOur'a day basis.

.

Thes'e, considerations are not theoretical ,4n:natwee. They have very
practical aspects 'in the develbpment of rublic safety communication sYs-
terns esign. While these systems must obtain maximum utilization of
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the limited spectrum, they must alsg.matntain the required degree of
performance at the least cost to' the. taxpayer.. Above all,- they must
guarantee to those responsible for the agency's performance that the

--;system will work as needed to.fulf411 that agency's responstbilities
-,---under -a-1-1-- -reasonably foreseeable -candA tions .

. .
.

.

These systems.must be cost efficient to operate in the routine Made, but
,they-Must also:have the capability to handle peak loads in a highly
effective, operationally efficient manner. '-They must satisfy local

......i.: ,needswhile also supporting regional and national systems requirements.,
They must be capable of expanding to meet growing community requirements
while. also able to operatet reduced levels under conditions of man-
made or natural disasters.

The safety considerations and, the-operational procedures established by
, -raw enforcement agencies must be the basic. criteria-,for design and_

planning detAsions in the development of public safdty communication
gi-.7N....networks; Chlvielization plans cannot be drawn sol on the basis of

.regulatory channel loading standards. Channel utilizat'on, measured in
-terms of,percentage of occupancy, is-not.the only criterl n of the
effectiveness-of design.

While it is valid 't onsider loading standards as a measurement consid77

I
eration when.designi g a routine dispatch network, the'public safety
system planner must-always keep in mind the fact that life.and pnoperty.

ency of the public safety system is measured notby how, man t'inli:b7f:1C;n
can be jeopardized y inadequ4te communication facilities.

be placed on a'giveh number of channels, but rather how ctively the.
systeM supports the "performance and df theirAie onnel as they
fulfill their responsibilities for the protection of the public. '

.

The.managers of law enforcement communication systeMs are responsible
:to -the'eletied officials of the-community. This responsibility cannot
be delegated to a regulatory,body. Nor should it be-diluted-by regula-
tions or guidelines perpetrated for administrative convenience.

The following description of the generaloperational characteristics of
typical-buniciparflaw-enforcement-agencies is-provi-dedta-Tassist-the
reader in. understanding- the role 'that, must be-performed by a 900 .MHz
law'enforcementoommunicatiOn:system. For moe'detalled.explanatiOn,
the-reader is referred to the Bibljography.1/-

3.2.2. Law -Enforcement Agency Operational,Philosopby

Any anNwsisof the suitabtltty"of aparficular communication technique
fof a particular law enfotCemenrfunction must be based upon an under-
standing of the role that the communication system must flfi11. .The
first step, therefore, in determining the operational suitability.and
the technical adequacy- o'the new ROO MHz band is to underStand the way-

. that law enforceme.nt communication. systems'support-Jaw enforcement:%,_
agencies' operational needs.:-.

While. a gr t portion of a lawenforcement communication sYstem'S air
time:js.s ent .

in what appears fiiibe "dispatch" type'operattons,tt ;

'should b .recognized that-there are,profounddifferences.4.14tweerrlaW
enforc ent .p.mmunication functions and Ibote:of other users. -of.'the
'land-Mobile-spectrum.

1/ Police Telecommunication Systems, 1971_ Product of Project .Three, Phase Three of ihe
Project Series Foundation of the Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, Inc.

prepared by ITT.ResearCh InSiitute under giant No NI 70-091 from the U.S. Department of Jus-

tice, LEAA-NItECJ.
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The first and most obvious difference is the fact that protection of
life and property of the public and of the individual police officer are
dependent upon the speed and accuracy of the communication network.
While these priority considerations might be difficUqt to relate. to
spectrum -allocation- coneepts-,-they-must-noretheless be kept An-mind when
'evaluating.theAjwyee/of compromise with which public safety communica-
tion users-can view 0-ade-offs between system performance and spectrum
conservation.

The term "dispatcher" as applied to a law enforcement communication net-
work may be an unfortunate misnomer. It may lead.those not familiar
with law enforcement operations to .cOnfuse the functioning of a law en-
forcement system with the more widely used. andlerhaps better understood
".dispatch "_. systems found in-other portions of the land mobile communica-.
tion community. In a law enforcement radio System, the dispatcher,is
an extension of the command authority needed to sup6-vise and coordin-
ate the activities of the deployed forces on duty. As such, the dis-
patcher does.far more than merely direct mobile units to specific loca.
tions.

There is an iterative communi-cation process between the dispatcher and
the patrol units. It is through the total provision of all available
information to the patrol Unit, in even the most routine case, that. the
pdtrol officer is able to properly plan.his actions upon arrival at the
scene of an incident._ This prior preparati-on and employment of.optiMum
techniques -suitable to the situation. are- vital to the safety of the off-
icer and the fulfillment of his responsibilities to the citizen.

A further requirement of this law enforcement network, imposed by. the
need for command/control type operation; is the capability for instan-
tanvous.substitution..of the routine dispatch- function by that of a
supervisory level' officer. As incidents increase -in level of severity,
the communication network ceases to resemble a dispatch type-function
and assumes a command/control nature. The communication network must
makepotsible reliable,:multiple communications between commanders and
;selected units in.the'field.' The. duty supervisor; must .have the ability
to reciive.information 'lieployed_from units and to issue instructions to
those selected. .

Inherent in the functioning of alaw enforcement patrol ''force is the ,
concept of mutual support. Each office,- keep: abreazt Of de4elopMents
within his area of patrol responsbility by.mcnitoring the dispatch-
'channel. This is, the primary means-by-which he learns' of. developing
,situ ations and can be prepaj-ed to render assitz.nce to other' officers
in a,mthimUm amount q time.

e pitrol element is the cornerstone of most ,law enforcement agencies'
functional procedures in the fulfillment of their responsibilities for
the safety and welfare of the .publ . A patrol-element is usually a
one-man (sometimes two) vehicle a signed for a given period of time to
patrol throughout a designeted ographical section of the community.

'This geographical-area.may vary during .different tiM's of the day, or
days of the week. The number of vehicles assigned to a given

area may also be a variable, adjuited in accordance with operational
and managerial decisions of supervisory:officials.

The lifeldoeof this,patrol officer is his communication link with the
-dfspatcher. In the case of routine complainti, the dispatcher is ad-'
vised of the need for service via a telephone call-received by the
telephone answering desk, or in some cases by- the dispatcher himself-

. InformatiolIL-obtained during this telephone conversation (frequently
from a disturbed or highly emotional citizen) is then relayed to the
patrol vehicle. Mos.appFopriate to respond to the complaint,. Based
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upon the nature or the severity of the incident,' more than one vehicle
.may be assigned to service the complaint. A

In many of the larger systems much of the compleXity of the .dispatch
-function A-assisted-by-computer-stoe§e-And infOrmation-processing-.-
These systems not only improve resource allocation through optimum
use of manpower; they also provide additional information to the off-
icer, thereby contributing to his ability to effectively discharge his
responsibilities. . .= : .

An a routine case, the patrol officer receiving notification-of the
need for service makes judgments based upcin the information received
regarding the most appropriate manner for him to respond to ttie.situ-
ation:" The decision made at this time can greatly, affect the safety_ of- .

the citizen and the officer involved. Should an officer arriveat the
Scene of :a \disturbance unprepared to handle an-armed criminal, his life
may well. be in jeopardy. On the other hand,over-reaction toa:routid
family disturbance can waste a community'S resources and cause undue
embarrassmentto a normally law-a4iding'citizen%

Normal resource management requires a flow of information between the
:dispatcher andlunits-in his patrol !'area. StatUS.reports and updating,
including such items- as in or out of service; report. on'Sdene, assign-

-,ment Complete, etc, from each unit as appropriate,_provfde a continuing
picture of the.actiVities and, resource:situation throughout the.patrol
area needed.. to` make necessary management decisions..

-AS a situation:develbps,,instances-occur that require an.iterative
series of. between .the dispatcher :and .the patrol vehicle
:Anorder to ex- change -necessary-information,- If theofficer requires -.

the assistance of additional- vehiCles to properly Contain an incident,
this information and Any needed gUidance,regarding..their disposition is'
relayed to the.-dispatcher. Lf an in4dent grows in scope,, the communi-
cation-link canfthenfbe,switched to aSatch Officer, a senior super-:
misor on dUty.Who iscapable of providing incident',Management and higher
level supervision.

. - .

Depending upoothe procedures Of ,theagency involved,. communications
- between, patr61 units*MaA be-reqdiredto coordinate theirresponses to-

. an event. SuCh,fleXibiTitY of communication can be vital pro4iding
rapid, coordinated support-to units.-involVedin critical situations.

While one major.:i-ncideilt-.ma'y be inProgresS'and -Consuming significant:
portions'of air:timethe'other,routineagenty activities throughout
the rest of the:community must continue to be .,supported. the,routind
dispatch channels'in support ofother requests for assistance.must be
unimpeded by the-focus.of attention on any one :significant event. -

Larger laWenfor4Cement agencies-alSo have special squads providing on--
going.s.erVieps in support of .special investigations and other.law
enfordement activities. .Special squads for.particul r.surveillande,
activities may be established.

Major.public activities; i.e, parades or other gatherings, may-require
.the organization, coordination dnd command/control of a specialized
group of officers for limited pAriodS.of time. Mass demonstrations.or
public disturbances such as,riots may occur requiring large concentra-
tions of law enforcement activities, cciordinated arid-managed from a
:..single control unit., At times of a iarge public disturbance or wide
area:disaster, extensive coordinatioii may be required among law enforce7
ment agencies 'and between them and other public sAfety agencies. Exper-

. ience has often-shown4the need-for 'a separate. command channel, cpefi to .

the overall emergency activity supervisor and those.subordinate unit
commanders directly responsible to him. Availability.of such a channel

A
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reduces confusion by- insuring communications flow that. follows the
chain of command, thereby insuring the orderly dissemination of
instructionst-.

.

k.

I'
. .1711e intro uction'ofmOdern dilital-and computer techniques into the-.

- criminal ustice-system has.provi-ded'a new. and valuaMe tool for the
routine processing of law enforcement.compleints:.. Mobile and portable

,digital terOina-ls in the hands of the individual 'patrol officer are
now giving'him the capabilityfor direct access to state -and national
criminal history files. .These wide-Arta informatiOn systems are rapidly
becoming'An inherent part of the weration.of-modern law epfortement
Agencies.. The ability to check license plates and drivers'. licenses
.against state files has become.a major contribution to increased'appre-
hension rates. Routine checks fdrstole.h.erticles-and-vehicles.in

.:

:national.files nave contributed significantly to'the recovery rates and
..apprehension of wantegL.crimi nal s . l' .

The above generalized.descriptionoflaw enforcement communication sys
tems operation applies: broadly to the majority of .municipel 141W en-. :

forcement agencies... While the basicprinciples illustrated apply to
systems, there are many local variations i.ritec4Iniques: For example,

7-some agencies may have incoming calls received. .y.-one complaint taker
who, in turn, makes the initial Aisp4ch'ofe patrol car .to the.inci-
dent and then reays.control of the .incident to a separate dispatcher.-
to monitor activities in the patrol area.. Other agenties may have
individual dispatchers receivihg:calls for assistance and then dispatch-
ing the needed assistance. ,In .larger-systems,, complaint calls are
received by one individual.(or one of -'a- -group of individuals designated
tvreceiVe complaint c411s) and appropriate information_patsed to a
dispatcher who maintains radio. contact with units in his assigned
patrol area. But in any event, there must be one centralized point
where knowledge of the activities.within a designated patrol area is
centered...,

-.

-.Law,gnforcement systems can have many '.additional operational require-
ments that effect the organizatijn of. the communication network..

..Depend Uing.pon deographic_and p itical requirements of the agency,
-.many:factors affect the.des4gn of the system., Some agencies require
-mutual ai-d, channels,-area .coordination channels, interagency.coordina--

..itiO-channels..and various.intra-arganization links .TheseCoordina-_-

...tton linkstan often be.provided.by relays through e central communica-
.-tion center. This techrtique is prevalent in the.largermUhicipar areas.-
Also,. a number. of a§encies-heveZ need-for interagency communications
between the mobile units Of-many' SeParate ettivities. In'subUrbanand
county type agencies,-- pick) car needs not only to communicate -with its
central dispatch.end control points but frequently must als-o .have7facil-
'ities for car-to-car communications with such agencies as highway
patrol, fire, and-other public safety. activities. -

This.functional descriptionjs.intentionally sparce.-.Itspurpose'is-to
give' the reader a basic-understanding of.the nature of law enforcement.
communicatibn networks.. It is intended .tbshoW. some of:the special,'
characteristics -.of these-- networks and how their functional characterivr
tics differ from A:typical business or industrial land mobile.commun4:=
catidn-system.-Plplitsafety systems are not purely dispatch systems
-.whereine central office broadcasts. general information of interest .to
.ahy-oneor to.all:retipents.. They are complex coMmand/control systems,
providingJor the inter-relationship of diverse.pmergency-oriented
activities throughout the community. The efficiencies of these sys-
tems:Areriot.measured only in terms ofdollarsorby some standard of

--channel.loeding. The efficiencies of these systems are measured in
the lives. saved a*the-'number cf criminals apprehended.
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3.2.3 Minimum Functional Needs

Law enforcement systems have certain minimum functional requirements in
common, They are:

_

a) Certainty of communication..

This concept includes reqbirements for total coverage of the desig,
naied area of responsibility, reliability of equipment, intelligi-
bility,-and- immediaCy.-The'ple ofthe law enforcemen communica--
tipri'systali in the ipreserVaton of life and property and the, appre-
hension qfrctiminals places high emphaSis on.these characteristics
of:the system.

b) Multiple user monitoring capabilities.

The operational procedures of most agencies reqbire that all desig-
nated units in a given area monitor designated communications with
in. that area at all times. ,This is necessary to assure infiormed,

.flexible,- mutual support,.when needed. .

Discrete, sub -unit channels.

Various designated groups, and/or-activities require communications
independent of the basic dispatch channel. S-pecial,squads; such as
detective, narcotics, etc., or special events such lq.riots or
crowd control,. require individualized communications, controllable
from a field-and/or central point, simultaneous to but not inter-

fering with the:routine dispatch systems.

Interagency coordination capabilities.

-Mutual-aid.requirements between adjacent agencies., and coordination
. and'cpoperation needs .among different law-enforcement networks and
,:-.tietiiten'relatedpubl.iC.Wety' agencies,Aemand often complex and

fl'exibil.e interagency-communications interfaces..-:-
\-

This-summary As 'not intended ,to be a comPrehensivellst'of system
requirements. Ideas such as cost effectiveness, reliability, main
tainability and operability certainly are important. Many different
agencies with different` spans of responsibility will have other
vital needs- rt does represent, however, the fundaments], irreduc-
ible minimum requirements. that any regulatory scheme Or technolog-
.ical capability must accommodate.

3-.3. TECHNOLOGICAL. APPLICABILITY

3.3.1 General

This Section discusses the technical capabilities of- the 900 MHz.spec-
trum as-they relate to public safety communication systems needs. It
deals with inherent 900 MHz phenomena as applied to.ublic safety needs.
For the sake of clarity, the analyses of this Section are limited t6
conventional type. systems. For.' those considerations peculiar to
trunked technorogies, see Section-3.4 belbw.

0

3.3.2 Relationship of Propagation Phenomena to Law Enforcement Requirements

The' propagation phenomena associated with the 900 MHz spectrum des-
cribed in Chapter II indicates several Characteristics' of significant

-
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importance to the public safety .law enforcement ,community: The most
obvious of these are path loss calculations, scattering phenomena, and
_noise, cheracteristicS.'

3.3.2.1 Path Loss Considerations:

Propagation calculations show that'a "normal" 9d0 MHz system design,
involving usual or readily obtainable mobile and base station powers,
antennae heights and gains (and FCC limitations); in an environment
Where electromagnetic pollutiOn-hasnot been permitted" tokieVelop,
results in an urban coverage radius of 15 to 25 miles.' These figures
indicate that the 900 11Hz.band might be quite suitable for typically
urban and, in many cases, suburban systems.

6h-the other hand, "normal" VHF high band systems. using similar Standard
or readily available cpmponents can be /expected to provide coverages
with radii in the order of 50 miles.: Therefore, the VHFhigh.bant.can
usually be expected (other agonsiderations not dominant) ta proVide more
.economic sYstemS for rural or .wide area.coverage,.such as statewide-or.
countywide Systems,. It must be emphasized, however,. that .this is not
hard and fast rule but. rather a-broaCgenerality There are many Other,
variables that cancane affect'specific systems, ffeSigns.' Spectrum avail-
ability4 tntei-agenc:y coardinatiOn dancepts, topographical factors, are

'just a feM of the. considerations that must be evaluated to determine
the optimum=frequency band to be used in a specific application.

.A variable, of yet incoMpletel.Y.defiped operational effect, is the, sus-
offthe 900 MHz frequencies to foliage attenuation--- Various

studies have discussed this phenomenon butno knoWn analysis has
yielded definitive data regarding its impact on urban operational sys-
tems. In regions with heavy foliage, coverage has been found, to vary
with-seasons as trees shed or grow thei-r leaves. In the typical urban
environment this phenomenon can be expected to have little impact. How
ever,,foliated areas such as parks, located near the extremities of:the
area of coverage, may well require more than the usual levels.of signal
strength to assure reliable communication at all times.

3.3.2.2 Scattering Effects

4

One-of the most important phenothena associated with 900 MHz that affects'
Ats'.applicability.to public safetyisystems-is the scattering effect r,

.demonstrated by. these shorter wavelengths; 'Theoretical. considerations
-and- experience. to date have Shown that the. short wavelengthsof 900 MHz
radiation -are randamlyreflected.by.manmade structures:narmaliy found
in,a-typical,urban environment. - Thisscattering-has the bensfigi'al
effect of .filling in "holes".or-dead spots .that often exist in large
metropolitan areas when.using lower frequency systems; These .holes can=
cause serious coverage prOblemsat-the lower bands.,--.

The 'end, product of this. phenomenorOs an as yet imperfectly defined
'propagation 'characteristic. NO formal propagation-model fully account-
ingor these' effects is knoMn. Experience to date indiaates'that.
coverage throughout a given areacan. be 'significantly better:than the
theoretical projections using classical propagation analysisk&While
the coverage radius of a 900 MHz system may be somewhat lesslOr-a
fixed:amount of power than that of the lower bands; the probability of`.-----1
coverage throughout the total area of interest may-'in fat,..beIgreater.

-
.

A corollary. of this phenomenon is that 900. MHz signals.alsoappear to -

give'iMproved penetration within man-made structures.. Evidence to -date
and results described in Chapter I,I indicate' that communications within



.and.through buildings, tunnels, etc., may, in fact, be betterithan that
possible with the lower bands.. These two Phenomena suggest that 900 MHz
radiation may have chara.cteristics pazticularly suitable for the public
safety communications in more densel,i'populatedilrban areas.

3.3.2.3 Noise Immunity

Theoretical calculations and obServed cal measurements indicate,

'that the level of ambient noise existent.in the 9'40 MHz,portion-of the
spectrum is-normally negligible. No s.e caused by thunderstorms, solar
temperatureS,-and other haturalphen mena.does not affect system per-
formance at-these high frequencies.' Man-made noise such.as
neon signseiectrical mbtors, etc. has alsbleSS notiteable:effect at.
900.MHz..-As-a-result, in densely p pulateer4rban areasi'n which the
-amt)A.gat.,noiselevel-constitutes amajor. consideration of system design
at lower frequendies, MO. MHz can enjoy :a measurable systematic advan-
tage in that fullbenfit tante taken6of the sensitivity and low noise
figures. possible in-modern recei'ver designs.'_

--

3.3.2.4 Foliage Effects

There are two characteristics of the 90.0 MHz spectruM that may ,cause

operational difficulties. As'stated, the shorter wavelengths of 900 MHz
are susceptible to attenuation by foliage. Studies by the Department of
Defense have shown such attenuation can be significant while at the
sametime difficult to predict. Credible engineering answers regarding
the extent of this problem in a-typical urban - environment have n eR
developed: Systems are now being installed, and the measurement- he

operational characteristics experiencefican provide the basis _fon- ure

systems design calculations:_ .

3.3.2.5 Picket Fencing Effects

Another phenomenon associated with these S'Ort.^:- i*avelengths is the

characteristic called "picket fencing". The reflection of these shorter
wavelengths from terrain and structures causes random reinforcement and
cancellation osignals arriving at the receiving antepna. 'This results
In areas of:greater than expected signal strength followed by severe
signal loss only several. wavelengths away. To the system user passing
through such a fiejdof coverage in avehicle,,these.rapidly fading and
reinforced: signals -may pose difficult problems of.intelligibility.

ThIS 'Picket;fencing" phenomenon isparficularly pronounced at the outer
reiches-Pf coveage.. Researchers have-_ indicated. holes in which signal

strength may vary as,much as 30 0 frOm the.prOjected mean path loss.
As of this time no-reports have been developed detailihg the effects of
this.phenOTenoh 'On the day'-to-day operations of a public safety Communi-;

cation sys.tem;

There appear'to be several solutions to this problem. "The,first would
be to define the operational area of coverage somewhere within 4 radius
in which the phenomenon did not cause significant' performance degrada-
tion. Another approach would be to signifiCantly over-design the sys-
tem power level.,forthe radius of coverage needed and thereby "brute .

force""the coverage to maintain a.level of signal sufficient for receiv-
er limiting at all times. (This approach is seldom satisfactory,) A

third'solution might be to provide fill-in repeater systems, A fourth
possibility is to incorporate'significant advances in the sophistica-
tion of receiver design.

These problems do not appear to be unsolvable.. They are merely engin-
-.
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eering difficulties to be. overcome in. any giveh system desig,

7'-3.3.3 Operational 'Suitability

Improved building penetration and resulting from 900 MHz scatter
effects suggests that these.frequencies have -a potential for anAmproved
level of Yervice in urbait'areas. The increase in the .probability that
.communications will be maintained with.-ageficy,Personnel throughout the
assigned area can comtribute4d the. safety and. effectiveness of the law,
enforcement officer.

As this report mshos; howeyer?there may *be gaps, or holes, in coverage
,duedue to propagation anomalies'. The absence of documented operational
experience with these frequencies makes it difficult"to fully evaluate
the impact'Tof such gaps. 'Experience with lower frequency UHF systems

7 indicate that coverage problems resulting from such .gaps can often be
minimized by operational procedures.' ,

Once practicalexperience has been obtined using operational systems,_
it is reasonable to expect that empirical engineering, data will be
acquired that will permit system design techniques that will redudie,:the
effects of such gaps to acceptable 'levels.

3.3.4 -.Cost Dbknownt.
I.

As to be.expected of a developing technology, 900MHz -system costs 'can
'not be projected with a high degree of 'accuracy until considerable ex-
,perience has. been acquired by both the vendorand the user communities-
However, general cost projections are now possible. At the current ..
state of the art, and as described in Chapter II, prices for conven-0..
iOnal 9U0 MHz equipment are some -what higher (about 10% to 20%) than'for
ower bands.

I
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1

These cost projections are based-up on-individual elements of hardware.
They do not ir:.,:orate all the ramifications of overall system design..
Until such4ime a: more system experience has been obtained,, calcula-
tiont as numbers and.1ocations of remote receivers and repeater.
equipments dust be based upon estimates. Depending upon the experienceg
gained in ekaluating "picket fencing" and foliage losses, there may be
a' need for a greater number- of repeater and satel ilite receiver nstall-
atiOns than those experienCed in similar lower freluency systems., This
prOblem may be particularly significant when personal portable system
configurations are considered. (See Section 3:3.6)

Considerations for Site Selection

Antenna locafions-and heights:of fixed- stations areimpOrtantin 900,MHz
system design. The loss characteristic's of transmissiob lines at those
frequencies make it necessary to locate transmitters and receivers.
.reasonably close to ,their antennae. While the cost'of low loss trans-.
mission line is somewhat greater. than more conventiona.l.rine,-Wis
still within the normal budgetary constraints. of public safety 'communi-
cation systems.' Site selection must be. done with care and cable runs
kept.as short as °practical. However, there are no inherent technical
.characteristics at these frequencies that differ greatly from those e -
perienced in the 450 MHz band.

0

3.3.6: , Considerations for. Conventional Personal Portable System Design.
W

The introduction:of. personal portable radios in law enforceMent Communi,4

4
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cation systems is a major trend' of- the future. , More and more of the
metropolitan agencies are using this 'concept to provide continuous --;

'communications with the patrol officer. This system configuration, how,
ever,_requires_spicial.attention.for tile 900 MHz system designer. .

Present personal portable syistem'design is based upon a network of sat-
ellite receivers sited throughout the area of interest, connected to the
command,center by either dedicates telephone lines or microwave systems:
Low power peronal'portable transceiver's can receive messages from
either a high-powered central transmitter orthrough remote repeater
tnansmitters. However, the limitations on the amount of, energy a port
able battery can store, and the need to have the unit operable through-
out an 8-hour shift, limit the portablesO-utput power to usually be-

tween 1 and 5 w. Reliable coverage is 'provided'by the relatively large-

number of satellite receivers.. The portability of the unit itself-de-
-mands that it 'be 1:ight,weight and that the antenna be as small and non
directive (therefore.with relatively low-gai6) as possible.

The preseNt.state of the art.. of_ "receiver design, coupled with the low
iiii-bient noise of the' 900 MHz region, indicates that overaT)- system p'er-
f2rmance at 900 MHz will be comparable_ to that achieved in the 450
region. The potentiallrgreater effic4en8y of _the small,- :,higher frees'

quency antenna,,and the likelihood, ofmore effective grOund ;Aire proL',
vided by the portable unit itself ard.the body of the user, appear,to_
approximately, compensate for apy overallopath loss deficiencies.

,

Ailother consideratiOntn'portable sySteM design is the DC to RF.codver
sion efficiency, i.e, .. the efficiency with' which the power amplifier fn-
the portable converts battery. power-to 900 MHz.RF. energy. At the pees,-;
ent state of the art, the conversion efficiency of the final. amplifier-.
is only slightly leSs than...that experienced at 450 MHz.,,,*n additional
stage of multiplication is currently used to provide tee higher fre:-

'quency.excitation to the amplifier stage. This mea'ns that it takes a
greater amount of battery, energy to generate the same amount of RF out-'

,

put power.

These considerations indicate that no significant, fundamental -problems

confront the designer of conventional personal portable systems at

900.MHz. The number" of satellitereceivers may have to be-increased in
some cases.. Jf-the power output is. to remain the same as at lower
bands, there may be a need'toimprove battery Fife oe.reduce battery
bulk and weight through the use of more advanced batteey"techhiOes.
Future pOrtable systems might also provide 'for recharging
duringjthe patrol shift.

-The cost and system desig implications of these factors cannot be
determined with precisio until such time as specific personal portable

unit characteristics ar identified by the vendor community. However,
there appears to be no technical reason why conventional 900 MHz portable

units that-satiify t e
.

public safety market's needs cannot be developpd,

once ,the user, demand justifies' their development costs.

3.4 RERATIGkAL APPLICABILITY OF TRUNKED. SYSTEMS

3.4.1 General

In view of the rate of development of modern technology, it is- not a

_very productive exercise. to question whether this or that law enforce-
ment communication system requirement can or'Can not be satisfied by
trunked technology. There is no inherent.cha+acteristic of the trunkipg

concept that makes it theOretically unsuitable for the law enforcement
need -- given the right - assumptions. '

- .
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Thereari,:hOwever4 such'-veaT.World clsfions to be answered .as:. -ghat
benefttisaccrUe to the using' agency, from. the use of trunked:technolOgy?..
ihat-benefitS'accrue to'the codmunity as a wtinle? What:costs are-in-

. volved?--.WhatVtechhological and procurement risks eXiStr..-What.manage,._.

ment problems ire. involved? ' -

Perhaps "the 'most important question is: kill these_unresolve4.questions
delay.solutions to the urgent, present day problems? W111 ajdebate-bver
trunked systems and their operational applicability, their costs and
status of-development, only obscure the need for immediate solutions to
immediate- problems? We-shouldtake all possible steps to assure that
this does not - happen.

The following dliscussion addresses these questions in light of system-
.operational needs, current levels of technology, budgetary limitations;
and existing political and managerial concepts.

) 3.4.2 Trunking for Spectrum Efficiency

The reason stated by the FCC for the application'of trunked systems to
large scale systems (over five cfiaanels) is the degree of improved spec-
trum utilization (efficiency t) tha may- be expected. The spectrum, when
viewed in its entiretyr, mutt be carefully managed if all the evergrow-'
ing, competing demands placed boon it are to be accommodated. Without
careful management, vital services and valuable public needs may be con-
strained or unfulfilled because of crowded spectrum conditions on some
frequencies while others remain unused.

This,can be true of the entire spectrum,-- not just one- part... Unused TV
channels for example, are as much in need of modernized spectrum* man-
agement techniques,as are overcrowded land mobile radivchannels.

o
i

In the world of present day spectrum management, the objective-of "in-
created spectrum efficiency" means making?more spectruM availibie-to
more users, within a- given, geographic area, at some defined-level of
servite.--At the present time, for want of .a better standard', -"level of
serOce".in the :land ,m7obile radho service translates into-channel load-
ing'which is currently.measured,by numbers of'%mobiles assigned to each
/channel. Chapter Lof'this study -descrilles present Commisserah Standards
of _loading in -terms 0 mobile and portaV,le-units;per channel-at ma MHz.
These standards vary om service to seevite-bey differ depending
uponwhether the syste 'is operated .'in, the conventional or trunked mode:'

.Under the ommission's present m a.rules the 'decision of public.5afety
-agency' to-Operaten a conventional_ mode or in--a trunked mode has -.only
limited effect on the availability of spgctrbm for other users. It
affects prinla=rilY,the level of serl.fice

;
experienced by that agency.

By4way of illustratioh,, assume that a ffiunici al law enforcement agencY
has 300 mobile units. Under e)Ningcloading standards -(in pbblic safe
ty, theStandard'is 50 mobile units ,per channel for a conventional sys-
tem), that agency could_apOly for six channels, (assuming the Commission
would allow -six conventional channels ..?or the 'Sake of discussion).- Onte

-these six channels are assigned,,the total remaining 900 MHz land mobile
'allocation (indluding reserve) of'594 channels are available for event-.
vial assi9nbent to-other authorized users within, the same area of cover-
age.. Should the :agency be,perwitfed to operate these channels in a -
conventional mode, it would enjoy one level of service. Should funds be
ava4lable (and technology permit) for the agency to operate a trunked
mode, a level -of-sprvice attendant therewith would be attained. 'But'
since ,the loading ,standard esfablisped by the Commission for trunked
systems is 60 units per chaorel, te number of channels required would
be_six: five-for the mobiles plus one channel for control of. the :
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truliked system. There would still be only 594 channers available for
use by the rest of the land mobile community. The decision; -therefore,'
might affect the-level of service attained-, but would have little effect-
upon the amount of spectrum left, for use by others. .

We should not be misled by -the fallacy o"f measuring public safety .com-
munication system channel, requirements by some relatively arbitrary
standard of "mobiles per channel". While tF4s term may, have some use.
in configuring a heavily populated "di.spatch" channel, it takes little

account of the functional -needs for interagency-communicatiOn channels',
special forces channels,- and other complex, operationally based system
design needs. (See Section 3.2.)

The discussion supports two very useful observations. The first obse--.,
vation is that trunked techniques yield little improvement in spectrum
efficiency unless they are applied to relatively large. systems. As the

above. )di scussi on shows , no meaningful increase i n oval 1 abl e spectrum'
results from trunking a, 300 unit system. k similar example applied to a
system supporting 1200 mobile units Ti ld yield seven channels for use
by others when configured in a trunkea mode rather than 'irLa4 convention-*

al mode.1/

A second conclusion is that the degree- of improved spectrum effiCtency
to be expected from trunking_is related to the number of mobile units,,,D.,
that can be accommodated on each channel, at a given level of,ggervice,
when the system Cs operated in a trunked rather than a conventional
mode. While estimates of this figure can be made, no firm figures will I

be available until evaluation of an operational systeh has been made.
(See Section 2.4.)

3.4.3 Trunking for System Capabilities

3.4.3.1 Trunked System Capabilities

The arguments pro -andcon regaAding the potenttal . for spectrum efficien-
cy inherent iW the trunked system concepts should not obscure the other
potential. benefits 'of this idea. It is ,.. perhaps, easier to understand
these potential benefits if the system is-viewed more as a "controlled"-
system- rather than as a "trunieed" system. , -\

The existence of -a continuously operating control cnannel, directing
specifically

existence_
(with such unit. addresses changeable- at wi 1\14

units- of*-a system to any available. frequency offers OPportunities for
greatly- enhancing a communicati on. system' s effectiveness.. By careful ly'
matching--ttit'system ..1%-cganization to the needs of the user, unique
opportunities .for operational flexibillty, improved

-and a -si,.4mific increased .level of service. are presented. The

'following is but,a p ial list of-the kinds of functiOns that can be

-per rmed.by a trunked system..
.

)
/Flexible organizational response:- The ability to address individ-
-7' dal units or groups of units within the. system-,is inherent in the
trunked system concept. This ability permits- the Configuration of
groups of.mobile units, each monitoring all communications 'betwee an .

that group and its coptrol point, but independent of the other..,'
groups in. the' system. If a given patrol area identified by a

; - .

1/ Present standards call for channel loading; of 75 mobiles per channel--in systems using over
ten channels. 1200 uflits would require 24 conventional channeliAor 16- trunked-channels. _

phis- one control channel in a trunked system. The channel salring theoretically possible,
therefore, is 24 less 1.7, or 7 channels. - -

l ...
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particular group addresS, 'then a l l t h e units irr "that 'Ratrol areacould monitor al l" communication -in, that area, "but not other areas..:.However, should a unit need to be reassigned- to another area, 'itwould only need to switch its group 'address to that of the other-area._ For special or tactical type communications, the mobile unitneed ,.only switch its -address to a tactical group code and then bein contact with those units participating inthat tactical groupnet at that tine.

Prioriq designations. The address format can contain priorityidenti fi cations permitting "designated' groups to seize access-to ,RF.'channels regardless of their use by other,- lower priority -users:
this feature can include several levels -of priority to include an-.emergency alarm.

.

Automatic. ID and status information. Each unit tontrol channel
,response can include status and ID information needed to interfacewith Computer Aided Dispatch system's.- _

Improved system privacy. ~The automatic frequency changing thatoccurs with each message increases the level of system privacy.
While total system security (secure 'techniques can also be incor-porated), would not ,result, the nature of the frequency _changingmakes monitoring by casual observers difficult.

Selectable "lockout". At -the discretion of the system controller,unwanted units or groups can be "locked out" of.the system. Forinstance, a stolen unit could be permanently lotked out -Shouldan emergency create an unusual., communication requirement by one ormore groups, less essential groups can be "loc-ked out" of the Sys-tent to.minimize channel loading by those' group-hot involved -in the .emergency.
.

.;
-High reliability. Loss of a single channel only ratseS the,'panty level of the-remaining channels: As such, the probabilityof increased -waiting times may increase but the system continues
to operate otherwise' noxmally. .Under normal conditions, thetem- users would probably not be aware of the outage: The need formaintenance Could be made known, by automatic alarms, lights', prtrit:7

.outs, or other selected means;

Management" information. avail ability. The nature of the system con-trol, mechanism provides a-- readily available source of needed man-agement data: Printouts describing the individual channel usag:e---.1'could provide system, users with data describing the numbenvs. the time of-day, total system loads, -number of calls: per channel , and similar items useful in" making- management 'enalysis_.of's3ts-
tems performance: feature- is of particular'value' during-.-the
test and evaluation- phase of systems tmplementation-as it can pro-vide factual data on chandel occupancy vs. chanhel loading', amount
of waiting time vs, number of channels available, peak- 'loading fac-

1tors, and similar data needed for the design of future systems.

System adaptability. All mobile units of a system can possess the,
capability of -participating in all activities' of the- system, sini.zply by changing their address codes to that of other groups. Fortnstance, maintenance vehicles .included. in the systerfl. might havetheir cirogroup address. As such, :their communications -would bebetween members of their maintenance group. However, should theneed :arise, the central system controller would add their'group.,:...
address -to those involved =in handling an emergency so that the
Maintenance-vehicles could provide. an additional resource foi- use

*.

in response to an emergency.
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Orderly grbwth capability. A trunked system-lends itself -.to an
orderly grqwth process. As system' requi reMentscincrease, addition7
al system 4ontrol cdpacity and needed additional fixed site qpipa7
bility can be- added without outmoding -existing equipMent. _ TIM' in-
herent design of the frequency selection proCess in the mcibile
units cotild permit any frequency in the designated section of the
spectrum to be selectable on comniand. ThiS capability makes pos-:
sible the development of a total public.safety or local government
service communication.. system, having each element operating within.
its own -group .and Unaffected by the .participation of Other. groups.
Such an approach would distrihute the channel occupancy -speaks be-!i
tween the busy `times of the:various users: while preserving the

- priority status .of the emergency services thrOUgh priority deSfg-
, rrption'and the optional ,selectable lock,out" features of It-ems b)
and.e) above. .

These operational possibilities, and others that may be develop4d
asNthe result of operational experience, are not without cost.
FolYowing are several of the More dominant factors that must be
evaluatect\(9 making a decision' regarding the suitability of trUnked.

chnologies 'for a given community: .

Single site coverage. The complex -frequency selection process'
inherent in trunked sySteins limits presently practical system
configuration- to- a single fixed 'transmitter .si te. _The-needed
control and fritching complexity- that would be necessary to
permit reinote repeater type Operation.- would' raise the system
complexity and cost -to a level not now considered realistic.-
"Simulcasting" or simultaneOus broadcasting by two or more
transm.i.tters: is a possibilitY1 hoyiever,=,-. the degree ,,of trans-

' fter -.-rreque.ncy and audio CO-fitrol: neceSsary has not- et been
demoristrated at 900 MHz in :a .practical public safctl7s-yStem:

such precision. is within the scope of developmen, at
he ;Present time practical application of trunked systems:

aPPears to be limited to those localities that can be cover
.

.
from-a single ixed transmitter site..

It" should noted at this limitation does not apply to
slatellite receiver systems., These can be remotely located j-trs
as with cinven.tio.nal' Systems, and the audtb resulting from a
voting ,pr relaYed to the flied site- viamicrowave7 or land
lines in:a norm 1 ,Manner._

, .

2) Developmental :risk. No operating, pOblic Safety trunked systemS
have been-demonstrated as of thts 'time. While-the individual
components of this technology have all been in hand for'some
time, i.e., frequency selection' systems and digitally con-N.
trolled systems-, nb system incoi-poratin-g- all these elementi has

.- been built as o.f .late 1977. Therefore, until an operational
system has been installed and tested in the practical world ,
there exists a-finite level of risk in building the first one.
This, degree of risk is difficult for an individual public safe-
ty agency, or even-a local unit of government, to assume.

3-) Costs. While the inherent operatrs nal capabilities of trunked
---,systems make price comparisons wit "like type" conventional

difficult,, they are likely be somewhat more expen-
sive. A ;bare bbnes", five channel trunked system might not

- cost any more than.a_conventiona.1 system of like capacity,
a- six or seven channgl- system. However, a "bare bones".

trUnked_ systeth does not appear capable of _satisfying the pub--
1 i6 safety users needs. Nor does it seem, in light:of, the.
greatly enhanced capabilitiei of a,,-sOmewhat More Sophisticated

syitem, to be a particul)arl -cost-,effective hoice.
. .
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Rela,tive system costs are,diffi,cult tip estataith "sin-ce theyare highly sensitive to factors Such-as numbers of mobiles,site, preparation-,casts, numberi of channels, and other- conside-eratiols. SUch cost.ettimates are Made- even mbre ten. ot&prs--- dueto the lack of actual experience. However, gross estimatesavailable at this time i.ndicate_ that ,trunked isystems costOirt 11/4 times to a maximum. - of 2 times as -much as a or.-system, the amount of difference being a function of thegree.1o,f Sophistication and Capability required:
.4). .Lack -of portable `gquipment. ..Just".as 900 MHz conven.tionai pert-able jgctuiRment -is not a.vailablet, no trunked poAable equip-Tent :on the market. The d'evelopment of such trunked.equlp-, mentIi-s.- sure. to bs more difficult than the development of conventional -eqUipine-nt. !Ante circuits must be corifi gulred, to fit"-in- the pOrtable -paercage with power drains that are compatiblewith e-xisfiro) battery life requirements. Whit -e such deVelop-ments are ,threseeable, it can be assumed that a large marketwill have to exist before the vendors can be expected to yen-ture .the development 'costs necessary. This is. certainly sev--

- years -in the future, Therefore, 'early' trunked systems canbe expected to -operate in a mobile only mode initially.
Inter-stem incompatibility. There are a *number of trunked.system concepts- now being proposed. It can be _expected that:units for one vendor's system will not be, compatible withanother vendor's system. As a result,, vehicle to vehicle. com-patibility between different systems- is not likely, Such ,com -munications will require point -to point..1.intcs between' the sYs-tem'-s -fixed control or dispateh .ocations or the ability ..ofel ements.. of the system' to ,operate in a conventional mode whenso -'required. - .

From the above' summary of trunked syStem considerations, both positiveand 'negative, it can be seen that these systems can,- in fact, satisfythe public safety users needs if they are carefully configured to meetthese needs.- There are certain elements of technological risk- to be 'faced. But this has, been true of every-,advance in communication.sys-terns capability.- In some ways the risliassociated with trunked systemimplementation is no-greater than that already, taken in moving from theVHF high, band- to UHF, or in implementing computer-aided diSpatch. sys-tems, integrated data -ne.tworks , or. other sophisticated technological,.tools. It also appears that system coSts-may be somewhat greateS, atleast initially. However, considering _the- greatly enhanced capabilitiespossible,. and also the possibility of the eventual consolidation of num-erous municipalksystems into consol-idated, flexible, mutually support-ing systems, long term costs may eventually -be less.
_ .

3.4.4 Trun.ked. System Applications

The heterogenous nature of their public service,- activities is character-istic of most communities. .Highway maintenance can be a function of ......''state government; emergency. medical services can be provided by privateshospital, individual dntrepreneurs, or community government; fire ser-vices -can :be*provided by volunteer groups or local, governments. .
.

:
. ..This 'mix of services and political responsibilities is due to the vas-_-led political and sociological structure of the nation's communitiesand municipalities. They can and do use large numbers of frequenciesin -support

.
of specific functional requirements.

. .

. In such cases the concept' of trunking may-offer significant improvementin' spectrum titi 1 ization i n addition to increased operational sflexibi 1-
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ity. . 'One can conceive of .lan. entrepreneur or-
-

governmental agency pr6-
viding 'a single central ized trunked system which serves several agencies ..'.-,-
of more than only one political entity ascustomers. (or in trunking
terminolpgy, groups) . Should trunked repeerter -or simulcast systems. be=

'come practical , one c also c nce,iVe of a'significant improvement in:
spect-roi ,utilization

aA
V combin trig such resource qemand...s throughout a

geographical region of independbnt communities. Analysis of the mini-
-.mum numbers' of units- andilor age- ies needed to be combined to justify"

a. -the capital. outlay required for t nked systems would have to be con-
ducted Such a sttzdy, of course, w uld 'include -Considerations of equip-
ment cost,. eqwipment-availability, t Traih,- geography,- and political ..

relationships, in-eidclition' to the primary consideration -of functional.
needs ' .

If such -a concept were to be pu_r_sued, 'it seems- :reasonable, to bel -ieve
that,the--martageri-al and syStem planning -problems attenlfe-nt ;thereon _would
be as great if" not greater-than the technol ogic 1 .problems that must be

-over_come. Re'Search--has''.inaicated 'that- the tec logy for a- trunked sys-
temtem is proceeding- apace.. The organizationi, pla ing and cooperation
necessary to devel'op and \provide Suipp-o ort f suc a system throughOut
complex political and bar'eaucrafic/divisiOns pose a' procedural 4.
chal lenge of signifidapt
Thee T,arge numbers of hio_bile --ana portablie- units presently- involv in the
-law enforcement communication systems of the major , areas
might- seem-to make_ them.- likely cantridates for the e r pl ementati on--
of trunked Sfs terns. -The problem of obtaifiing the, economie of scale-are
quickly solved in ..such ,systems,.. _However, the question o operational
suitabil-ity" is' not so ,easily_ laid to, rest.,
Channel loadings on presently used diospatch -ch n els In the-, major metrb
politan' areas- are al ready' so great- that they offer little hope for sig-
nificantly intresased operational, efficiency throtigh. trunking- of one
agency's system. (New York City. Police Department's channel loadilig
standard is 150 mobile units per dispatch channel ; Chicago's is 100
mobile untts per dispatch channel.). Making a Channel from Area 'A avail -
able,.to units in. Area B offers little hope for improved communications
if Area4A.-and -Area B channel s, are both fully loaded practical ly. 100% of,

the time or at least at the same time.
As theoretical studies' discussed in Chapter. -II show,, little iriprovelnent
can be expeCted frorri a trunked' system when all the available ch'annels
assigned to that system are fully loaded.' The opportunity, presented by
the trunking concept is that enough. Channels can ,be. made _available to
relieve ,this dense channel loading by combining- channels currently,
°assigned to other municipal agencies whose utilization is *not as g eat.
Such an approach takes advantage of trunk.ing's ability to -"level o t"
the load.
Technological , operational and economic Constraints prevent many -:of :the
major uTban areas frfom moving 'their public safety communications to the
900 MHz band in the immediate future. However, the same constraints are
not .affecting the other eligible. users of t-his band.
The very population density of .these \urban _ar,eas -that creates the need
for large public_ safety requirementS also :generates the,,greaer number
of non-public safety users of this spectrum. In the absence of block
allocations to assure the public safety users the availability of chan.;._
nels when needed, serious- consideration must be given, to-the poibility
that-sufficient channels will not be.avai l'able, when. circumstahceSpermi t
public safety agencies in theHrtajor metropOl itan -areas, to.fliove:to"the
900 MHz _band. ,ShOuld this prosie true, then the. same-high. level' of in- --
dividual channel- load-ing can,,,be %expected., with the eresul ting. 1 ac k of
improvement in level of service , whether the system i-' trunked, or
vegtional _ , . .
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SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

3.5.1

The -concept of spectrum management used by _those responsible, for the
management of this In uabIe resource-determines level of "spectrum
effia-relicy" that wil be attained. Adavnces-in technology notwithstand--.
ing,r7-the- management concepts used will determine the extent to which.the
gkectrum will be 'av ilable to satisfy the public's-needs, interests
Convenience, or .necessity. '
The introduattoa -Of Docket No 18262' revolUtionized the spectrum manage'-.
ment concepts that the Federal Communications. Commission has followed
for the past'four decades. ReCognizidg some of the inherent inconsis-
tencies and 'inefficiencies An the.bloceallocation concept:, the FCC
launched a riewaid:.innOvative approach=,to the.aSillIgntent of frequenoies
,in the'900 mHz band. -It allocated 1100 channl,s trli a nationwide basis
for use by-conventiona,1 systems., 200-ctiernelt !for trunked system*, and
held 300 channels in reserve ,section- 3,.5.2 of this Report will treat
these. spectrum management-polic s and, their effects upon the law en-
forcement community.

Conventional SytemCSpectrum-Management..
.

'Ha-ving.di-sPeRsed with -the concept of.black allocations, the Commission
- announced, in'it's Second Report arid Order in 'pocket 'NO:18262, that
frequemcfes in the 90 MHz band would be assigne to 'appli,cants,4n.a
first- Come,-first served" basis ancrthat each chdpnel would be loaded in
accordance with Commission standards based upon numbers of dabile units
per chamnel. (For detailed discussion see Chapter I.) "The Commission,
.in its early public announcements regarding spectrum management at
900 MHz, said that no further use would be made of- service- oriented
coordinating committees and that the& Arvices would not be required,
since the selection of frequencies would be done by the-Commission.

Full utilization of the 900 MHz spectrum's. potential is more demanding
of careful spectrum management than any Other segment available to the
land mobile community. Full use of the low noise, sensitive receiver',
front ends thit makes possible the needed rodoie. of communication _is
dependent upon preservation of a low" noise environment in the vicinity
of the receiver antenna. This requires that conscious efforts.66 made
to-prevent electromagnetic 'pollution of potential- antenna locations.
Careful selection of frequencies, based upon- intermodulation-calaula-
tfons, is necessary-at each common installation sit Adequate con-
sideration-of such important engineering needs are.niat likely to-result
from a mechanistic.frequency_assign7ent process.

.

The Commission, the Land Mobile Communication Council (CMCC), and APCO
-.subsequently `acted to clarify and Nefine these policies and make- themmore responsive- to the spectrum madiagement meeds.of.the land.mobAle.
coMmunicationscommuAity. As a relit; the Ciommission_re-vjsited..tne
subject of spectrum management at.-.-9 0 MHz. Subsequent "clarifica-----

flci,ottrot.r :`pranauildement*by.the COmmission have indicated.
that:tWe CommiSsion'tniends-to assure that these-Lhannelsassignments.
will be made an,Ca:non-mechanical,'reasonable basis.:.

In -April 1977: t.he Commission- published Docket No. 21229 s;e6.iciting,

1/ Clarificati on of New Policies and Practices Gov.eriting.-..ttik Assignment 'and Li eensi rig ;pi
Corivent i on Systems of Communication' at .-900.- . FCC, November .24, 1976.

1
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cOmments-to-assist it:inarriving.at a spectrum management philosophy
that will satisfy'the-meeds-of the land mobile communications community
and at the same time ensure proper protection of. the-publiovested
interest in-spectrum:efficiency.,Ih pursuit..of'sblutions to theSe :pro*
-blems.the.Commission. has shown, a growing. sophistication in its Under-,
standing:ofthecomplexities ofHfrequency.allocationS in:the:Publie
safety sector. While the.ultimate'reSult4; _Of thesedejiberationsannot

-be proSeCted zt this'time,..every-evidenceAnditates that the Commission
toward-again relying"'Upon -service - oriented- frequency coordin.-.

ators.to assist in the complex task of relating.frequ 'assignmentsto
user

. v
CoACurren.t-with'the Commission's:fdeyelopment of -growing awareneAsof-the,
Compleiities of spectrum manageMentjnthe..field.of-pUblit safey has' ---
been:its recognition' of a majorT,increase'in planning sOphistication
resulting from the-stimulus.provideTby7,the LEAA'. APC0'sPrzojects 13.
and :13-A have developed plann:i.guidelineslar)::theAevelopment.-bt-long,).-
range plans thatcin result in-integrated, Mutually:suppOrtng,.-compatr.:-
ible public.safety systeMs. The CoOplexi.ty public:safetycommunica.-7.
tions7and:the 'need for integratedities and operational coordina
tion has mandated 7a modernmanagement-orientedapproach.to commuhiCa-
tion system:-design.',States.art now developinggoaloriented-statewide,:
plans in response to'-theSeguidelines:- The objective of these ;liens is

to stimulate-development of systems that match the growing technology
and management need.s..afathe public safety agencies ,at all levels:on'a
statewide basis. These plans, are not only intended torecognize the
particular needs of individual communities btit also to accommodate the
mutual support responsibilities of agencies.throughout a State. ?. .

.

In Zddition.to'these operational needs for coordination, these Plans.
.arebeing developed kith:,the.objective of optimizing spectruM

tion: They are further'intendedto insure compatibility of equipment:.
between related agencies. They have as objectives the assurance..that
'individual agencies throughout the various political. jurisdictions will
eVolVe their systems in a. manner that satisfies the needs of:those

,e agencies-and.their political 'jurisdictions in .a natner compatible with
the ltimatelevolutionary toals of lire statewide system.-,:The intent
of these plans is to assist. the Ind vidual-syStemsto-grow so as to be
Mutually,supportive.of'Other'systems, rather than in -conflict with them.

...Spectrum- efficiency is only one, albeit considerition..im the
development of ,these plans. They are not written by. the FCC, nor are
they prepared only in. response to its needs. .-They are4prepared by in-'

- dividuajs responsible to the community's:taxpayers and respOnOve:to7
the needs of theSe taxpayers. TheSejlans-are.ty necessity of leng-
term-implementation. In additionito spectrum management and operation
al needs, they alsp.respond to legal mandates established 'by the legis-
lative leaders, ofthe-indimSdual communities,and other statutory- re-

quirements

'.

Often beyond the perogatiVes of federal agencies or, in. some
instances,, even the state government.

It is'important that .the CommisSion's regulatory detision's and proce-
dures take notice,of-these-plans. It is also important that the Com-
mission be assn -red that reasonable consideration has. been gi-ven.in the
develOpment_of these planned-systems to the needs of spectrunefficien-_
cy. By mutual cooperation of the LEAA and the FGC-, steps are; now

taken to satisfy thee needs.

The 900 MHz portion may be the laSt frontier of the land Mobile commun-.
ity. There does not appear to be any remaining, as yet untapped, or-i
tion of the; spectrum that has the propagation*oharacteristics .needed; to'

. accommodate Lend-mobile comgunication-needs.-: It is vital, therefnre,-*-
that the spqtrum management concepts- employed possess.:the-means td
accommodate 'both_ present and future reqUirements of the pUblic safety,
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Users within this portion -of the spectrum.

A major'objective .of the public safety community, particularly at
900 MHz, is formal recognition by the Commission .that' arbitrary, Mechan-
istic approaches to spectrum management cannot satisfy the complex and

.

highly integrated requirements for long-range planning_ and modern oper-
.ations in public s ety.CommunicatiOns. .Once this is recognized, then
the next step is to elop those new mechanisms and resources needed to
assure orderly implementation of future- planned systems.

2-

Trunked..SyStem:SpectrUM Mana_gement

The "current - regulatory environment of trunked systems 7Iri'::the land. mobile
sparse, since hardware. is :not, availableand. experienee

is thereforec ni 1

. hRegardless, two policies di rettly: affect trunked systems in the conmiis7
sion.'S present 00- MHz-rules.-:- The ;first reserves. 200 Of the 3000 chan-
nels'. -presently -ayaitable:.fdr-assignment-,to -frunked.:-systems.

, The second
'requires . that anY' 90.0 MHz system requiriO'g-aSsi)gniiient of more than five
.channelS,be--trUnked.-''

The fir'st of these'.- policies impact. in view of -the
.10OrchanPels-:-aiiaiTahfe:forTatsignment.o conventional systems. It does
give notice, however, of the .Commission's determination,. to promote the
trunked Sys.teMs: concept.' This poses a prOblemtv the development of
1ong-range plans by large In the major population cen-.
ters-there,:is 'concern by Flaw enforcement agencies that-the few 1100)
conventional channelr-provided-Will.be.qultkly 7octupied,bi the more fiS-
teTly7flexfble,- profit-oriented Oements of:the land -mobile tommunita
ti on community 4efore'the- future public safety communication needs. for

.

conventional thannels can be planned and implemented.

This problem is,, particularly troublesome, in light of the posSibly. -
questionable applicability .of trunked system technology to many public
afe* communication requirements. In view of. the present status. of
trunked system development, and in view of the cost benefit considera-tions -discussed.:.in" j-cdrrent:long-ange ,planning must rely
-611.the assumption that conventional Chail-nels will beA.'available in, -suf-ficient to sati-i'fy the communities'.need until such .time" in the-
future as cost- effective trunked systems .are developed. Since (100 con
yeptional channels seem unlikely to be.sUffiCient,for the ntedsl ofTtlie
Other land mobil e -users.rin j,any densely -Populated .locations during the
ne-xt 'Pl.bl it-safety :users must rely upon : eventual access to con-.
ventionaI channels i n: the reserve pool at .suth time as their needs are
adequately demonstrated...:, Q -

reqUi 'trona-fig Of systems no-re
,-than five channels4,hes a present, chilling. effect, -,ThOse agentis,:

long - strapped for' Oecessary communication support, 'n =ow'ffq4 themelves
"Catch -22" s-iituati on. Pressing needs spring. from popula-

tiOnS-demand ing 1 arger and more effecti ve communication systemS:
. Lack

of adequate spectrum in the lower bands haSprevented,-theneeded expan--
ion of existing- OSteMS: Now-that ,added.-:Spectrum liaS:been-

. _

able at 9'00 1.1112,..fPr mil'ftfcflannel , high..per0vi.mance sYste,g1s, the ComMis- :
sion has nevertheless_ mandated-,:_use of trunked-techniqu4sJinAhose-sys
terns. that require capabilities' for such performance (im(more 5. chan,
.nels);:..4Bot t'runked-technoTo4yis not avail-able. today, and the .6(riectexir
c.cf_Sts.,.,possible operational complexity, and technological risks make

_ to be 'an unattractive solution.until an operational system has
.

:been Successfully demonstrated;

A further problem a,tsoCiated th the mandatory .requi rement for trunking
.
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3.6. Management-of. Conventional Systems, :-

'Technical considerations associated with implementation of conven4bnat
type 900 MHz public safety systems preent no- management problems ',sSg-
nificantly different from those presented by lower frequency-systems. -

The addition )of still ,one more-band using equipment that cannot-cover
Tower band frequencies further copplictes theexisting interagencr*. .

coordination problem. This is a situation long experienced.at lower
fi-equencies. The problgm is not different; only its scale has changed.

df more than five-channels -is the inhibition it places on the rational
grqwth of systems. A 5-channel system has a practical limit-on excian-
sion,4or if it should have to gdw: to mdre-than five channels, existing
.equipment might have to be replaced with trunked equipment. Such,a
policy, if stringently enforced, would make the 900 -MHz spectrum of.
_little use to medium-sized law enforcement agencies. (300.-or so vehicl.es)
in the solution- of their present day Ocibleths, ,.

.

./.-

SPECIALIZED MANAGEMENT. APPROACHES

The frequency assignRent policies, now bei-ng fo,llowed by thie FCC may re-
quire the development of newmanagement relationships among channel-:e
sharing agencies. Under present policy, agencies having fewer thanthe
number of Mobile units necessary to fully'load a channel may be required
to share that Channel with.other agencies. -Such sharing can present
special management problems "that Must be solved,to assure compatible
'operation on:a non-interfering basis. Some agencies are now ustmg.th.ese
techniques- on the VHF and UHF bands as tools to improve coordination and
sto-reduce costs. Consolidated:and cooperative, dispatch centers are be-
comin6 more prevalent, 1.

.

Formany valid reasons there-.has beet little use by public safety agen-
cies of "community repeater" type service provided by vendors or entre- 7
prenedr4. Whire,mahy of the conolidated'and/dr cooperative dispatch,
orgOlzatioris have; features siipllar'-to the dpmmunity-repeater type-of
operation-, management and contrbl is vested in tax-supported' agencie
The reasons for this include: -responsibility to elected, officials;
compliancewith legal requireMents';:reliability of service;-and stand,-
ardizeti -fp-rocedures;.jUst to name a few.

1
r

a.6.2 Manage t- of Trunked:Systems

The nature of trunked systems is such to require 1 rge..capital invest-
ment. The hoped-for. spectrum'effencies can .only be obtained by sys-
tems-employing-many hundreds-of mobtrle-and portable'units...Threre is
anly a relativel9mall number of.A.Rublic safety agencies of such large
dimensions. -

The FCC recognized this relationship between_Sp6Ctrum. efficiency.and
'ttligysTie:Of,a':tr:unkedsystem in 'its- Docket No...18262A:Iteceedings and .

::-estblIshed the Special Mobile Radio System (SMSY-concept described:in'
ipters_I-and II. Such a concept could .make possible, the imprlemerie4

tion.of single, large,.trunkedsysteMs thatprovide'tase station facil7
yties-fq6Aroups.of -licensable agepci es%' By serving :the needs of many
sing agencies thebugh a_single base station system, .the needd,ecdn-

vntes' of scale may be attainable. Through such 'integration, df-users-the
pqs-sibilities .of increased - spectrum efficiency are enhanced. HoweVer,..--
the-immediateappTiCatiori'may'be limited by the necessity of single
:transmItter sites. 1See Section,3.4.3.1,.Page 3.15.)

1

The . natuz.e of a-.:Drunked-syrri,, continuotc:Sly operatinrFontrol
-
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channel-.and associatedAroup addressing,-permitsa number of"olierational -

possibilities heretofore not poSSible. Such systems _would possess the
ability to configure the network to meet varyin.g needs of the,.usens.On-..
a moment's notice. Thiscan be done simply by adjustilig-the priority
of certain groups of users at.the system control point. All- of-these
'features allow"the. possibilityof centralized_ management, responsive td
the policies and drectiOn.ofthat level of government having overall.
responsibility for and authority over all users of the -SyStem.-

.A special 'feature of7the;:trunked-system'cOnCeptiS the i=ndividual sys-
tem integrity and privany:possibl; despite the common use of SF chah--

ct? Since -systek.users only receive those transmissions addressed tip.
Units With author-lied addreSses.-groun privany is:a.ssured by _restrict -. -

ia:g.addreft assignments so that other .users..of the.sime_ChannelSare,ex-7
eluded. Thus, each usgr.grou0 has access-tOthe:systeM it were,_
completely private and dedfCated only to:his.arganizatiOn!:-

3.7

3.7.

The.'FCC authorized profi-t-making" entrepreneurs to, provide these-SMRS
services but does not limit tkeir-licensing fo:only.profit-making-entf-
ties. jt is-rea'sonable that a unit. of 'government could esfablis _a tex--
supported agency to'provide,SMRS services limited to those-activi ies
undee.its direct jurisdiction... NoSMRS his been' licensed to provi
such serViceS to date.

.

,

Until trunked system hardware-has jpeen made availabJe'and
i

trunked sys-
tems mplementation:.begun, there seems Tittle mot..ixtion initiate
such maRagement.appr'oaches. ShoUld use of trunked techniques become
iviciespreacL:the SMRS appears'to be a viable vehicle. by which their capi-

--tal.costs could be shared by an approprfatenumber of using agencies.

NEEDED EQUIPMENT CAPABILIIES

General'

The opening of the. 900 MHz spectrum to the land' mobile community pre:,
scents an opportunity fo the- introduction-.of significant fun-ntinal
innovations in public.safety communicati.ol_equigment. The step function
advance in technology initiated by the, opening of this-new portion of
the spectrum-and the, innovative spectrum utilizatWon concepts implemen
ted simultaneously, provide a special iopportunitY to incorporate a num.-

-

ber of additional fdatures,'Iong.souW.by -the pulkic safety community
in forthcoming equippent.

-

'The following discussion of desired capabilities is the-reult'of in-
-depth analySis of need's 'developed by the-Professional membership-of
_APC0r- These .expressed-,needs area.rdf,stillation of the -comments., sugge5-
tion AffOresentations provi.ded.by represe4itatives of the APCG member-
-shiy-at seminars held.aiound the Country,s,-

P,

3.7.2. Needed Technologies

0 3.7J2.1 Trunkeer)Systems-Signalling .tandards
.. . 'N,..__ -.-

-As described ln Section 2 of this Chapter, there are-seNeral currently
envisioned approaches' to the developmen:t:of,truRk.ed'technologies. As_,
of-the time of wrating,, at least-two major manufacturers-`now propose.
trunked systems equipment. It is-Certainly for'eseeab'le that, in r-77-:
sponse-to the stimulus of-the-FCC, many manufaEt ers will eventuiII".3-
:participate in the development of 'trunked syste for the land-mobile

., -,
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3:7.2.2 Por able Radios for. Trunked 'S-y:sterns,.

°radio community. Eien though, this °equipment may not be° a-vailable in the
immediate future for application to public, safety communication needs,

-'its ultimate wide-spreaduse is inevieable,:barring major changes FCC
policy.

Least costprocurement is an inherent requirenient of, and a continuing
or-obleal to;:tax-'Sfupported.agencies in the publiCiafety;communication
field. This results in a national epolickto stimulate- maximum vendor
competition in. tax-supPorted procurements:-

Competitive eff ts of :,the sev t!eral:.vendor now developing. trunked sys-
tems..are both to olftically and economically helpful. It is to be

- dope that competition can continue to expand 'in- the .year's to tome.
However; this- technological competttion should, riot be permitted to de-".
v-elovto-he point that it becomes seTf-defeating- UnderL present condi--
tions, arigency that procures a trunked system from a- vendor is for-
ever after 1pcked into a sole source procurement position with that ven-
dor in the event of need to expand or improve its ,basie syitem. Once an
agency has procured, a 'system from one vendor% that vendor would be the
only commercial entity in a position-to provide additional equipment
compatible with its basic system.'..

This problem can be alleviated *I the same manner the tommissi-on .has
used to 'stimulate: competition other services --' through. the promul-
gati on of -technological system standards. Just,- as the Commission has
established television, broadcasting system standards so that all manu-
facturers' equipments _are:cap.able of ,aperating- wi thin the basic system,
so shoUld- the Commission- establish systenr,technolRgical standards for
tr Unked systemsv, -

'.),

These standards,. developed .titer extensive testing, analysis and ton-
." sultation, should 'define thd.software language and system :opdrational

philosophies to assure. that all vendors' equipments could :be
...t

'ompet-i---

'tively introduced into existing. systems. ,

,:
L

An ancillary but-no. -less important need for thi-s standardization-iis
.,

ta,

permit: compatibility betWeen. adjacent 'systems. ;,
1

1 -Within the Public safety field' there is. an op.erational requirement for . . =

immediate and intimate-coordination among manyi,relatted services and
. .,

ag-enti es-. Should a. babel.--1 ike -pi-ethora..-of technologies be permitted- to
be,randomly imptementedhen -the ultimate re's'ult liif ttre intro,duc,tion.of
trunked technology _into' the public safety field'cOuld be -the-erettion of
uns'calable technological barriers -petween conti ou's agencies. -- --

..- .--

J
the trunked system.concepts are to be fully useful to the public

safety community, portable. radios 'meeting. Current physical and
criteria must be -avaj Table for use J.d such systems. The tech-'

nology needed to provide 'truilaked_Capabilitie in mobile-systems is
either- at hand or under. developnient (see Chapter I44:.-HoWever, they
incorporation -of this technology in the smaloT phyical\si,ze- and with the
lowpower tonsumpti-6m_ resqufred-:fon pcktable'equipMent has not yet beem
dem6vtrated. .; _

Tbe complexity 'Olt-the technical --Qroblems to be solved. will .66-signifi-
cantly affected by the configuration of the system in which the portable
units must operate. The nuMber of channels on which'the -port-able:must
oPerate, the Complexity of, its-logic, 'the battery life expected, and
other circuit reerulrements will -'be greatly'determiNd by the otraarliza-
tion of the entire. trunked system.



It is necesSary, therefcire, that together with basic trunked s stems
development, parallel pragrimsbe instituted to assure the eventual
availability of portable units capable of operating with. these systems--;

-

3.7.2.3 Single Point Test Capabilities

The de.yel.oPment of standardized, single point tests philosophies will, be
especially compatible-wi4' the 900 MHz technology,- : The prOmulgation of
a- standard plug design and pin cbnfiguration would permit the develop-
ment of universal test sets, compatible with equipment provided by any .
vendor:- Such a single point test 'philosophy would result in significant
reduction of maintenance costs and equipment -down times by making-pos-
sible the rapidaentification of defectiVe sub - assemblies .,t, Te .re-
_placement of defeCrtive sub-assemblies, with their eventual repair,b.y 7

skilled technicians with specialized facilities, would greatly simplify
the routine maintenance problems associated ith modern, saphisti;c6ted
6qUipment.

TECHNICAL C_ONSIDERATION:S2FOR DATA SYSTEMS

There is nothing inherent within the 900 MHz 'spectrum that fireclUdes its
use for data transmission:4. A 900 tqlz mobile data -system -ha's been in.
operation (Chicago Police Department) for some time. The previous Os-
cusSions -regarding propagation and 'technoiogy ,for voice systems appAy
equally- to data transfer systems. However, data systems are more strin't.-
9ent regarding continuity of coverage. A data- system lac_ks the ability
to- integrate intelligence and extrapolate between'known- factors possess-,
ed by a, voice. communications network. When the data system signal drop's
out the i'nformation`,is lcist, and either an 'incomplete transmission re-

, .sults or the transmission must be repeated. , Therefore, the coverage
phenomena described previouSly as "picket fencing" must' be revolved if
a data system is to provide the degree oi rl service needed. A'
reliable, high speed data system demands a degree of reliable foverage
for which the system must be desig-ned.. .

. RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINAB -ILITY CONSIDERATIONS ,

.

'There is.,no iribei-ent.reason why 900 MI-1 .-e`tiuipmer14...should be lesi reli-
able than equipment on the lower bands l. 'Given *-a reasonable level .of.
experience_ and system "ringing out", it car be expected. that 900 MHZ
systems _will prove -to be highly 'reliable inkthe public ,safety environ-

7 merit. As a .matter of fact, since they represent a n-ew .gerreration of-
..technDlogy-, manyeinnovative- compcgent features are noW beI'ng. inFoorpar
ated in such systems.' A continuing increase' in Fuse oaf inicroel.ektronics

....and chip- technology is improving thereliabil-ity of all modern communi-.,..., "-'cations equipment. Therefore;' it can be expected,. that 900 MHz equ-ipment
will be as :reliable if .not more reliable than pre-sent day'''eqUilifiment, not
becaUse it -is-9K MHz but rather because- it will'empl.oy ttie _latest tech-
niques of ever-improwing technology.:. : - -...

. -.. . _ .

Much of the-900 -MHz 't&chno-logy- is -thee same as in. tower bands. Kodula.:lion; -IF, . Rr, audio, circuits, power and control; cabling, are. generally .

the,:same as used at- lower- 'bands. However; the final transmitter RF,.am-.
;-plifier-, the rec-eiver'.fr.ont end-r_tircilitry,anci. 'the "-

cable -concepts may i-nvolve changes. The technioues= are similar:tci:;-
those' used at 450 MHz, if perhaps- Somewhat more demanding.- Part'icul'ar
attenti,b_n be ,r,e-qui red to RF-
attons'.. -Defects- that wg_uld. have-
sduerce-7-of reduced, pe.rformance,at
operative at. 900441-1z.-

xial. cable connector cable install. -;
i nor effects- at-VHF and be merely _a \.
17:; can-make a- syttem Completely

. ,



.

i

Most present test equipment designed for VHF will either work at these
frequencies or can be adapted. Technicians, familiar-with UHf should
have little difficulty learning 900. MHz systems., --

.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
,

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The-preceding-Chepte-rSheve des-Cribi-the regulitOry:and administrative
backgrolind of t1he opehing Of the 900 MHz spectrum, for -use by the land
mobile community. Theyohave:presente& the technological, economic; end
management faCtors that affect the _application of these frequencies-to
the communication?needs of the public safety.community, and- they have
described what these need-are and how such.factor§ can be applied to
these needs;

..

This Chapter presents.1 the conclusions and recOrimendations-that xesult-.4! -.,

frow analysis, of; consider tionsOresented-fn theprece<ing Chapters.-

elected officers.- They relat the application of the900 MHZ spec-3F'

by.the.APCO'membership,asrep sented-by their ,project participants and

truM to law enforcement communications Rroblems,.under the conditions
defined by t1;e. FCC in, its 'Docket.No18262 proceedings. Since'law.en-
forcement OommunicatiOnslere'en inherent part of the total public safety-
Corhmunications'environmeift, some conclusions:. pi-esented W011 be- expreSsed

,IAterms of all- pqbliC safety. communications needs. This-does not. imply
*K.' that such conclusiOsi'mjgbt-haVe-lpited applicatiOns.tolaw enforcemewt;
1' sYstems,..but rether,-that.they app. y ,to the total public, safety.communi7:.
. -cations-problem including law: -heeds.-

_
.0. .. ,

...

There are four broad :areas under which.00nclusions are:presentecL Theseunder
..arethgtechnOlogical suitWlity,of'900.MHz to the land mobile probleri,
the role of trunked systemsift,improying spectrum availability; the role-
of trunked systems in enhancing operationalceliabilities, and the effect
Agf the present.regulatory,environmenton'900 MHz system implementation.
:Tech of these, areas has its ,own set ofconcluslons tha t pertai-n to

.

specific, considerations ..7
_... 7 .. O 1"A

7 . .
...7 t.i,
. .1Clear,: absolute'ttoundaries between the,four.fundamental'sections. are not,

always possible-. There are numerous interrelationships between 'the , ,
-conclusions reached under each of,the four major'. headings. Stich rele--
..tionships-serve well e f tsto,deMonstrate how complex.re the elements ohis'.
subject.,. Regulatory-Rolicies'regarding.frequency coordination, may be
significantly,'dependentupOn.technological.considerationsaffecting- :... r

,-. equipment performance. Specirum.conservatton-considerations resujting.
from- the introduction of trunked concepts. may 4e,,tlbsely.reTated to the .

degree of improved operational oapatilitythek prOvideend*that there-
-lore justifies'their cost to the taxpayer. .. .

. .

.
.

.

.
. ,

.. .
- .-. . ..

.. - .
In.the interest of brevity, -each -Conclusion is supported-by a Summary;,,
statement of the.rdtionale:leading to its development. For complete
justification, the reader7is referred to the. rcedingiChapters. The
recommendations that spring :logically from these-conclusions-&re pre-. ;.

sented folloWingtheesSoCiated conclusions. For:the convenience of the
. ' reader:, thefSecommendatiops.ere'summarized at'the end,of-theChapter. .,'.
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CONCLUSION

4.2 TECHNOLOGICAL 'SUITABILITY Of 900:MHz -

4.2.1 The technical% characteristics -of the 900 MH'z spectrum are *S6 ..: for .

use by public safety communicat)ons agencies: The propagati 04. rnenom =
ena associated with this portion of the spectrum, .coupled with current
developments. of equipment suitable for these frequencies, provide a

' significant contribution to spectrum availjobility for public safety
:1-Communications' networks. Coverage achievable closely parallels that
attained in the lower portion of the UHF spectrum. (See Section 4.2.3.)

. J

Recommendation :, Public safety commoications systerit designers consider.
use of ,the '900 MHz spectrbm-r.in developing- new sYstems; making additions
to present systems., and the development of future plans.:

, r

4.2.2. The -Someithat shorter range of ..prOpagattorf to be expected using the
Apa MHz spectrum, :-compared to the lower frequencies rtogether with the
improved building penetration and shadow fill-in coverage attainable, ,
indicates that these frequencies are particularly .attrattive in urban

-,areas. They-might also :he table for:suburban .and rural , areas. due. to
-tile lack of .availability of lower-. frenuencies. or othgr sYstem.7related
Considerations.

1

.Recommendation: Those rban.areaS confronted with building penetration
or. ihadow -effect pro erns consider planning to implement. 900 MHz .iys.-:
terns at such -time as replacement of existing systems bechmet -fe'a-sible--.'
Such plans should, be filed with the FCC at the earl ies.t,--appeopriate .Inom-
ent.

-. .;ia-- i .

4.2.3 The operaiibnal impact of the propagation character ist
bcs

of thg 900 'MHz'
spectrum are not precisely known at this time The-,-effects -.that "picket
fencing" and -deep "holes" might have on Q ation-a4.jrcitedures -end the '. .-

,

specific engineering criteria that may b :...2.., .,_,:l - : 3. i 1461% 0 ,overcome .th.ese-
-N.

'problems have 'not yet- been documentedi. .;"2:- Aaw enforcement communi-- -.,.
cations systems using these afrequen i ,_ ,A or are-being imple-.'
mented., The experience gained wits t es stems 4011 be of great
assistance to other network designe ui.n t '..-,ftifure.

.

.

.

Recommeifndation: A study be. concluded to asIem 1e :the knokledge gained--
from experience with these rreWly "imptemented systems to male this knawl- f-
edge - available to all public s4afety ,!genci.es, -a.: .

, ,-.:. . %

le=-:.

The .proper sperforMan-ce -.le a 900 ,p,iti.z; systeskrw%is dependent _moon prevention
of noise pollution of the envi,roxilent. If IM products and. other noise--
sources are permitted t14:prcil iferate :the il,s.e.fulness of 900 MI-12 will be

,signifcantly reduced., -.; ,-._ 4tk. ,

RiEommendation:
.
5,ite"mabagemeni hto'gramg be "develepe.d to preve.-t noise .. .

gol 1 uti on that might. affect use:of 900 MHz sysems in thea.future.-
.,

- 4.2.5 Tectoology is now available for conventional 900 MHz laW enforcement41-. --
.. communications- systems.t.Major vendors' catalogs noW. list 900 MI-12 bas,

.
station- arid 'mobile equipment similar to that a.Srai1 able on loiter bands..

'>
.101,faciuring ;costs are quoted aS being approximately. MO% to 20%a -higher

''- -ttyari lower band equipment. No pOrtable units are presently listed as -.

,,- 4'
'''' availablee. .',Those agenci es_ j,considering 900 M1-1 .early implementation must

.',,

-.--.
therefore .eicl tide the portabiel,concept until portable units-'become

:z. .

.;..- .1. --, 4.2.
\*N...1 '



:available some time in the future, or resort to crossband operation.
Recommendation: The vendor community -proceed with the-early development-
of 900 MHz portable 'equipment.

4.2.6 The availabil ity of ;optimum 900 MHz sites marbe imited in a given corn- .

m u n t y --antenna-s ocations -a-re-necess=a-ry to provi-de-7 reqtrired-cover-z------.7
ase, while long* transmission-1 ihes between transmitters or receivers and
their associated -antennae, degrade system performance., Therefore, prac-
tical considerations suggest- increased emphasis. upon the use of tall
buildings and mountaintop sites for transmi-tierlreceiver locations.

::.,

Wkommendohtion: Those: agencies. foreseeing the possible...use Of ,900 -MHz:
--should pla-n early, to reserve .necessary atop existing or

planned sites-and to implement appropriate site management,measures.
:.(See Section 4.-2.41) --

Conventional 900 MHz equipment will not pres.ent maintenance require-7
ments significantly- different -from those posed by -UHF systems.. 9.00. MHz
systems use tech.nologi-es similar. to -Present .UH-F. techno-rogy, requiring .

.Somewhat more care in their application .... Those agencies familiar with
UHF systems maintenance and -bperation.:.:sji-o-uld experience l ittle.diffi-
culty. in the transition to 906.: MHz. 7. .

Recommendation.: Agencies employing 900 MH.z systems utillie -personnel
familiar with UHF maintenance techniques.

4.3 THE ROLE OF .TR4NKED SYSTEMS rN IMPROVED. SPECTRUM UTI-LIZATION
- -

- , ..4.3.1 Precie nreains of determining.:the number otf frequencieS needed to provide
a required- level Of -service' using trucked technologies hols not been dem-
onstrated. 'Present calculations are based on telephone &xperierice- and.:
do not necessarily reflect the unique needs of the service required
by _complex la* enforcement command/control communications systeos.
Thecefore, the number of channels needed in a tfunked systein can'not be
prediCted-.with the accuracy necessary for laW anfo-rrenierif systerOdesign.until 'operational experience has been obtained.-

AC.

,'Recommendation: Devel op a demonstration-law enfor-cement trunkedsystem
in which different levels of ,System performance that are the reS'ult of

-- variation's in the number of trunked- channels aNilabledunder various
operational conditions can be measured. . ..

4,

.3.2 Under appropriate con,ditions, trurkked systems -tan provide significant
. .increased .capability (ee Chapter Iii and Section 4.4). Their costs may

be .4pected "tb. be higher- than conventional systenis-; the amount, depend-_-J ing upon design _features incorporated.' While :the- individual mobile
units may be more epensiVe, same savings can accrue from the reduced -.-

. . -number of base station-transmitter and , satell ite receivers that might
- result from the fewer frequencris needed. ._ .

Recommendation: Implement. a_ demonstration .program ufider which actual
cost figures can :be :determined. ., Those- cost eleMents:now associated :-..

_ with .development, isles. that are. incorporated -in current trunking systems..._estimates could t en- b el intinated -
. .. . .

. .. ...

The a.mpunt of 'spectrum usage improvement to be expected from tru-nked
system -imelementation. is a function of the nattber of 'users bf e --th Sys.

,4 3



,
tem. Very little can:be gained by tru ing sygtemsOf 300.1/ or fewer
units. No-upper limit- dn the number, o units a.triinked system might
accommodate has beendemonstra.t0:

.
. .

Recommendation:'.Those.largg,, heavily loaded metropolitan systems
approaching saturation shoUlknot plan trunked-systems. (not consider,
poSsibleoperational advantages) except when -sufficient frequencies can

-be indorporated-lo-the:system-to-reduce-ohannel loading-below-saturaL--:
tion levels.

4.3.5 HeavilY loaded major.metropolitan systems will benefit fom-trunked
technOlogies only if`less'beavily. loa4ed.frequencies are incorporated..
(See 4.3.4.) Those-communities with.heavily loaded.law enfoi-cement com-

-munications sittems c'asn be expected td derive Spectr.um benefit from
trunking if other munjicIpal agencies:, having either less.heavily loaded .

systems or different times of maximum-utilization '(peak load period) are
incorporated into the system. ,

Recommendation: Major metropolitan areas initiate comprehensive long-
range planning for the ultimatR development of combined communications
systems.

4.3.6` No one community can be expected -to assume costs -associated with .the
research and development needed to implement the innovative technologies
associated with trunked sYstems., A selected community might provide
faciljties- and-Ipertonhel and assume certain hardware-related costs
associated with-t4e equipment to-be used By the community: ThOse costs

Awith the
sibility studies, functional' requirements development, and

technology transfer aspects of =such systems, to in-
-cleSt-ude

and evaluation, are the responsibility of the federal goxernmen,t

R'ecommendat'ion: The federal government partictpate in a development
and demonstration program of-tru-liked systems:techAologies as described.
in' Chapter V of this Report:,

.

.4.3.7 Trunked_public safety systems should only be in talled where improved
system performance will result. The ta payers of the-Afidividual com-.
munities should not be required.to bear additional - costs, of-trunked
systems tmplementation.solely to attain he objectives of improved
"spectrum.efficivIcy. If the only just'fica,tion for a specific trtinked
system is improved spectrum utilization which;-in, turn, means making
available channels for some other (pefilips non-tax supporte8) use,'then
the propriety of expenditure of these tax- provided montes-is'question-
able.. ft even more questionable to require such.expenditu-res in
areas whefe eventual spectrum congestion.within the radius of coverage'-
of ',he public safety sys,tem is only remotely conceivable.

Recommendation: 'The decision to "iMplement trunked technologiRs in a
public safety.system,design be based,u0on the needs of the system and
the community.involved not upon an arbitrary standard established for
general application

,

4.3-8. The development trunkedportable equipm.ent may be costly and time.
consuming -yhe phytica:Lsize.aild battery. life constraints imposed.on
Portable.K0ipments pose stg4ficant:chajlenges to-the engineering of

1/ See Section 2:3.2 for 'analysis- supporting this figUre.



such equipments. Given ,the'foresteable, limited market for suchneciuip-
Ments, it is likely to be some time,beforp thevendor community eisk5
the engineering and development costs necessary to provide svch equi.0=
ment.'

Recommendation: A program be initiated by the federal government to.
develop, trunked portable'900 MHz equipment. Specific erformance cri-

- ---ter-i a -forthes it's- would bt-:de-termi ntd--by-the--demonstrWOn'. program
-sgeified in S on 4.3.6 above. --h

4

Li

4.3.9 Trunked.'Systems are presently best.suited:.to those communities that can
be serCid.,,from Single 'bast. station ,While it is notioractical.at
.the- present time to use-.trunked technologies in conjunction with mul-
tiplesitt repeater type systems, studies indicate that trunked technol-.
ogles would lecoMpatible with-"simulcasting" techniquessimulcasting"'

-at ..900 MHz has-not begn ,demOnstrated in a practical environMent. -This°
dOes.not imply tkatsatellite receiver toncepts'are not comPatible.with
trunked'technologfes.

:Recommendation: A program'shOuldbe initiated to demonstrate simulcast -
ing at 900 MHz in 'connection with trunked systems.

)4.4 POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES USING TRHED SYSTEMS

4.4.1 ..The digital addressing techniques inherent in currently conceived
trunked systemconcepts provide the. potential for.-significant.advances.
in the operation and control of law enforcement communications systems.
Digital OdreSSing techniques can :" be applied-td system design in a num-
ber of ways. Many ofthestitechniques can provide totally new,approach-
es to law enforcement:communication system configuration, management and
operation. A major problem with this -new array of potentil:techniques
is the need toSelect for:implementation'thoS't that best provide the

.needed, capabilities in a realistic and cost effective-manner.

Recommendation.: A'stUdy phase be-incorporated in. the demonstration
-program ( see Section 4.3,2) to identify the SpeCific functional tapa7
bilitles made possible using. trunked techniques in'a model-operational
law enforcement communications-System..

4.4.2. A demonstration trunked system can. provide information regarding channel
loading, channel utilization, peak load requirements,'emergency require-,
mentsiVand the numbaof channels required to support a-specific agency-
under various operattinai situations. Such Oata_could provide the basis
for many calculations, heretofore unavailable, needed to-provfde"an ob-

:jective basis-for 'spectrum management-decisions.

Recommendation.: The trunked system demonstration program (see Section
4.3.2),include a clearly identified test program and the associated re-
Sources needed to accumulate that factual data necessary-to providethe.
basis for future system designand spectrum management deisions.

4.4.3 In the absence of nationally established Standards, trunked -system'
development by different'vendors will result in noncompatible systems.
It cap be expected that the current command channel languages 'developed
by dilferent,vendors will be incompatible with each other. Unless.the
regulatory'agencies -specify a standardized language format for system-
organization, the'introduction of trunked technologies will eventually
resylt in a major. problem of system compatibility.

1



Recommendation: The FCC adopt a standard command chanmel format for
. trunked systems to assure system compatibility.

4.5 EFFECTS OF THE REGULATORY. ENVIRONMENT ON 90D MHz' SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

t -
A-.5,..1The__IMOJementttion_ot....the.__900__MH2_syttem....requires...:_detailedtengineerins.:__

.
_ . .

.... .- s..:.. and frequency coordination'. SUccessful-use Ofttese frequencies depends:
47. to.A.Significant extent :upon the lask of noise pollution..- The problems

of'frequency 'selection add'IM minimization. ::an become extremely complex.
Therefore, RE power level,-antenna locations and heights, frequency se-
-lection and other, fidtors mU.s.t'be Carefully .considered to suit the tech-
.,nical.,and operational needs of each installation\

--,

RecdMRendition: -The FCC. Rules reflecI the' needs for local coordination:
.

for:each 900 MH.z. license application. .

4.5.i The role of cellular syStemt will not be significant in serving public
saftty radio needs in the foreseeable future 10t-withstanding the

. .

present developmental effort, 'it will be.a number of years before such
systems are implemented throughout much of the country.' The hature.of
law enforcement radio communication systems is significantly different
from the public switched telephone netw4rkr. Law enforcement radio sys-

:, P .' tems are configured to,provide.rOutine:dispatch service ancLalso command
.control tupoort.. They must be capable-of handling routine and emergency
traffic. Tree need to recognize theHariority of public-safety communica7

-tions. makes it.impractical to share Channels or facilities with users
from:the general public. ,

.

.

a
Recommendation: The role of cellular systems in support-of:public
safety requiremeohts be considered. only when such systems have been im-
plemented and have:deMonstrated:the degree of technical-sophisticatkon,
reliability, and capability. suitable to'the.needs of the.public safety
community..

4.5.3,. The SMRS concept can provide a useful tool forthe 'manageMent of comMun
Ity-wide tax-supported` syttemt.: This concept provides':one more approach
to asSist*the present,tmehd toward:consolidated-and cooperative systdms.
It:should receive consideration when.trunked s.ysteMs becme more common.

.

Recommendatjon:. Public safety users initiate a policy to support the
SMRS; concept wherever determined.appropriate. (See Section 3.6)

.e
4.5.4 The peesent standards fitr-c6nventival and trunked system hannel load-

ing fail to reflect the needs of sActrum management or t,:ge user. Cur-
rent standards are based upOn unsupported estimates and founded.on ad-
ministrative convenience. They do not'relateto the user's operational
doctrines, philosophies.or to the communitylt-needs.. They can permit
inadvertent wastage of the spectrum on one hand and i hibit agency oper-
ation on the other.

-.
1

-
II

Recommendation: The-FCC develop channel loading Sta dards that reflect'
those considerations.needed to measure the level of ervie required-by
the,using agencies.

4.5.5 The .requirement to implement trunked systemsThow contained in the Rules
does not reflect the needed operational capabilities, tht responsibil-
ities of-tax-supported agencies for cost effective desigh, or provide
for the flexibility needed to configure system design to user needs.'



Ilr

::Recommendatiorl.:a The7'requreritent for trunked\systeM iMpleMentaticoirt'
the public ssfetg sector be!reMoved from-the Rules and provtsion .made.
for truriked systems implementation based upon a' case -by- case aryai1ysis,

.

of the needs of the using agentY.

.

.The-tules pertainfng tojicensing of 900 MHz systemS:ha-ve been eyeloped-'
an_a_generalized_nittonwlde,basts_and-tnerefore-maY-hat-be-op imum,ln-a----

*,. -specific application. .:.TherOblems ,associated withfitensingofsuth-
1,systerhs varysignifiCantlytwdifferent portions:.of4the:Country: Availf able'channels are rapidly beirfg consumed in the'dent:ely,pOpulated,urban

A:11, areas-. -These:are;thesame areas of high crime rate where sophisticated
communications systems of_the.future will.be'required., 00 the other
hand, there are many communities whose.geographic 'and demographic sitU7
at.ion makes toconcetvable'the-foreseeabte.saturation of thek1900 MHz-
spectrum.. Yet both types- of communities are bound by the same' rules
requiring!trunking-systems implementation, and one-by-one channel
assignments, to attain an arbitrary standard of channel - loading. (See
.Section

..

Recommendation:' The Commission'S RUles-requiring trunked.systeMs at
900 MHz should be revised to recognize the-different spectrum alloca-
tion problems, and needs in different portions of the country having
different geographic and demographic. situations.

4.5.7 The-Commission's. Rules currently make little provision for the implemen-
tation 6f planned systems. Consequently'they inhibit long-range com-
munications systems planning.:. Large scale,- sophisticated systems that
are configured to optimize utilization of spectrum while concurrently'
satisfying the users' operational needs are time-consuming to prepare,
approve, fund and implement. They must be developed based upon the
availability of specific frequencies, and such frequencies must be re-

f. served so that they,are available-when the plan is implemented.

RecomMendation: .The FCC assign-resources necessary to review, approve
and monitor. the implementation oflong-range plans. Procedures be es-
.tabliShed taprotect the integrity. of such plans by'recognizing their
'freqUenCy.requirements auring'the period of their implementation.

4.6 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

4.6.1 Technological SuitabiTitY of 900 MHz s.

Public safety communications system designers consider use of the .

900 MHz spectruM in developing new,systems, Making addtians to-present
systems, and the development cf, fUt6re plans.

--

Those urban areas confronted with byilding penetration or shadow effect
problems consider planning to implement 900 MHz' systems at such time as
replacement 'af existing systems becomes feasible.d. Such plans should be
filed with the FCC at the earliest appropriate ment.

op A study be conducted to,assemble the knowledge gained from experience
with these.newly.implemented systems to make-this knowledge available
to all public safety agencies.

41

Site managemerit programs be Clevelaped to prevent noise pollution that
might affect--use of 900 MHz-systems,A4 the "future.
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.._
o The vendor community proceed with the early development of 900 MHz port- .

abie equipment ., . --N

.. :

agencies
, . .

.

Those .foreseeing the possible use of 900 MHz should .plan ear
to.reserve necessary facilities atop existi.ng.or planned.sites and o

implement.:hppropriate sitemanageMent measures.
1_.

,

-Agencies--emploYing -9002'--MHz-sys:tems-utilize-personnel- famil-Fier-Wflth-UHF
maintenance te jquesi 6' :,

cl
--.DeveloP.a.,deMonstOtion-laW enfRrhement.trunked system-An_which:differ-7-,,/

ent levels of system performance that are the :result of...Variations:JAI
the nUmber of trunked channels available under variOUS'Operati:onil. can-

.

; dttions, can be measured. :

,

IMlement a. demonstration program under which actual cost figures..n.
be determined. Those cost elements now associated with development.
_risks that are incorporated'in current: trunking:systems estimates e
then:be eliminated..

41-

In those systems,in which a single agency lacks a sufficient number o
units to justify the application of trunked-tethniques, give Consider-
ation to combining compatible. users, other factors permitting. Such
communities. fOreseeing future needs for increased communications,capa-
bility should begin planning for'COoperative trunked - .system -development.

Those large, heavily loaded metropolitan systems approaching saturation
Should trunked systems (not considering. possible operational
advantages) except when sufficient frequend-ies can be incorporated in
Ole-.system to Tleduce channel loading below saturation,,levels-

Aajor,metrdpolitan areas initiate comprehensive long -range planning .for ti

the.ultimate:development of-combined-Comthu6ications.systems.
.

The'federal:government participate in'a deVelopment an4 demonstration.
program cf7trunked systems technologies as des.cribed in Chapter V of
this Report.

The decision' to implement-.-trunked technologies in a public safety sys-
tem design.be based updnthe needs of the system and,the community in-
.volved, not upon ad arbitrary standard establiihed for general appliCa-,

A program be initiated by the federal government to develoR trunked
pdrtable 900 MHz equipment. Specific performance criteria.for these

. units would be determined by the demonstration program-specified in
Sec-Won 4.3.6 above.

A program should be =initiated to demanstrate.simulcasting at '900 MHz.,sin
connection with trunked systems.

e. A study 'phase be incorporated in the demonstration program to identifY
the specificffunctjonal capabilities made- pos§tible'using trunked tech-'
niquesin a model operationallaw enforcement communications system.

.

'.The trunked'System'demonstration program include a :clearly .identifred
te.cst...prograM and the associated resources needed to accumulate that
factual data necessary to provide the basis for future system design
and spectrum management decisions.

The FCC adopt,a standard command channel format for trunked=s,Ystems to
assure system compatibility.



'The FCC' Rules reflect the needs for local coordination for each 900 MHz -.

.c.:.A .
license-application. . , -. -1- ''..&,', .i

'-' The rolejyf celluIa*'i:yEstems in support of publi, safety requirements
cOnsidered-Dnly when such systems have ,6een implemented and have demon
strated the degree,of technical sophistication, reliability, and capa-

.. bility suitable to the needs' of the public, safety community7
.4

Public safety users initiate. a :pddicy support-Oe SMRS concept ,likere-
ever determined appropriate, _

! The FCC develOp channel -lodding standards that reflect those vtonsider-
ations needed to measure the level of service req ired by .the using
agencies.

.

'The requirement for trunked system implernentationiin.the-'pubT f ety"
s ctor b`e removed from the Rules and "provisions Scle .kor trun sys-
ms _implemeptationbased upon a "cdse-by-case anal vOs of the needs of.

tteAsing.a6ency:

i The Commission's Rules requiring trunked,systems at 900 MHz should be
revised to recognize the diTferent spectrum allocation problems and
needs .in'different portions of the countfy having different geographic
and demographic situations.

The FCC assign resources necessary to review approve and monitor the
implementation of long-range plans. Procedu e.establ,ished to pro-
tect the. integrity of -such plans .by recognizing t ir frequency require--:
ments during the period -of their implementation.



CHAPTER:

THE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM\

5.1 .1. INTRODUCTION

_ General . .

The preceding Chapters of this study detleltp.the -c
.900 MHz spectrum.wjll providee ne,cetsary and valuable; resource for
406blic safety.00mmunicatlons; '':Propagationsphehomena associated. with
.,phis portion of- the spectrum offer potentially attractive characteris -.
tics for -'its use in toth urban and suburban. communities. Benefits:to be
derived from the application of .trunked system-tichnolog.i-es:Offer.en.
opportuOtyto enhance-the operational capabilities'Of public safety
sjstems and the possibility of imprOved speciruM utilization. .However;..

a trunked system has yet'to be configured and tested in-en operational
. law enforcement environment. '

Though technology is eva:ilable, the. design-and'implementation of an
.

initial system involves 'innovation..: As with any untried-technology,.
engineerinl probleMt. must be resolved and implementation difficulties
overcome during installation of the firstoperational system. The opti-`4.....-s

mum configuration that fully exploits trunkedconcepts potential for
improVed 'operational capabilities tan 'only be determined by designing a
_system to meet a specific. need and:then building and-evaluating that

--systemls penforMance3

practical. demonstratiorl ofan operating system wilf-Ye of benefit
'-to all. potential'users.throuOvt the United States: DeveTOpment 'of the-
operating p.rocedures,' engineering data,.operatiorva) concepts, and syi-
tem-..performance'standai-ds associated with such sYstems will prOvide sub-
sequent.systems designers. with.the necessary foundation. upon which they,
can base the design of'future systems that.satisfy. their individual.
needs.

, . .

The risks and -costs associated with the .implementation of an initial
trunked gOO'MHz system are beyond the-responsibilities'bran'indiv-idual;
local 'community. Only the.federal.goVernment in a position to pro-
,vide.the initiative, resources,',and level of responsibility needed. to
resolve these issueOn-a manner having application to all potential
users. The federal'government.'s'role in developing, technologies for.use
by communities throughout the cOuntry,.giveSit rasptnsibil'ity.fOres-

the.'obj.Ipctives'of a development program, monitoring.program
evaluating esults, and disseminating Ofetechnological.

..knowledge obtained. -

...,

The nature4f trunked systems is such that large.aMounts.of:redundant
mofitlequiPment ar .required in a system largVlenough to illustrate
the:principles_invol d and_todemonstrate tfie objectives sought. _Once

such a system has reac operational status and its test and eval-'
uation have been completed the economic. investment involved demands .

that it serve.on-loingneeds. It is,therefore appropriate that-the com-
mUmity selected for:the-demonstration.system bear, the costs of the hard-
ware that will ultimately .be used in an Operational system On the
other hand, the' federal government should :provide those funds associated
Withthose Orogram,requirements peculiar to, the development and demon-
stration'of thenew'technolbjy, itsfbevaliJatiO and test..

The following program, therefore, is based upon,the assumptions that a
designated,.Cooperative community will'bear equipment .and faElIfty-
related costs associated with the satisfaction-of its needs, and the

'-federal government will prOyide those'fundS associated with- the develop
-ment. of:.theinnovative technology, its test and evaluation, and for the
technology trantfer.programineeded to benefit the rest of-the country.:

.9., 0,

tr
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5,1.2 06jectiv'es Demonstration Program ')

Vis study has analyzedfhe ability of_trunked MHz systems:to meet.
.

jaw enforcement needs and concluded tha"t' such sysi ems.ere'feasible and
.

will contribute s'ignificantly to the, level of capability.of laweriforce-
agendieS throughout the c-quAtry)LA review'of.technology has'shbwn

that the capabijity:.now exists i entSuch"systems. Before indi-vb,
,/"` vidLial communities' can:addre95%thet ni ent planning, mahagement:_______

funding. and.engineering problems Osbcia ed with_such innovative sys'-
terns, practical_deMoAstrafipThOf the, implementation-and operation of
such systems, must tiralccompl.ish.66;'

The.analysiscpnductedZim 0hepters'II and'1147.6f this:study.indicates.
that-there are'three,Objectives to be-satiSfied by such a aemo-nstration.
program... These are:- ," .- ''' : -- ..:L : -H -, -,'-'.,..

. -a) Identify'the.'degree4of-inceeasedspectrum utilization'that.can be
exeected to result froM the imelementation.oftrunked technologies.

.itlhi.:Wanalytical.studies. may yield'evidente;ofopectrum savings
tillat,Might result. from-impleMentetion 6f_trUnked systems, the, .

.!., 1-437 -al extent of such savings can.only.te determined With'a, reason-
'Tab "degree. of, certainty by meesneMNIts'made in an operational

.

"evi oment..- Such factual data must:be accumulated-before accurate
.

cost benefit judgments can_be'made for follow -on systems.
.

-.. .

The demonstratiOn system employing trunked technologies should
identify acceptable channel loading standards for a trunked system
in an'operational environment and compare such loading with those
standards appropriate tocanventional.SysteMs,

. .

b) Demonstrate specific operational capabilities. made pOSsitile'by.
trunk.ed technologies,.and.the effects that such operational irrl

provements can have upon using agencies' capabilities. Trunked,
technologies offer an opportunity for a new approach to law en-
focement-communication system design, and:the-potential for sig
nificant,improVements in .their performance. A suitable demonstra-
t.ion program should develop these concepts, demonstrate their use-
.fulness,,and provide a functional model for other agencies to
foIlOw'jn systems.Of'their own.' ".

c.) Resolve engineering and.procedural'problems. The demonstration
program should resolve possible engineering problems that, can arise
in. the imOlMentetion of new technologies. _Procedural and organ:
izationel.policfes.:.thet may be necessary to,fully exPleit.the
potential of new technology.-.shauldberidenttfid,...Upon Completion
of such a: program , - other agencies can -then'adaPi'-theseconcepts-and-.

'":-technologies"td.their:pwn

:Program -Outline

The development=5>'a new te,chnological capapility and its subsequent
application to practical pro,blems-=64ist follAw an orderly "prdcess.
While various system development and technology ieansfer program out -
ltnes. have been deyeloped,,most.include sbeps. In view of con-
siderktioks Of,economy, the tatus of technoloige, and the management
structu likely to be invo ed in. the develo went of 900 MHz trunked
-systeMs, a program consistfng f't five phrases'' is recommended. These
five phases"are:

a .0

r



-Phase Feasibility D'et'ermination

A:prograth to introduce untried technology or orocedural concepts
should first'cletermine the technological 'arid operational feasi--
bility of the ideas involved. :SU6he:deterMinatioh requires!
analysis of.the:proposed.technOogy sd determination of its
potential:applicability:to,the problems needing solution, AssuM-
ins. that_the analysis indicates.the'feasibility'of the technology,..
it. is then necessary to identify ',those qUesttons.and/or.problemS'
thet-can-tiest be resolVed.throUgh practical demonstration. Once
the-feasibility 4as been established-, the outline of a plan for-
implementation and test of a: demonstration system should ,be:pre:-

e
pre-

pare .

Funct nal Requirements Development

A.c lemo itration'Orograt requ ites the definftion-of speC.ific,
functi nal'objecttves to be'i,itisfi,:ed ty;.thedem'ciiistratibh'syste
A site for-the demonstration model must be.selected and the speci-
fi functioneLreOirements-of the systerttO.be implemented in
that env..onment jclerittfi-edl A detailed schedule for implemenia-
tion,'Including.tosts jpicl_management-conceots, should be prepared.

Phase 3

1

'Implementation Program_ '
.

d.-

, .-.:... .. . -,

aseC upon the :functional r
i

equirements and program schedule ':'
developed in Phase 2, an:orgaqization-respOnsI-ble for impleme-nta
tion management should be-designated, specificationsprepared, and'_
procurement activities resulting in-equipment 'clesign,:test and ..

'production accomplished.. Afte successful testing of the devel-
opmental system hardware-Components,*full scale production and.
installation can prOceed.14nce,inttallatipn is completed,the , -

individual coMponentsof,the sy,stem.can be teSted- to assure com-
pliance with specifications. Thi(ste0 is.necessery prior.to
overall system evaluation to assure that soolpeqUent sys-tem per-
formance measurements are .uncorrupted by,c1SIE clouded by faulty
component performance. ,...

. .).

k

Phase 4.1 Test ,and Evaluation

The test and evalruation program has two objectives. -.T.lie.'fist is

.to cEetermfne if fife individual.pieces of 'uioment perfakm. as
spec-ified7and tlin to determineif they .combine prope,ly into a
system. -that ful ills.the functionalrecidirements_establishedat

/. the-OUtSet.- T e,Second objective is to. cletermine the' extent by.

i,..h these .fri.etional requirements contribute'ite thre'original
goals of the program, for_exemple',';improved 'agency effectiveness,

:-.tncreased resoUrce utilization efficiency, improved spectrum.
fitilization,.. etc.. The test and evaluation program determines how
well ..the system, taken -as a. whole, satisfies the operational
needs, It provides e,basis forcot4obenefit decisiOnS by future
'users -of the technology. LI t also pr6vides'AnfOrmationneeded, to %.

r. S'peci'fy system parameters' so that they .can be applied by other

-4 usersin-deVeloping systems of their own.'-

Phase,5. Technology:Transfer -11.....,., . '...

,Data acquired during implementation, _test and'eval-uation must be
made availab)e to potential users .of zhe;technology. It Should,
therefore 116 developed in a manner that, will provide.mAiMum
assistance`ro%other agencies who Might benefit by application of.
the demonstrated technologies.



The- Cost and duration of each of:these Phases,are functiOo.s'-of the
system to be developed and the prqblems,to besolved. T5e followIng
odeMons;ratton.program for a' trunked 400 MHz lam enforcement telecOMmuni-,
,-...

cation(System-describes each of these five Phases -in terms of the objec-
tives. presented in Section 5.1.2. Since it constitLtes the.next.step ,.)

rl'h

of a recoM ended program,`Phase 2, the Requirements' Development, itois
presented w th a degree of detail, -PhiSes 3, 4 and,5 are each presented
in diminis ingdetail as they_are_progressiveli f-prther'in the-zfuture.__:___

.
.

5:2. PLAN FOR THE DEMONSTRATION_ PROGRAM

:fGeneral

. . a

The' following SeCtion,discbsses each of the above five. Phases as applied
to 'a 900 MHz- trunked system program. The objectives of each Phase are
described;,andthe steps that must be accomplished.toattain these ob-,

ctiveSepresinted. Budgetary and schedule considerations are-contained.
n_Sections 5.3 and 1.4. . .

.7.

.
.

I.

512.2 The Feasibility.Study-
_ -

; .

The objective of Phase .1 o the 900 MH2 program is' to evaluate the
T

feasibility of theilropose technical concepts -as they rilay apply to the
problems. presented. The aIialytis, Conclusions and recommendations Rre:
sented in the preceding Chapters of thisStbdi.constitute.such a study'.
and represent Phase 1 of a prawm 'to dTvelop and, introduCe to the law-
:enforcement and public .afety-Communicael.an communities the inofiattve
concepts andAechnica,l advances inherent iihe development of 900 MHz
trunked communication syAtems it,haS'described these new technologies-
and their Potential:to coiitribUteLA thexperatiOnal Capabilities of the
-pation's law enforcement 'agencies, -It concludes that such technologies
are T;easible and:within the preSent state of the art. It points' out the
objectives of a_ practical AeMonstration. It, provides the basis upon
'Iihich to make- decisions to pr'oceed-ith the next step, t'e.,-the-need
for-identification of. the Specific:functional requ*remers of ademon-

, stration system.

5.2.3 Requirements Development

The objective of Phase 2-of the_demons.tration'program to provide a.
'detailed description of the functional requirements that must be met
by the model system. This statement of specific functional requtrements
should-be -in sufficient detail to permit accurate budgefary,forecasting
and-the development.of contract spocifitaitions. To do this, the commun-
ity in whicythe model .system is to -be implemented must be se)reZted. 7
The specific. operational functions that must be performed ty.-the law en--

(_ fcircement communications system of that model 'community 'have to be de-'
fined. "Phase02 also includes are information acquisition phase during
.which_informatiodpertaining.to.the 'operational imRact of 900 MHz.propa-
gation phenomenajs accumulated. This information will be of signifi-
cant mportiace to pose ffakin-g system'configUration'decisions for
follow-on pr&grams.. _

.
;

5.2.3.1 Site Selection
4, ,-;

The-selection of-an apprtopriate community-10 be esignated.for the can-
.
duct cif this demaristration program is one of the firSt-steps that must
be taken-dh this .Phase. "The riteria for this selection-are as follows:

r-.: . - z
-

ft



L.. e) Officials tn the community_ should be ring to work with the LEAA
and/or its designated represenptives-in the conduct of the test

.

and analysis portions of this 'project.-

the selected model community must4e a voluntary participant In the
test program;

a new law enforcement communication. network should be neededby
that community'. An apprOriate standard Might be that the commun-
ity's present system be in excess of seven years.old or that signif-
icant-, new requirements' have developed that require-the implements-
ti on of a new system.

c) Theelectromagnetic environmentrshould be such t1at the 900 MHz
portion of the.spectrum will prove-suitable cove rage. The need for
repeater transmitters tofill shadoW areas'makes the introduttion of

ftrunked cono'epts technically difficult at-thistime and Could cause:.
costs not directly related to the objectives of the demonstration
program: Therefore, the area of required-coverage should lie within

;aA-adjus of 20-25 miles and terrain be such to ,permit coverage from,
asingle transmitter location. (This does not preclude a. second
site for

-
backup, rejiability-pyrpoSes, or_the-use of satellite

recelyers.) . .

-

The community-must be willin-gto,commit funds needed for -the capital
outlay required to support its-share of the project costs. These
funds may-include Total monies,i, other Federal (L.EAA Block Grant.,
program). fUnds, Or combinationsthereof. The community must' also
be willing td-provide prdject manageMent persOnnel, site facilities
and locations., and other resources necessary for such. a progr.in.

.

f) The community should be representative of a typical urban metropolis
that might utilize the900 MHz spectrum. While it,must be large

:.enough to demonstrate the-usefulnessof multithannel trurike.d-sys-
tems, it should -not, be so large as td. require an excessivelevel of
redundant hardwretd'prodyce the needed test results.. ,A law en-

; forcement-agenty (or'coinbination of agencies) employing More than
300 mdbili units would/be appropriate.

-.
.

-.o..9, 1 Since truriked portable uiits -are not nicely tc be commercially
'aitaiTable:in time for the demoostratinn program, the%community's
lawenforcement communicationeratiunal concept should be such

: that portable.units will not be required-fonSeveral,years or that
the _reqmireMentcn be satisfied by-a hybrid-(trunked mobileand

,,Conventi,onal portable)systerd. /

-, A. a i

0: , r' A,:.1177.
,The final dtccision,reglarding the, to be, ected should be.made by
the. LEM:- ,

. -t- .

. . -----:-- ', -
.

The selection-of 'a.n.optimpm site 'for the .demonstration of4-technol-ogi-
-s'callY and.operation'ally-pdmpiAex_s/stem is. important. MUch of the

.. . 41AP- succett or failure. of tWprogram and the illtimate coS.ts.asSdciated%
therewith will% to:a'gi-eat extent, depend upon the. appropriateness -of .-

..: -the- demonStration-siteselected. To.assure'that`ail suitable can,4i.....e
.:datesere..considered, a nationwide -survey:::to identify 'allit'cities meet7
ping the!specified criteria-should.be conducted-._'The Sur.17eY.couldrbe
SccomPlished by prOVtding specifid-crAteria.in aCcordance.with-the con-

. .
'ten4.of.R-Ar.-5.2.3,1 to the Chapters of APCO. These -chapters are in
;an excellent pcisit166 to identify those c:*ties wrthintheir regions'

. ..
0;meeting the above minimum criteria.- ',. ,

..,'
From this list2-of voluntary partiCipants, discUssions-cbuldjlile:
with community representatives to further refine mutual understandings.

... ofthe opportunities and resspdnsibilitieSfinvolved.. From"-these.dis.7,-

Ik

._



,
cassians a 1 ist' of those cities' (approxim'ateIy" fi v-e) will ing and able to
participate would be pr2esented to the LEAA for. its final determination.

,

5.2.3.2
-

Once a sjte has been-selected, resentative's'of the agenCtes partici-
pating.i.n the program. - should deG op aMemorandum of.Agreement defining
the roles, and%responsibilities-o each of the participating agencies:
This Agreement should identity ,overallverall project management responsibility
(which should be veSted in the law enforcement agency actually.pracdring
and:usingsthe system) and the areas of- 'participation by other partici-
pants in-the Project, It would. also outlfrie the.developerit program,
identify schedules and specify..tunding responsibilities.-

Management Relationships

5.2.3.3 Propagation Data. Analysis

The feasibility study conducted -under Phase 1 of this Program (APCO's
Project 16) raises questions regarding potential operational pr'Oblems
that can occur under certain conditions of Propagation. The extent and

-nature of thete probleins Should be determined, based tupan the practical
:experience of. the agencies" now-employing-TWtystems.- Concurrent with
the site'selection'activity, a sui.vey of rt0e principal 900'MHz'law
enforcement syttems-that have become operational, as o4 the outset of
Phase 2 of theiprograM should be conducted. Data describing- the oper-
ational experlence with these frequencies should be accumulated. Any
information available regarding the techniques used to. overcome s-uch
problems should alSo'be.acquired. - -,

This data-Should be available by the time:the final system canfigur.ation
decisions.are made,- In this way"the data will. be available for analysis
and application to the individual requirements of the moliel catimunity-.at
the time the functional requirements are prepare d..

'77

, 1
5.2.3.4 The Development of Functional kequirements-

:). .

Once the community in which the model system is to be installedha%
been selected,. those fuhctional requirements.rofthe lab.; enforcement' \
communications system that must be satisfied to meet the Reeds of that
city cn be determined. Such.functional needs must be developed in:
close cooperation with the authorities of the city selected.- They must
recognize the Operational procedures and retppntibilitiesof the..agen-
cies- involved.. They should exploit the 'many potential capabilities
inherent in the digitally. addressed, trunked.syiteM concept that will T.

best serve the needs Of the) community, dretechnologically.and economic-
ally practidal, andcserve.the objectives of the demon-vti.ation program,.
They must'alsote.developed in a manner to ins4re'the orderly transi-.
tion,from.fhe existing system, with its.estab.lished.procedures, to the
new system..

. , .

These functional requIrements-must include theApecitO .&evelop pro-A
,

cedures, train personnel; provide documentationtand'deffne madtenanbe
requirements as part of the implementation of the-new system. ..,The jn-

navative nature of tru'nked systems and their poieWel far new opera: -,
tional capabilities require that the development a4r. the functional
requireMents include concepts beyond the usual .scope of law enforcement;.
tyttems development activities. Individuals familiar with the(poten-
tial capabilities of,trunked systems and their'operation should be,-
selected to participate in the dexelopment of.this.fundtional requ:fee--.-
ments document. Those individuals with broad.experi-ence inclaw -enforce-.

.

ment communication systems and also - having. the technical background. ,

needed to appreciate the potential benefits tq be derived from such sys --
terns should be .chosen.

5.6

9
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5-2.3.5 SuMmary

Phase 2 Of the program will: yield the following specific results:

a) -selection of a community for the demonstration.-prOgram,and the
development of necessary managementvagreements;- .

b) the accumulation, consolidation and analysis of available inform-
.tion regarding the operational impact of 900 MHz cii-Opagation based`_.
-upon'practical experience with installed systems);

, .

a functiona'r.requirement statement specifying-those-system.per-
formance .requirements that must be met by-the 940 MHz trunked sys-
tem to be demonstrated. This document will,proVide the basis for
the development,pf the.statement of work and specifications for.
hardware development and'installatiOn.

75.3:1

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE,
-

General.

. The .implementation program will involve the development:of equipment
that requires new configurations of existing technologies. A complex
portionof thiS program will be the deyelOpmentof the softWire (control
language) needed to accommodate the functional requirements of the sys-
tem. The'statement of work and eq3ipment specificationscanlbepre-
'pared based upon the 'functional requirements-Ocumentprepareb in
Phase 2 of the prbgram. Upon commitment:.6f- funds by responsible agen-.

. cies,thisstatement of work can be issued-to the vendor community as
part of a request for proposals. A competitive source selettioh process
would then be conducted to select a development and implementation con=
-tractor.

11
A'workin§ model of the' system must be. demonstrated Wore production is
authorized to test equipment design and to de-bug .the. so6ware. This
canbe done by specifying a multi- phased hardware dev'eloPtent and pro-
cdremeni.program,,in which the vendorl is required to demonstrate a work-
ing model of the system, including the control clannel, command lan-.
gunge, base station R.F equipment, and two, or moft-Mobile units (.as- .a

minimurrv) before rpgeiving approval to proceed with production of the
total system. ,

Once the,system is installed, the individual 'xomponents of; the system
'should. be tested, then the entire system tested. as. a whole.-/ Review and
analysis. of the test results-by:the using-agency. will' provide the basis.
far' system acceptance.

..)

. .

5 3.2 SOeci?icetion Development
..--s.

Givente'app,rovel of the functional requirements Ocbment developed.im
Phase 2 of the,project, hardware. performance specifications,should be-

- 'se prepama to provide vendors with the specific technical.in en/vironme#t-
.

<al requirements upon 'Which to base(their proposals. These spgcifica- r

:Ntidns 'shou)d be preparedly a team of individuals familiar with the-
6v-erall program and its goals and objectives, representatives,-of the...,
model community knowleageable.in'the needs of their agency, and consult7

.ing technical specialists.quaTsifigd in RF equipment and trunked system
,

design. .. .
.,.. ,

,..
.-' .,,z,.

The specifica-tioPs should -also define fhos-eThardware capabilitiesvr And
,s

.,. .. ,

i- f ',.:( 7 -., ., ,7'..

5.7
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, . ,
F ' -

--, ,.
,

.

the. test poin or interfaces needecLto permit Measurement of those _. ,,'

individual hardware and sj!Stem.performance factars'identified in ttle5 .
, test program (see Section 5.5telow). It woulddontainthe.l.ollowinl..
'sections: General Conditions, Special ConditionS, Scope of the' : .b-,

Specifications, Equipmenl. Specifications,'Performance.Verification,.N : ,
-

-Training; Maintenance,.and,SChedule. /' .. .- -. .
:.

.

5.3.3 The Statement of Work (SOW)
.

, -

Tpe.SOW.should be, prepared' by the_safte_Apam',that,prepares the specifica-..
tions and incOriporated as.a.part-theriof.: It', should olutline a phased

.,:

.,JsrOgram, i..e:'_, demonstration of:a worlciWinOdel2(probabqy at the
.

vendor's facility),installation of, the systerri-, test and cheekout of-the '..

4
system, and system cutoyer from the existing systemtothe new trunked ..4-:,.,-.,..7,

systemi' The SOW shoul-dalso.identify,the requirement to. demonstrate a- ---' ..-:

:working sampre of ttie syitem before,full scale production is authorized,
Tte procuring awthcirity should have theoption to,terminae the-contract

e

. in theev,ent of'.uhsatisfaCtory pei-fOrmande'ofhe Mode17; atIninimum
., ..

cost.. AtFithportant_eleMent pf the-SOW;will be'the def,inition,,of wha.0
.constitutes An -"acceptable system" and.bow -it will be demonstrated%

,

-. The'SN,shogld specify_maintenance support of.thesysteth':for a minimum
,perdiod:.'(.probablypne year) after system acceptance, and include "over. .

,--,_ the shoulder " training -of maintenance personnel if in.accord.witt-f-the
-,-,4.--, "maintenance concepts the using agency. Ft should include'the"re-

- -,, , ,

`,:quiremelt for the development afany specialized:system management
:an/or. operationAl, prOcedures that .might benecessitated. by the new

,,-technoiogy. It should-also Anciude training' personnel in any, new oper-
ational teChniques.

. . ,.. .

. . , .-

--The work statenient shoOld incorporate.those phaset of the test and_-eval-
.

i .nation Pr.ogram-(seeSection-g5-6eloW) that,can best-be accomplished by
the deyelopment contractor. This would include testing of individual

:-:hardwai-e._ items, identifiable_systems,:,and,o4erall system-operation.,

..,:A .. . c
____-.--

v

, ikcutover,prilram-shbuld be defined, specifying the maintenance of the-.
required_le442.Af operational capability .13.36. ehe using agency during the
tramst:tionbcied. Vendors should be.eetluirecicto-s.ubmit detailed.plafis'

, .

for cutover a.s;74:eart of thein proposals. ...

- ,,
- , , . to.

. _

5.3.4 Procurement, Installation, Test.am& Acceptance -,

, .

: -.. .

.

.
.

Proc-uremen responsibility for.'the system should re, t With the community
in'.whichthe demonstration, System is to be installed. A procurement

. ,

.
steam should ,be-establishedunderlthe'direction of.a Project,':Director

./ J4ho, has been designated by the aghtic4 that will eventually, be the user' ,,/
.. of the system. This procurement .team -should include tectnicaLand oper-.. f',

ational repfesentaives :cif the using_agency iqi-addition. to personnel ,

expe.rienced.in-the demOnstration'proram itself, as repieSentati'ves ot...

the sponsoring.federal government-agency, ,./,:

.

.

. .,

TeiSpiocu-rement
,

teamshould act atfhe source sele ,.ctiorLboard Super=
,

'vise contract activitiemonator contractor(progresS, re,ifvW 'Contract-
' or tests, and make recommendations regarding, - hardware and system accept-
.ance. kihjs team shourld be the Only`voup havingleuthOtyto recommend._
contract changes.- . , 'H:,411111". . ,

.J .,
j.

.
.

A 1 .

They,Procurement team;* under the.direCtion of/the.Oroject.Director, -

shodld monitor instaljation-2' acceptance'testi.rigi, and'cutover activities.
It should, also have access tokthe.resburceSand administrative channels.

-.. neeea4o coordinate. installation and cutoV-ec-adtivities-:
,....I..,

.-,..,.
. .. .

5.8
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ThoSe members of this team represenptigg ttie sponsbring federal govern--
ment agency should be responsible for preparation of and submission of
test reports that will'document for future use by others, the technical
data and program-related experiences obtened during the implementatio4
phase of the project.

5.4 THE TEST AND EVALUATION PROGRAM
1

I

5.4. 4The Overall Testing Concept .
i .,

, .

. .r.

The complete test program for. a 300 MHz' 'trunked system incorporates .

Nue levels of test and evaluati'o'n, everal of which are interleaved
with other phases. The first levelof-tests determines the adequacy of,

.

the basic system design and hardwareconfigurati,on prior to serial' pro-
duction. These'tests will demonstrate the validity of the engineering
Concepts employed ,by the vendor and identify pouible interface prob-
lems. . Upon successful demonstration of this mode-up system,-, production
and installation

,
can progeed.

.

.

.,
The second level of teOting, conducted by the, contractor after 'install-
atiqp-,is complete, is a component-by-component'test to demonstrate that
the individualements of the system function in accordance with their-.
design specifiations. In the event.that inadequacies are found, the
Contractor should beheld responsible for, their correction.

e. .
.

The thirdOevel of testing is the overall system test. This test, also
"-conducted in conjunction with the implementation contractor -; demon-.
sttates that the system "plays together" as designed. These tests show

, that interfaces' have been properly- configured and, the sySted perfords .

as-required:- --

. .
-

C
.4:

'The fourth level of the. test prog-rm prb:vides an evaluation of the
...f6nctipOng, of .the system, showing -its ability to meet those operation-

at gOal ettablished in the-functional requirements- statement. This
. ,p-tise o 'the',fest and. evaluation program will be-conducted under Phase 4
of.the,prOgad. It.,Nincludes analysis "of dasta acquired during. preceding
Phases' to document the solutions to the prableffis and the ;answers to ll

..4A

---,questions posed at fhe.outSet-of the program.. Performancetf the- sys
rtem in fhe operational environment'must be monitored to-evaluate the
exteAt'by whi'-h the. system meets its objectives: The test, and evalua.5.0.:
tion Phase should-yield a document, orerieS of documents, sultable--
for pLibl4cation a.nd future use by all who might benefit, from applyidg

- 'trunked system technolOgies to the;prbblems-of their own agencies.
Such'd6cumentation should,inclUde-a descriptidn of the system's'perfor7.
-mance,,iistechnical 'Oeration, suggested operational procedbres, and,
any other'topics that maght be' of asvitanoe to those agencies who
coul&'benefit from implementation of the .concepts developed..

-' , ..\ ' . .
This evaluation phase is to be-conducted after the system has been cut
Over and is, functioning in an. operational environment: The data,cOl-
lected, as outlined in the test program, will-- provide a factual basis . -

b-P-which.the-performance-of- trunked systems can be compared with con-: _ '9

ventional systems. This information wolld.descxibe average delay times
Os a function-of number of units per channel and similar factdrs that
affect level of service. The number of RF channels available ,fot). use
-would be varied during vai-iouScontlitiOns of operatfonal ,loading.and ,.

the-effects on message del ay measured. The.figures,recor4ed,would-show
average ,amount of air time 'vs. channel occupancy, and system and,com-
popent.rgliabilitSt.,-The information acquired during this evSldatioo

- wfll.provide insight into the potentia3.for enhanced bpeeationkl cap -
ability of trunked systems, and constitutes an important-source Of v7.

. relevant data upon which to base future spect-rum management deciSiOns..

N

'----. I.

23, '
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5.5

,A_test.and_evaluatiOn program as outlined must be conducted__ by a tech-
nical)y competent' ogroup,, familiar with the trunked sySteMseogram and
also familiar with the operational needs of law enforcement agencies.
This-group would work under the sponsorship of the government agency
that provides overall direction of the program. The results of its
work constitute the sourcedata forthe fojlowing technology transfer
program.

I

TECHNOLOGY.TRASFER

'Once,a demonstration-system has been-implemented and its test and evalu-
ation completed, the remaining task of the program is to make the knowl-
edge and experience gained available to the entire community.

There are three elements to such a task. The first is to accumulate
the engineering and operational data in a manner.useful to the several
levels of individuals involved in implementing such systems in their own
communities. -These levels include the executivepersonnel who make
-decisions' that determine the avli.lability of implementation funding, the
operational personnel whdse judgments determine function&l'Suitabilty,
and the engineering personnel whose skills make'possible the design and
operation df ,such. systems.

The.second requrirement of a technology transfer program is publicity.-
,,Theinformation collected will be of scant value if potential users are:
unaware dfits existence. A concerted effort should be-launched by in-.
voll7ed government agencies to Make state and local officials aware of
the results obtained, from the program. This can be done. by publication

the ,trade press and participation in appropriate professional ark'

government- related association conferences,- meetings and seminars.
.

The-third element of a -successful -technologytrarisfer'prog"ram is the
availability of those individuals whose participation in the program
gave..them experience and knoWledge that would be of.significant value to
other agencies contemplating the installation,cf,trunked systems -of
their-Own. Such pedple should be considered a valuable pi-ogramrrelated,.
asset; and their identity, location and ava ilabity should .be provided
to potential system users..

)

5.6 SCHEDULE
n . ti-

tliart:5.q showS -the recommended schedule for tWe,demonstration program.
Thi5 ObedUle as'kmeS the sequential-implementation, of each phase of the
project-toinsure continuity. of personnel and agency inOlVement:. l't

- also assumes the availability of funds see ectiop .5.7) in tibeto
t authol-iie,the b.egin'ning of each stepof the program immediately follow-

ifig the c6mpletion of a preceding step. It-further assumes that activ-
ities necessary to secure funds and, authorizations necessary for each

phase of the program' are accomplished in conjunction with the preceding
% phase- .

,
.

.
.

- 1 . , r.!
.

. ,

This.schedule'is intentionally.generalized. It depicts only major
'phases.,anetasks so as to present a view of the overall -scope and dur-

ation of the demonstration project.
,,, ......

-

-,
.

5..7 , BUDGET*), ' ,.- .
r /

,,

M

Th6 program budget biased upon the Same ass4mptiOns listed under
_Section 5:6. The budgetpresented further assumes the.continuatiom of
present-costs aQd a competitive sdurceselection4process: for hardware
dpelopment,spr6duction and installatiOn,-"and the paTtiiicipation ofl

5.10
.



IV

individuals repres.enting the model city no cost to the project.

Costs of the program are divided between the federal government and the
. model city. The division of costs is based, upon the assumption that

. those program costs related to development, evaluation and technology,
transfer are allocated .to the federal government. Those costs involved
inthe production, installation, and acceptance of system hardware are
to be borne.by the using community.

Under this concept,-the.federal government will be responsible for
. Phase 1 and- Phase 2 of the'project. That portiori of Phase 3 that in:-
cludes development and test.of the mockup model is also a federal
responsibiltty. Costs of haedware'production; installation, cutover,A,
and training costs are assigned to the-model city: Costs of Phase 4,
Test and Evaluation\ and Phate 5, Technology Transfer, are shown as
costs to the federal government.

Phase 1, theFeasibility 'Study, has been Accomplished with. the sub -
'-mission of APCO's Project 16 report and, therefore, funds assaciatet
with this task are not shown. Since no date for-the beginning of each
'task can be reasonably assumed at,this time, cost schedules .are related
tb the program time frame in' which the task is to be adcomplisied, not
to*a specific fiscal.. year.

q -The costs of equipment production -and installation are dependent upon-
the size of the model city -selectgd, the number of mobile units toe
used, anetfte.pumber 4?3--RF channels. to be used in the system.- For-1Ahe
purpose of this budget, a-system ,semploying 300 mobile units and six RF
channels will be assumed.

5-11
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Time

Period Task

1st year

2nd year

PHASE I

Feasibility Study

PH $E II

Model City Selection

Operational .Data Acquisition

Functional Requirements

BUDGET,SVEDULE

FUnding Local.

(Discretionary) Funding*

, COMPLETE

$ 150,000

PHASE III

3rd year Procurement 4ctivity and Monitoring
200,0004

Produce flock-up and.Test Ne i.

275,000

4t1; year Production, installation Phase --
.315 mobile units (5% spare) . 6;000

75,00
6 IIF Channels and' Control Unit

Installation, Cut-over, Training and instructiou manuals, 215,000
,' Program Moriitor, Test and Checkout, Documentation 175,30 50,000

..P:HkSE IV ,;

5th year ----r- Test. and Evaluation .
, 150,000

, PHASE V .

6th year Technology Tr'ansfer
25,000

(Printing and Travel)
,

J

25,000

CHART

I



APPENDIX I

COMMENTS OF ASSOCIATED PUBLIC=SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS OFFICERS, INC.7(APC0).

It AATTER OF'

INQUIRY INTO THE PRAqICES AND

PROCEDURES FOR SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT
T.

IN THE LAND MOBILE SERVICES. GOVERNED'

BY PARTS 39, 91 AND 93 OF THE COMMISSION'S RULES

I -DOCKET NO. 21229

`-

'(EXHIBITS OMITTED)
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BEFORE THE

Federal Communic ations Commission
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20554

In the Matter of . )

Inquiry into the Pieactices 'and' . )

Procedures for SpectrUm Mfariagemen.E ) -.
in the Land Mobile Services Governed ) Docket No. 21229
by Parts 89, 91 and 93 of ttle-Com- )

mission's Rules. I

u

Comments of Associated
Public-Safety Corremumidation

Officers, Inc. (APCO)
0.

The Associated Public - Safety Communications Officers,

Inc. (APCO, by its attorneys, subMits the following comments
, .

17 .

in response to the Commission' 'Notice of Inquiry herein.-
. . -

Introduction'to APCO and
Its Spectrum Management Activities

APCO is well known to the Commission as the nation's

olde'st public,safe.Ey radio Organization. Through its thirty

active chapters and 3100 Members, APCO haslieen a major force

public safety coinmunications for the past forty years. APaO

members are drawn.fr7 polite,fire, local government, highway

Maintenance; emergencx, and foreStry conservation agencieb; and
\ ,many members have worked as volunteer frequency coordinators for
is.

1/ Notice of InqU'iry, Docket No. 21229, FCC 77-287, released
May 17, 1977 (hereinafter cited as "Notice").

1 08



_2_

various publIc.safety radio services. s.
,;

participated in lengthy and thorough invettigationscpfgnumerOus.

public safety -radio topics including frequency 'coo0I-na.tion.,-and

implementation of statewide public safety telecommunications

I.,

-The association bas.

1/
planning.

Through its activitiei in support of effective public
.

,

safety radio systems, APCO has taken the lead in recognizing and
- .

'adapting to chinges in the functions.and technical capabilities
.- .

of public safety radio systems. APCO supported the introduction

of, digital technology, for example, as a means of_performing

tasks like vehicle ,monitoring and telemetering ,of emergency medical
--4

tir

data. APCO has encouraged the trend toward integrated public

safety radio systems "Which combine police, fire, ambulance, and

emergency services into planned and coordinated syStems necessary

to meet their public responsibilities for saving lives and property.

-Finally APCO and itschapters have served as one Of the official

frequency coordinators for public safety applicants inithe 470-
2/

512 MHz band as well as in lower bands.

1/ APC04s Frequency Coordination Manual. (Project 5) and the
recent'iriveSti:gation of statewide telecommunications planning
(PrOject 13 andzi:3a) .funded by the Law Enforcement AssiStance
Administration are- particularly applicable to the Commission's
endeavors. An -earlier manual of Public Safety:Standard Opera-
ting Procedures (Project 3) is alsO pertinent to this inquiry
and will be referred to at various points. ,A list and brief
desckiption of APCO's 16 projects and studies in the public
safety communication .field. are included as-Exhibit II.

See, Land Mobile - UHF TV Sharing, 30 F.C.C.2d 221,.232.;
2"f F.C.C.2d 371 (1971).

.e-
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The CommiSSion's'Notieeequests comments on matter...
4 ---

at the-heartof APC01.s ongoing adtiViles. The NotiA announces

.a, new regime iri land mobile spectrum management to be comprised
. , .

of a nationwide, ata base-of land mobile systems, standardized

IrequencY'cQordination procedures followed by_ private (non-FCC)

groups, and.monitoring of land mobile transmissiorr .Eo chart

channel utilization. (paragraphs..1). Much of the analysis in the

Notice Is_ drawn from "the Commission's experience.withthe Chicago

Regional SpectrUm 'Management task force which attempted a cen-!,

tralized and computerized approach to frequency assignments and

spectrum management. The Commission has detelmined to carry

over the concept of a computerized data base and channel monitoring

from the Chicago plan, while turning to private frequency coor-

dinators for thebulk of the work in advising applicants and re-

commending frequencies. (paragraph 21). Comments were requested

on each element of the plan, particularly the organization,of -

the data-base and the format for channel monitoring and use of

channel occupancy data. (paragraphs20, 34). Standards and guide-
,

linei for frequency coordinators are to be promulgated by means

of a-rulemaking proceeding

The Commission's

devoW to.that topic (paragraph 22).
N. j.

plan for spectrum management is ambi-

tious and-far-reaching; calls for serious and thoughtful

efforts oii the part of tithe Safety and Special Radio Services Bureau

and the land mobile-community.. To respond to the proposals and

0".
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4i:

. k

\-
'

40.

topids iet'fOrtt-iin the Notice, APCO has .assembled a special, ------

task:force made Up of_memlaWs-with experience. in spectrum manage-
f, 4 a. . ? '4 4.0

I
i

ment-and frequency coordination matters, !The task fOrce includeS
x .

...

Au.

representatives of all geographic regions so_f thecbuntry and of

state and localapublic safety-organizations. Some members were

active in the Chicago-area revional spectrum management experiment

from which_iituch of the data and proposals in the Notice were. drawn.

The comments presented by APCO reflect the-c011eCtive judgments,

of the task force, the officers and the National Offic, made
--

after extensive -study and debate.-

.

Summary of Comments

The Commission -has requested-comments on three distinct

bit related Phases of an overall spectrum management 4-ogram:

the organization and use of an CC cita base; a system df pri-
.

vate frequency coordination; and 'a program of monitoring actual

spectrum usage. For convenience, APCO will.direct its counts

to'each of these elements in turn.

The FCC Data.. Base can,-be.ana yzed in. terms of its

three prithary elements: ;a.). what lnf rmation belongs in the data

base? b) how to. acquire and accurately maintain the needed data?

and c) how and to whom should the information be made available?

The Commission has made excellent progress in developing a number



0

p

, -5-
, _

s..._3.
.

-.A

i :
ele!iie/As'fOr ,itiifdatabase,-andit .has -recognize that the

-v. . , ...
1

ary responsibility for building and operating'tlhe data base

r -with the.FCC alone. APCO hasmade.Certain.sucjgestions
.'-

,. . regardplg the /.,ist of data items developed' by the 1COMmission
-

..

.

;:vat.

.. .
. t

1 ich are attached as Exhibit 1. St
_f

IJ: A I

-,i
) ' At the same tie we feel that the Comm ion'slist

1
s-

. 1 .of data items fails'to come to grips with :Elle bes.:Jc 'issues of
i

deriving meaningful channel- loading criteria. and incorporating
...the data that determines compliance wit that criteria in the

data base. That is, determination of the constituent elements.

of channel loading criteria is basic to any rational decisiOns

regarding spectrum management, and this determination cannot
.

rest on number of mobiles alone. The monitoring data, acquired

by the Spectrum Management: Task Forde.(SMTF) and set-outin:

AppendiB shows the. lack of correlation between numbers of
.-

vehiles:assigned per .channer.and-charinel occupancy in terms 'of

time. Further, neither of these factors describes channel;

utilization in ,the_cOntext of how that utilization pertains to

the ability of public safety systems-to meet their responsibiliiies

in the public "interest, convenience, or necessity." Until measure -'
i

.

merit of channel utilization in relation to needs is established,
I

d'eciions regarding channel assignments must be arbitrary. and
/

'devotedeteihe-miiimal objective of preventing interference between

channea users rather than structuring a spectrum management progrmm.-

that accounts for the wide range // of public safety responsibilities.
-

/ .
,
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\
.

In the absence of comprehensive criteria-relating'
, -

-channel -usagetto the licensee's needs, then the level of-ser-
...-:

. .

toe; i.e., the kaiting'time or probability of delay that is

acceptable to each channel user, should be the criteria SY which

the wimum. or optimal channel-ioadingcan be measured. Numbers

of vehicles-per channel ^is only onelfactor that determines the

level of ervice that can-. be expected- -Average message length,

message handling,iime,.and frequency of messages per unit bea:r

1st as heavily upon ,channel availability.asdoes the number of

'vehicles assigned' to. the channel. Since these considerations
7

are fund4mental to channel usage and critical to-frequency assign-

ments and channel sharing concepts,

algorithm should be dek'ived-for each
1/

into the data base.

this information or its

dervicerand,,incorporaied

In sum, APCO believes the Conimission shoUld employ

tools that.measure channel loading in termg-of/thelicensee's

service needs and activities, and incorporate ,tile-appropriate

data items in the data.base. Additionally,,prgceddres to validate.
,

data base information periodically need to be adoRAed.

Oncek the structure of a data base has been established,
,

the next prOblem is to develop the machinery and procedures

needed to acquire and maintain such data with the degree of accu-

racy required. It is APCO's position that the acquisition and

1/'See,,APCO's An Introduction to. the- Theory of Waiting Times,
Thomas ChurCh and Janis Church, December 15, 1973.. -This
°study contains information needed for a mathematiccal calcu-
lation of waiting times for a public safety system.

>.

ro



mairitenance'of_sitch a

of the. Commission,

P .
) .

r

,data baseAs clellis'tlie responsibiliii-
::. .

."-- . _____-
:

sinceonly-the_CommiSsion has_ithe authority

in(

through its -lid:ensing procedures to insist that such data be

provided.by'the'users of the spectrutM and to apply sanctions to

those who fail to comply Once the date is colleCted, the

,_ organization and storage of such data is a purely mechanical

1 function that 'can be accomplished by.syste s developed by the

FCC or b' a private data processing organizdtion under contract

to the Commission.

Finally, the data base must be made available to

those most needing it. As long as the Commission muse depend

upcin others to fulfill its responsibility by coordinating fre-

quencysefections, the Commission has the-duty to support those

coordinators With.the tools they need. Since Public safety

coordinators serve,t-he Commission on .a voluntary basis; the
, -

Commission must assume the responsibility of provlding them 'the

means of access to its data at virtually no'cost. A toll free

number by which a coordinator can obtain immediate access to the.

data base may be adequate in many'cas'es.1 In others, a terminalL...
C. .

'accessing the data base at the. coordinator's iocktion' may be
.

appropriate. In all cases, updated printouts!of licensees and

.activities in. the pertinent areas should be'provided to each

coordinator on a periodic basis.
).
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'.*

?
' Turning to frequencycgondination; APCO has long'

m.:1-1n.tarhed that the-'responsibtlity-for' fre5uericy.cassi4nment-and

spectrum management, rests with the ,Commi,ssAon. Under pretent
k. 1

and foreseeable levels of CoMmisibn resources, however, APCO
v.

wholeheartedly concurs with the CommisSion's recognition of the

role that must be played by volunteer service,coordinators.
.

. .

APCO 1 Coninue to participate in such a program and support
S

the C ission to the limit Of APCO's abilities, Should-the

Commission determine that it is in its best interests to develop_
s ,

a single point of contact for public safety*coordin'aiion, APCO

is willing to provide such a service on a_ repreisentative basig.

The role of coordinator Is of such magnitude in 'spec-

trum management that pland and policies associated therewith

must be-based on a realistic evaluation of current resources.

When the nationwide data-base attains the necessary accuracy and

'completeness, coordination policies can be based upon the exist-

ence of such data. However, until such a)da-ta'base becomes

available, the coordination/function and Procedures should rely

on the information that ,now exists and the pre ent workable system.

We also suggest that any program.ot coordination should invor-
, ,k 1

porat/the.deyelopment of guidelineS that define the .r iponsi-

bilities fot 'and standards Of all coordination performed under.

. the'aud'Picesof. the Commission, so that theCommision's "audit"
1/

function can be fairly performed.
-

1/. Guidelines, for coordination proCedures.shoUld be prepared
user group3 in conjunction2with'thb Commission staff.

A C offers its fullest support to the Commission in the
ev pment,of such standards and guidelines.4

115
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tional capability-that public safety agencies can-_provide from

a givep level-of resources and, when conceived with sufficient

consideration of spectrum.conse4vation'needs, work toward

Coimission's stated objectiveiof increased efficiency in spectrum

.4

Finally, "the Cpmmission, is aware of. APCO's belief
- 0

S." .
4M4

,. -,that-tWe-development of, statew2de,,munidipal, and,regional
.

plarip.ing for public safety sysiems,is beneficial to both the
...r-=.

-1/ .
la

taxpayer and the Commissidp: ji-Suth systems enhance' the opera-
.

utilization. The CommisSion!s present procedures fail to accom-

modate the spectrum planning and long term iiiplementation schedule
4p.

'often associated with such systems, and this deficiency should
.

be corniected by the development of-procedures and.criteria for
- r

pproval and implementation of public safety plans.

C In terms of the Commission's spectrum monitoring pro-

gram, APCO supports the Commission's determination to improve its
, -

.
. '.#

spectrum.management,data and has suggested paramete±s for plea

suing public safety radio needs and uses. To the extent'that

the Commission considers its present, .limited capability for

spectrum monitoring within localized areas rolif cost effective
-

assistance to its accomplishment of its spectrum management

responsibility, we support the Commission's deqision. We do not;

1/ *See, Notice of Proposed RuleMaking, Docket No. 21350,
FCC-77-523. ''August 30, 1977, at para. 5.

2/ See-also, APCO's Comments in response to the Notice of Po-
posed Rulemaking, Docket No. 21350, filed October 7, 1977.
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Q.)

;hbowev fegi;%that -any tool of such liha.t."64,appliaability should
be .consideced be a panacea;
be based upon the,,Commission s

-4---cositinously\s,vailable,, on a.nationwide basis. For the interim
period,, it siio?ld be noted that galuableeCha.nnel utilization-

.

data ,can be- obtained 'from the licensees by requiring relatively
.

proper spectrum -management. must.
t.commitment of. adequate resources,

inexpensive and unsophjsticated monitoing
station logs, hannel .recorders, another

:ter

devices, entries in
steps.

O
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local freqdencYCoordinators:and the FCC. Staff could keep_

fairly-simpIerecords _of channel assignments' and occupancy.

Major additional complexities arose, however, when the Concepts

of pools of kindred services and mandatory channel loading
4

irtandards in terms of mobile units were introduced in Docket
1/

No. 18261. For assignments from the General Access Pool and
2/.

the 900 MHz channels, the frequency coordinator is presently

totally dependent upon the FCC for information asto which channels

have-been assigned,to the various services and licensees. "The

FCC responsibility for day.,-to-day coordinAion and frequency
3/

selections has grown proportionately.=

1/ The Commission determined to assign frequencies by service
pools rather than individual services in its decision to
allow sharing af'certain UHF-TV assignments. The frequency.
coordination systems in the lower bands adapted to the ser-
vice pool concept by expanding the services performed by
major coordinating groups. Land Mobile - UHF-TV Sharing,
27 F.C.C.2d 371, 30 F.C.C.2d 232 (1971).

2/ InDocket No, 20909, the FCC determined to place all e-
maining unassigned channels in the UHF-TV,shared band,
470-512 MHz, into one General Access Pool rath9r than leaving
unassigned channels in the service pools. Report and Order,
FCC 77-226, April 18, 1977. The channels allocated at
900 MHz were placed in a single pool at the outset, with the
-FCC staff making all assignments.' Second Report and Order,

.146 .F.C.C.2d 752 (1974) .

3/ In order to Improve 900 MHz frequency assignments, some-fre-
quency coordinators have petitioned the FCC to allow private
coordination in 900. MHz frequency selections by assigning
coordinators certain starting points in the channel pool.
'See, RM 2908, Comm'ents filed July 20, 1977. Fbr the General
Access Pool:4i, frequency coordinators are advised by the FCC
when a-channel h. been assigned to their services,.and
coordination work starts anew from the channels assigned.

1.0
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When the problems of increasihq size and.complexity-
,

of public safety systems are,added to those of.pOoling channels

and mandatory thannel loading standards, the. information. required'

by the frequency coordinator and the FCC ecomes more complicated.

With inter-service, co-channel, and adlacent channel sharingt

information is needed on the types of systems operated by each

licensee, including: the antenna height and power of the systems;

the functions performed by each system; the number of mobileor

portable units involved; the location and antenna characteristics

of remote receivers; the type and frequency of tone control)de-

vices employed; and any other unique aspects of each system.

Those factors that affect channel availability, such as message

length, messages per unit and number of 'units per channel, are

some of the additional topics that must be considered in making

channel usage decisions. A computerized data.base offers the

best mechanism for keeping accurate and accessible records of

existing and proposed systems and their characteristics. The

Commission is to be commended for moving toward the gbal of a

data base in which thi.s vital information is .coded, indexed, and
0

stored for easy retrieval on a timely, inexpensive basis.

A. Item s of Information Needed .in
the data Base.

Turning to the specific items of information to be

includedin the data base, a 'number of items should'be added to

the list for the new application form in Appendix A. These items

120
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range from the telephdne numbe; of the applicant in_the_antenna

pattern for any remote receivers: For the CommiSsion'S cdnr-.

venience, APCO's suggestion's have been added to the format.in*

Appendix A, and a revised list is attached to these Comments

as Exhibit* I. Most of thesuggestions le serf-explanatory,

but a few-items will be emphasized briefly here.

In- the section'Nature of Proposed Modification (Items 5)

the list of technical characteristics should be revised to

state (A -) "change in-power" andi(E) "change in arctenna height,

gain or directivity" instead of "increases" in those factor's.

The assignment of channels may be affected by a reduction or

other change in power, antenna height, gain and directivitS

as well as by an ,increase therein:, and information on any changes

will be needed by the frequency coordinator. Other useful in - -.

formation includes an incremental estimate of mobile units

(Item 6 II) and the number of portable-mobile units as a class

of Mobile units.

In technical data (Item 8), a category should be added

for. Coded Tone Squelch frequencies or

characteristics of these systems have

adjacent and co-chann
I
el compatibility. Other items should be

added to cover the antenna pattern and direction, the antenna'

systems, since the use and

a significant impact on

center radiation point And the antenna pattern of any remote

receivers, since such characteristics affect the potential for

interference to and from-the system.
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The above.suggestions to Appendi?c A of 'the Notice

are essentially minor in nature; APCCr's major recommendation

is /that the Commission develop accurate and meaningful cr'lteria-

for measuring channel loading and that this data be incorporated
ti

in the data. base. In the-public safety area,.thannel loading

cteria in terms of numbers of' mobile.unitS or portables.per

channel are inadequate to describe the actual usefulness of the'
-

, .

-.
.

channel in meeting public safety responsibilities: Factord
. 1/

that affect waiting time before access to the radio system,

such as average message- length, message handling time, and fre

iquency of m'ssages are crucial determinants of whether a public

_safety radio system provides the support, required. by puiAisc

safety personnel. In many cases, for exam'ple,,a,lengthy waiting

period tier a-.7cess to the system can mean the difference between

life and death for police officers, victims of-crime-and Dire
'a--

disasters, and others involved in emergency situations. The

other named parameters of service have:similar impacts on the

attual.functionin4 of public safety systems to meet their
/

, responsibilities.

APCO recognizes that ;a loading-criteria based, on 'the

'number of mobile units is simpler and easier to administer -than

parameters that determine waiting time, such as message length,

frequency of messages and the like; but the simplitity ofthe

pretent criteria. should outweigh their severe drawbacki in accuracy.

The Commission must-devise a more accurate and-sophisticated

G
See-, APCO, An Introduction to ,the Theory of Wtiting Times,
Thomas Church and Janis Church. December 15, 1971.

Jag
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'measure of channel occupancy for public safety systems based
...,

oh the role they play in public-safety operations. Numerous
1/

studies have been made of police and other radio systems,

and these resources are available to help the Cc:imission in

determining adequate channel loading criteria. Without this

effort, however, the Commission's data base will not reflect

public safety needs.

B. .Accessto the Data Base.

Access to the data base may depend in large part on

the scheme of frequency coordination which the Commission adopts,

as the frequency:coordinators and
/
the FCC Staff are seen as

the primary, users of data base. Nonetheless, a number -el-general

observations can be-made regarding the kind of access ileededby.

any network of coordinators. First, some coordinators may need

on-line access to the data base by means of a toll - free - telephone

network ,or from low-cost terminals connected to a telex or TWX

network. Such instant access to valid data. may be a necessity

in some areas to provide accurate, current information when the

frequency coordination work load is heavy. Since the coordinators

are performing a job that is essentially the_FCC s-,; moreover, pro-

vision of the tools they need should 'be an FCC responsibility.

1/ APCO's Project 3 was one study of-police radio operation.
.

The summary portions of the Project 3 Report (Phase One)
are attached as Exhibit IV.

1.1

4P.
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Second, coordinators should be sent periodic printouts

or microfiche of all pending and recently granted applications in

their geographic service areas; alternatively, copies of all licenses,

modification's, and renewals should be sent to the applicable coor-

dinator. It is recommended that the printouts be monthly so that

the reports will have sufficient currency to be useful.

Third, retrieval access to thesdata base should'be possible

by any interested party including engineering firms, equipment vendors

and licensees, upon payment of-appropriate fees if necessary.

As for modes of retrieval, the list of primary search

key parameters in Appendix A (p. 10) is adequate for frequency

coordination work. APCO's prior experience indicates that the

licensee's legal name, service, call-sign, frequency and geographic

area are the most useful parameters, and thesefiles should be

cross-indexed with each other to assure easy reference. Information-

under thes

including mu

search keys should be available by geographic areas,

tistate or intrastate: areas as appropriate.

1/ The frequency coordinator in Connecticut, for example, may
"need information on systems in, Rhode Island, Massachusetts,
New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania; while the coordinator
in' Los Angeles may need only-Southern California data. An
index of geographic areas for which data can be retrieved
would be helpful.

_
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II. Frequency Coordination. PriSceddiesin
the Interval Until the FCC Data Base.
is Implemented,

A

As the Commission is well aware, APCO's basic position

--. is that, in concept, frequencY cootdination is the responsibility

and burden of the. Commission as a necessary step in meeting the

purpose for which it was created, However, unless and until the

Commission is equipped to do the job properly and effeCtively, APCO

will continue to be a strong supporter, of frequency coordination

performed by.volunteers from the various radio services and has

committed major efforts to that end. \.kPCO mqMbers take part in.- ;

local frequency .coordi ation.advisory committees for'public safety

radio applications 1 many parts of the, country. As part of its

emphasi ,on regional communications/planning, moreover, APCO has

stressed,the-role Of frequency coordinItion in assuring effective

use of frequency assignments.

r
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Under present conditions, the Commission's decisionJko

rely on voluntary frequency coordination efforts, rather than

analyze all frequency question's by the Commission in Washington,

meets wit: A flrm qpproval from APCO. At the same time, the fact

that the volunteer coordinator is taking on a part of the Commission's
t.

burden should 'be'recognized.- Such 'volunteers must look to the Cam7.

mission for support. As noted'earlier, the es 4 lishment of a proper

data base with provision. for means of.access borne by the Commission

is one way in which such support can'be7rovided.

A. Organization of a Frequency Coordination
System.

In discussing frequency coordination'systems, certain /A

fundamental defintions and ground rules should be agreed upon.by

the Commission and privae parties. APCO4s experience with frequency

coordination activities performed by area coordinators or committees

of
-

affected users has been favorable and successful. APCO pro ores

the following definitions and criteria as descriptive of those seeking

to assume the critical role of ,a designated single point coordinating
c

organiZation:
Otaf,

(1) Designated Coordinating Organization:

Definition:- A national organization Hof radio spectrum users

that is authorized by the FCC to provide coordina-

tion services on a-national basis to license appli-

cants in designated user services..

1



Pur po se :a- To provide uniform.administrative and super-,
yisory support to its selected coordinators
on a single point of interface between such
coordinators and the FCC.

Elements: 1) An established organization having a
national distribution of radio service
user members.

(2) Coordinator:

Definition:

Purpose:

.

-

Elementsi.

(3) Coordinating

Definition:

Purpose:,

,

Elements:

2). A permanent national office employing a
permanent staff.

3) A governing mechanism, responsive to the
membership 'and authorized to exercise
supervisory jurisdiction over the'spectrum
management related activities; of its meet.
bershipr.

A member of a Designated Coordinatimg Organiiation,
authorized to accomplish a coordination function
for specified land mobile radio service(s) in a
specified geographic area.

To provide,00rdination service to
radio frequtncy license applicants
area.

appiopriate
in a designated

1) -Authoriied by the Designated Coordinating
Or5anization.

-2) Resident of or employed in the geographical
area in which he acts.

3) Complies with established standards and pro-
cedure%,

Committee:

A committee of-coordinators authorized to coor-
dinate for specified'user services in a designated
geographical area.

To assure maximum utilization of the spectrum
by spectrum mariagement decisions of the committee.

1)' CoMprised of authorized coordinators.

2) Membership includes those directly affected
by spectrum management, decisions of th.=. com-
mittee:\

,

127



(4) Coordination:

Definition:

Purpose:.

. Elements:

(5) Advisory

(6)

An approved procedure for processing requests
for radio,frequency recommendations.

To achieve and maintain an optimum level of
compatible communications systems in a given
geographical area.

1) ,Advisory in nature.

.2) Provided by authorized individual (s).

Procedure:-

Definition:

Purpose:

Elements:.

The process of making recommendations on technical,
administrative-and regulatory matters.affecting
utilization of the radio frequency, spectrum.

To assure that maximum operational benefit is
derived from use of the spectrum available.

1) Reflects local geographic and system refated
requirements.

2) Accomplished prior or subsequent to issuance
of a license.

Coordination PIan:=

a

Definition: A document,.approved by the. FCC; that defines
the procedures by whip? the coordination function
will be accomplished., 7 ,

Purpose: To define responsibilities; authorities, piocciallres
, and practice's associated with the coordinatio4=1-

4 cess for the benefit of those affected by spec
,management decisions.

Elements:^ 1) A formal publication o
ting Organization.

2) Approved by the FCC.

3) Available to license applicants
the spectrum.

a Designated.'Coordina-

and users of



An organization seeking -to become a designated coordinating organi-

zation should stibmit a plan for FCC approval that
f.

gets the above

definitions and covers:

1) Eligibility:.

A) Name of organiza ion
B) List of its curre t officers-
C) Addresd of its pr cipal business office
D) Aims and objective and geographic. scope as

documented by .a copy of its by-laws
E)\; Identification of its served radio services

as specified by its by-laws membership quali-
fictions

2) Ability:

A) Resources: administrative:

(1) Number of paid employees, j b descriptions
(2) Background and experience
(3). Office space and equipment
(4) Legal services

B.) Resources:, membersh:LE:

(1) 1Iumber of-members by membership category_
(2) Number of members by radio service
(3) Geographic distribution of members (chapters,

(4) Typical. job responsibilities of members
(5) List of current coordintors, job titles, etc'.

Resources: financial:

(1) Copy of last annual fiscal report
(2). Copy of current budget
,(3) ,/ndication of 'change, if any, caused by pro -.`-

posed coordination procedure

3). Activity:

A)
;

Services re4ularly provided to membership
and others

B) Participation in Commission proceedings
C) Trade.shows
D) Seminars and schools
E) Chapter, regional, and national meetings.
F) Projects and studies
G) Other

'Coordination procedure:

A) . As currently performed
B) As proposed in- attached documents
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In APCO's view, the definitions and criteria set out

above establish private frequency coordination efforts ori'a sound

basis for the public safety radio services in all radio. bands. 'Wei

urge the FCC to adopt these definitions and criteria as part of
,

its program to rely on a private frequency dboia,inating entity in,

the pUblicsafetyradio services and to the extent ,lpropriate

other services. In addition, certain other fundamental points

should be included in proposed rules to formalize the scope needed

for a public safety frequency coordination system.

Scope of a Public Safety Frequency
Coordination System.

First, as noted'above, APCO supports the use of private,

frequency coordination efforts in all radio bands including 900 MHz.

It is our view that the frequency coordination process, with its

detailed work before and after licensing,of systems, is the best

method of insuring the -existence of compatible and effective radio

systems. The 900 MHz spectrum is no exception in this regard.

Second, APCO supports frequency coordination for all-

public safety radio applications including those which are, part

of regional_Rlans, which propose shared use of relay facilities

and which reibploy field 'engineering surveys. While we recognize'

that some applicants may choose to use a field engineering su

or that duplication may occur with multiple requests for a cared

.
relay facility, the job of the coordinator can be seriously com-

promised by frequency assignments made on the basis of -applications

of which the local coordinator is unaware. Since the coordinator
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has been dsS-igned the major responsibility for.,1Fequency-recom-

mendations, his work should be supported by requiririg.applicants
t

to submit a copy of their applications'to the coordinator at the
,

same time a filing is made with"the FCC. This contemporaneous
`

notice is necessary for the coordinator to have an opportunity to

comment on the application before it is granted and to avoid cori-

flicting frequency recommendations'dlring the interval between the

filing of an uncoordinated application and the grant of the appli-
. 1/

cation.

Applications which are made in. connectior:Lwith compre-

hensive public safety telecommunications plans should also be sub-

ject to the frequency coordination process' so tht the coordinator
T'

can advise the e-participating agencies and be advised of any changes
2/,or modifications in the plan. In addition to specifying frequency'

coordination for Comprehensive plans, the new Rules should contain

prOcess whereby, the FCC and 'the coordiriatord monitor and participate

1/ To,preserve the options of field surveys while also keeping
coordinators abreast of applications, the request for coordina-
tors' 'comments should be combined with the FCC application form.
With a space for the coordinator's recommendations and comments,
the form would contain all the-information needed both by the
FCC and the coordinator-. Whatever mechanism is adopted, the.
Rules should provide for the notice needed by-the coordinator
--at the time the application is filed.

2/. APCO recognizes and has promoted the process of preparing,
adopting, and_implementing statewide plans. Frequency coor-
dination-should be an aid in identifying necessary modifications.
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: in-the7iinplementation of a plan that has been-approved; 'The struc-

ture of an approval and 'implementation process is discussed further

below. (pp. 30-31) .

Third, in endorsing privat\frequency coordination efforts

for all applications, APCO does not call for a delegatidh of authdrity

from the FCC to the coordinatbrs. Just as the FCC is the only

entity that can organize and maintain the data base necessarii for

any system of frequency assignments, the Commission must alL bear

the ultimate authority for frequency assigneht, monitoring, and

enforcement of its license provisions. The frequency coordinator

should'make recommendations 'as to the channel assignments and tech-

nical or operational considerations affecting area use of the channel,

but,the coordinator should not be empowered to delay submission of
1/

an application unless or until his suggestions are adopted. Simi-

larly, in Oases of ;disputes between the:coordinator and the applicant,

including disputes over-applications based on field engineering

surveys, each party should have an opportunity to .submit written

comments in support of his view prior to an FCC decision. The Com-

mission's decision should be confirmed in writing,: accompanied by

a brief statement of reasons, and provided to all parties to the

dispute.

1/ By the logic of APCO's position'on this point, the frequency
coordinator should'not "administer" a public s,-fety telecommuni-
Cations plan. The mechanism 'for approving and,implementing'a
statewide' plan vis-a-vis FCC requirements should be an FCC pro-.
cess clearly set out in the Rules.

132
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Finallyrthe FCC computer model for selecting frequegrcies,'

the Automatic Frequency Assignment Model or AFAM, should be avail-

able to provide assistance to the coordinator. As the Notice
4

acknowledged'CRaragraph 21), reliance on AFAM as the sole source
--

of frequency selections in- the Chicago region was unsatisfactory

because of the individual judgments and human factors involved in

many applications. Indeed, in crowded areas frequency coordinators

tailor systems to an existing environment,, an individual process

.that'has not yet been programmed for computer solution. The com-

puter's capabilities can be valuable to the coordinator if used

for a firtt order approximation of all possible frequency selections

from calculations of the applicant's coverage requirements and

those of existing systems. A printout of,AFAM's frequency, recom-
.

mendations and the supporting calculations should be available to

the coordinator at his request for use in making a frequency recom-
,

mendation. in cases where the coordinator's recommendation differs

substantially frem AFAM's selections, a statement of the unique

factors of the application might be requested to explairi

In this manner, the AFAM model can be used to assist the
1/

coordinator,as well as to assess his selections.

the deviation.

frequency

1/ APCO's program for frequency coordination4in the Chicago region
follows'this approach. See, Exhibit II, infra. This program
could be a model for future efforts with AFAM.
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C. APCO's Program for Frequency Coordination
in the Public Safety Radio Service in the k

Near Term.

The eventual frequency coordination system determined as

best suited' to the public safety services will depend upon

the establishment of an FCC data base having necessary information,

accuracy and currency, together with th.etmeans of acceo it.

It will require the adoption4of fundamental definitions and ground

rules, and the establishment of a frequency coordination process

that results from future rulemaking proceedings on frequency coor-

dination as announced in the Notice (Para. 1).

The question of guidelines and' standards for frequency

coordinatorsA.s one which APCO has previously addressed at some

length. In 1971, an APCO task force drew up a Frequency Coordination

Manual as a model for its local coordination committees. This

ManUal was designed as a guide to public safety coordinators in the

unique aspects of public safety radio while recognizing that each
1/

local area may differ in applying the-suggested procedures. If

the FCC determines that one organization should perform frequency
2/

coordination for all public safety radio applicants, APCO has the

"1/ The difference'.between public safety radio systems across the
country have led APCO-to operate its frequency coordination work
by local committees under the administrative. supervisidn' of its_
National Office to a great extent. .It is our vIeW that effortS
will always be required by pUblic'safety-radio personnel who are'
-well informed in local areas.-

2/ A number of land mobile radio organizations have petitioned the
Commission to establish four national coordination entities for
coordinatiori in the 900 MHz band. Rm 2908, Comments filed
July 20, 1977.

134



--capability to astume-that-role. The framework adopted would-be-
.

sufficient unto itself but would provide for participation of

other,public safety organizations should they desire` to do so.

. AR.co is prepared to _move toward a more comprehensive system of

coordination, unified under its National Office and organized for

Commission auditing, as May be necessary.

however,

.

The Commission's comments about lack of stand4rdization,

must be considered .in light of the widely varyingg4arac-
-,

teriltics of the radio services'. Public safety radio systems have
1.

-

unique factors of 'governmental -involvement in-planning and budgeting,

public respOnsibilities for safety of lives'and property, and a.

need for all local and state organizations to coord,thatdwith each

other in:degrees ranging from everyday working arrangements to a

cognizance, of abilities and functions in times of disaster and

emergency. Thete.unique factors mean, for examplE. that channel

loading criteria in numbers of mobile units are no: wholly appro-
;

priate for public safety systems, a point disaUtsed in detail else-

where. The public safety coordinator must be knowl g able in- the

uniqUe aspects of public safety radio systems and empowered bythe

Rules to make frequency recommendations that best fill the perceived

need's. A frequency coordination program that.is standardized for

all.seryices and-limited by rigid channel sharing and loading rules

will not yield the .best results for public safety systems.

13D
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D. Frequency Coordination in the
Chicago Region.

APCO is prepared to resume its freqUency coordination

efforts in the Chicago region on any datethe Commission may set.

APCO members have worked with the Spectrum Management Task Force

throughout the. Chicago experiment, and discussions have been held
-

regarding possible procedures for increasing the role of priliate

coordinators. Exhibit II attached to these CoMments'offers a

proposal 'for private frequency'coordination in the .;:hiCago region,.'
1/

building upon the task, force experiment. Our proposal envisions

use of the AFAM model at a preliminary'stage in the application
,

.process with the' final frequency selected by the FCC staff from

the AFAM calculations and .the coordinator's recomMendations. This
7 . s.

APCO plan could be lemented by all radio services or, only public
. . 0- .

- -

safety services'. It will be necessary, of course,;. forthose per-

forming coordinating activitiesto have access to the present' data

base of Chicago area licensees in order to start their Work. and
g

.to continue it. -Access should be arranged on the basis described

in Section I above, and this experience: may offer'field data for

designing the nationwide access program.

.

1/ The proposal in ExhibitII is based upon discussions between
APCO and Commission Staff officials shortly prior to termination
of the Chicago'experiment. There was basic agreement that' such
an. approach would be tried. !However, it was not- implemented
because .of termination of the experiment shortly after the;44gree-
ment was-reached.-

-

r.
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III. Spectrum Monitoring, and Channel page
Data are Tools in Effective SpgatAun
Management.

The third area of-imguiry in the Notice involves the

Commission's, program of monitoring land mobile channels to compile

data on .actlialchannel usage. The-Notice reports the preliminary_

experience with spectrum monitoring in Chicago and requests corn-

Ments.on the data to be gathered and the use of the data. As the,

Commission recognizes, a comprehensive program.of spectrum monitoring

is difficult to implement and uncertain in results. (Notice, Appen-

dix B). For public safety radio system's, moreover, spectrum

monitoring must recognize the characteristics of public safety sys-

-teats and the way they differ from those of-other radio services.

Public safety systems must operate 24 hours per day,

-seven days a week, to meet their public responsibilities; indeed,

a large percentage of their activities occur outside of normal
1/

working hours. Monitoring of public safety systems should take;

into account this fulltime use.. The monitoring data should also

be read in light of other Operational factdrs such as the need

for instant communications when an incident occurs. A major per,

fOrmance criterion that must be satisfied in the design of public

1/ Studies of.crime statistics, for example, show large percentages'
of crime at night and onweekends. Similarly, large numbers of
traffic.accidents occur "during the evening rush hour,and on
holiday wedkends. Major civil disasters and'emergenbies call
,lor,-24-hour-a-day radio systems until the'crisis over. See,
-e.g., National Commission on Criminal Justice. Standards and Goals,
Police, 1973, at 200-04.
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safety radio systems is the waiting time of mobile or portable

units before effective contact with the, control point is established,

since an unduly long waiting time can mean the difference between'

life and death in certain situations. Apart from such extreme

cases, public safety communications in general-must place a higher

priority on quick access to a control point or to other mobiles or

- portables than many non-safety-licensees, and the FCC channel loading

criteria should recognize this need.

Another factor unique to public safety systems is the

need for functional designation of one or, more channels in 'a system.

Detective or undercover police units, vice'squads, and other-police

units may be assigned a channel`for their use only to insure instant

-access to a control point or other points of communications and to

protect the identifies or locations of undercover personnel. An

other Channel may be assigned only for dispatching. purposes, so-

that dispatch orders and calls to 41 units can be made without

delay or interference. These functional designations have a vital

role that should not be overlooked in. an,attempt to evaluate spec-
.

1/
true use.

1/ A2CO's Project S, the study of public safety operating proce-
'dures, contains detailed suppOrt for the unique factors' of
public safety systems. A copy of the Summary_from Project 3
is attached as'Exhibit IV. I
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A fourth factor unique:to pulRlic safety radio systems

is the increasing use of comprehensive telecommunications 'Plans.

Working with the 'Law-Enforcement Assistance Administration, APCO

has .encouraged the development and use. of locale and regional plans

that provide_ for efficient use of frequencies and the development

of operational compatibility between many city, county; and state

public safety agencies. In previous .filings with the Commission

based on the extensive studies of Projects 13 and 13a APCO urged

the acceptanceAnd accommodation of public safety plans in frequenci

assignments and channel loading requi-rements. Since this proceeding

should be imade. for a process of'FCC approval of a public safety.
0

plan. .The following definition of ,a. public safety telecommunicatioAS

plan Should be reCognized by the CommisSion as -the first step in

this process:

'.Public Safety Telecommunications Plan

A document which defines the use of portiodi
of the radio frequency spectrum in a specific
telecommunications system by a' tax-supported
agency 'or agencies. Such plan must be justi-
fied by analysis of operational requirements
in light of channel utilization and by-evidence
of financial support and other factors which.
will insure.implementation within a. planned.
time,frame. All Public Safety Telecommunica-
tions Plans shoUld be accompanied by..a state-
ment from frequency coordinating committees
indicating potential availability of frequencies,

a

may lead to proposed Rules to aid spectrum management, .provision
- . .

1/ See, APCO's Petition fOi Reconsideration and Clarification
filed in Docket No. 20909, May 2,-1977.



If a plan meets these criteria, it should be submitted to the

FCC for review as to its liceniing needi. Upon the Commission's
4

concurrence,-the agencies participating in the plan and the applicable- .

coordinators,should be given written assurance that frequencies

will be'made available, preferably those recommended by the coor-

dlhator, to implement the -plan.

Apart from, Urging the Commission to recognize. and accom-

modate the 'unique aspects of public safety systems in any spectrum

management system, ,APCO supports, a continuation of monitoring tb;

the extent the Commission feek5-useful..in major cities where

specific need for-channel occup-ancy dia. may exist. It should be

noted '.that- a full - tune,- comprehensiye system of monitoring wouI4

.

contemplated in,-the Notices. -a Until the Commissi n! s prepared, to

7:

resources and
-
prioritieS far above the level

commit' the resources needed; a number of interim .steps can be taken

to obtain accurate and useful dat.i. These -steps include increased

requireme4s. for entries- in a station log, inexpensive recording

devices or time keeping attachments to the station transmitter and

receiving equipment.

Under any system- of monitoring, public safety organiza-

tions and the, frequency coordinators should have access to the

.---monitoring data when requested- Any°suggestiohs for increased

sharing of channels should be -made in close consultation with the

'coordinators.
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Conclusion.;

The impleMbntation of an effeCtive system of spectrum

management and fre4uency coordination for the land mobile radio

services will be critically dependent upon the determination of-the

FCC to lulfill its responsibilities within the limit of its re-.

sources. The Commission is the only party that_can assemble the

informatiOn and resources to construct an accurate data base of

licensees and provide.low cost access to, it Similarly, the Com-

mission .is the only party which can organize and carry.out a pro-

gram of channel monitoriIag, taking; into account the-operational

factors of the systems. surveyed, analyze the data in accordance-

with meaningful criteria and enter this data into the data base.

In the public safety,area, the data-base and channel loading stan-,

dard.Must take into account average message length, frequency of

messages, and other factors which affect ,the .waiting: time fqr .access

to the. -system.

In the- interim until establishment of anadequate FCC

data base, certain measures can be taken to rationalize and upgrade

the frequency coordination program. APCO has made suggestions as

to deftnitions relating to frequency coordination activities. If

the FCC determines that one organization should handle-frequency

coordination in the public'safety radio services APCO is prepared

to assume-that role through its National Office and local coordina-

ting,entities. APCO has unique qualifications to do so stemming

from its organization, membership expertise, past studies, reports,

and other projects tearing upon public safety matters,
,
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resources as discussed 'above'. Further changes in the frequency.

coordination system should await the organization ad availability

of the FCC data base and the. coming inquiry on frequency coordina-

tion procedures.

Finally, in any spectrum monitoring and channel load.ing

program adopted for the future, APCO urges the Commission to reccig-

-nize and accommodate!the unique aspects of public safety radio

systems. Chief among these factors are planned and integrated

systems, the 24-hour, seven-day work week of our systems, and the

need for functional designation of some channels and nearly instanta-

For-these reasons, channelrneous communications in many situations.

loading criteria must be more meaningful than the number of mobile

units per channel,,and frequency ,assignments must be tailored for

the operationdl requints of public safety systems

October 1977
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1150 Setventeenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036:
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AMST

-APCO

AT&T

ABBREVIATIONS

Association of Maximum. Service Telecasters

Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, Inc.

American Telephone & Telegraph CoMpany,

AVL Automatic vehicle location

CAD Computer aided dispatch

db Decibel:

EIA

ERP

Electronics Industries Association

Effective radiated power

FCC Federal Communications Commission

IACP Internal Association of Chiefs of Police

IBT

ID

Illinois Bell Telephone

Identification

I F Intermediate frequency

,fMTS Improved Mobile Telephone Service

Industrial, scientific and medical

Law Enforcement Assistance AdMinistration

Land Mobile Communications Council

NABER ..National Association of Business and Educational Radio,

NARUC

OTP

RF Radio frequency

SIRSA

1 SMRS Specialized Mobile Radio Systems

National Association of Regu-latory Utility Comissioners

Office of TelecOmmunications

Inc.

Special Industrial Radio Service Association,

UHF

VHF

WARC

Ultra high frequency

Very high frequency

World Administrative Radio Conference

Inc:



ambient noise

antenna gain

authorized transmission;

automatic vehicle

-Environmental'or background electromagnetic noise
4

--An-antenna characteristic that increases the powerAerisity'in a
given direttion by concentration of radiated energy

.

-A message whose content is in keeping with the authorized pur-
poses of the licensee
-

location technique using RF.-energYto automatically,determine the,
location of vehicles-and to report their-positions to a.central

_
controT facility

channel loading standards

community repeater

coordinating committee

coordinator

fleet. dispatch

foliage loss

frequency-assignments

functional requirements

geographic re-use

isotropic radiator.

licensable

paging

i,path loss

- FCC.standards designating the number of mobile-units that must.
be-assigned to a single chihnel before that -channel is con-
sidered "fully loaded", thereby justifying the assignment_of

. -additional channels

-A base station used by more than one liCensee to,provtde an
extended area of communication with"the licensee's mobile units.

..All users of the community'repeaterjointly-share the community
repeater'slicense responsibility. ,

- A committee. of coordinators authorzed to coordinate for speci-
.

fied user services in-a designated geographical area

member oft. designated cdordinati organization, authorized
to accomplish a toordination fu on 'or-specifiedland'mobile'
radio service(s)- in a specified geograric area

=A communications process by which i.no(riber of mobile units
monitor.all transmissions from a common point to receive infOr-
mtion that may pertain to only one-or more_units.of the fleet
in any given instant

- Attenuation of electromagnetic energy-caused by the.absorotion
by trees or other growth in the path between transmitterand

.-,? receiver

-A frequen cy authorized by the FCC for use by a licensee for pur-
poses 'specified on the license,-

-These capabilities a system must, provide to fulfill the opera-
tional needs of the user.

- Re-use of a specific frequency made possible by geographic
separation or shielding from undesired signals

_ .

A radiator of electromagnetic energy that radiates equally well
in all directions (a theoretical concept)

An application fdr use of the spectrum that is in compliance
with the FCC's Rules

.-A communication service,in which a base station provides One-Way
,

' communication to subscribers,A.Isually involving only "beep tone"
nOtifiCation

The attenuation of electromagnetic energy,over the Path between
two points .



peak loading

radio common carriers-.

satellite sites

.2v

simulcasting,
. ,

system configuration

wireline carriers

-The maximum traffic level. to:which'a radio channel may be
:subjected. Peak loading of lavvenforcement chahnels-usually
occurs during.Periods-of maximum criminal activity or major
community emergencies

=Those who provide:radio communication-serviceto the general
public--

.,42emote .transmitter and /or receiver sites connected .to a central
control station:usually by landline or.microwavelinkS that.
.provide radio communications coverage of selected areas` that
Cannot be Served adequately from the base site

techniqUeof transmitting-from two'separate sites 'simultaneous:-
ly on a Common freqUency: Careful control of both audio and
:radio frequencies at each site is required to preclude distruct-
ive interferenCe in regions covered by more than one simulcasting
transmitter

P
. - ,

-The arrangement of procedures, equ Ment and.organiiations that
have been selected to accomplish the unctional objectives of the
system.

.:--Public service entities that-provide wire type communications
servi ces -.- Yehilthe term implies telephone type wire connec-
tions, many such carriers use microwave systems within their
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